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1. INTRODUCTION
Examination of candidate experiments projected far the joint
European/American Spacelab program indicates that a considerable
number of these require painting stabilities of + 1 arc-second
or better which far exceeds the pointing stability capability of
the Shuttle Orbiter. In addition, a r>umber of experiments require
accurate slewing, i.e., to within + ^. arc-second of a defined tra-
jectory, in order to track a point on Earth with great precision.
It is, therefore, clear that a pointing system is needed in order
to meet Spacelab experiment requirements. To this end, the Euro-
pean Space Agency (E5A) under the auspices of their ESTEC branch,
working in conjunction with Dornier Systems, is developing an In-
strument Pointing System (IP5) which is projected to meet Spacelab
experiment requirements. The IPS being developed is a three axis
gimballed system which mates with the back end of a prospective
payload resulting in a large mass offset (i.e., distance between
telescope C.M. and gimbal intersection point). The effects of the
large mass offset are counteracted by a suspension system which
isolates the IPS from disturbances such as man motion, RCS thruster
firings, etc., that arise in the orbiter, The Bendix Corpor-
ation, under contract to Marshall Spaceflight Center, has been
csanducting studies an the IPS far the past year. The objective
of these studies is to determine the performance capabilities o f
the IFS in order to aid NASA in their support of the ESA TPS design
by making the findings of the study available in a timely manner.
Modifications that would result in overall improved IPS performance
could be then l.ncarporated in the IPS design in a cost effective
manner resulting in an experiment painting system that will meet
the broadest possible experiment requirements.
This report describes the study results obtained to date an
the performance capabi:^ities and limitations of the TPS as present-
ly conceived by ESTL and offers same suggestions of design modifi-
catians that if implemented will result in overall. improved IPS
performance. Since the design and configuration of the IPS has
been modified over the period of time this study has been performed,
a portion of the study ha..s been performed with the Inside-Out Gim-
bal (IOG} configuration which was subsequently updated to the pre-
sent Coincident Gimbal. System configuration. However, due to the
similarity of t^^e two systems, the results obtained for-the IOG
also apply to the Coincident Gimbal System.
r
1-^l
This report consists of two volumes. The first, which is the
main body of the report, describes the analyses and simulations per-	 _	 t
farmed during the course of the study and the conclusions and re- 	 i
commendations resulting - from these investigations. The second 	 --
volume, which is an appendix to the main body of th^.s report, pre-
sents all of the eigenvalue data obtained upon which the results
of the 1P5 system stability analysis presented in section 3.0 are 	 _
based. In addition, Coincident Gimbal earth paint tracking time
histories that were not included in L-he main body of the report 	 -






	 Two mathematical models describing two types of Instrument
Pointing System (IP5) configurations were developed in the course
of the study. The types of IP5 far which mathematical, models were
developed are the InsideWOut Gi-mbal {IqG) and the Offset Gimbal
	
-	 System configurations, Only the IOG mcwel was computer imple-
mented since the Offset Gimbal System canfigurakion was eliminated
from contention as being a viable system configuration.
The IOG model is a large angle nonlinear model. consisting of
three bodies. One body represenks the shuttle orbiter and pallet,
the second represents the IOG pedestal, and the third represents
the instrument plus the inner (i.e., inertial} gimbal upon which
	
__	 the instrument mounts. ^`eatures of the model include:
	
-'	 a. roll strapdown equations of motion describing the relative
orientation between pedestal and instrument.
b. Nonlinear Eisler terms due to telescope rotation.
c. Full six degree of freedom suspension dynamics between
pallet and Coincident Gimbal pedestal.
d. Complete representation of gimbal wire torques.
e. Small and large angle tracking capability.
f. Sensor and actuator dynamics.
The Offset Gimbal math model is a large angle nonlinear model
consisting of eight bodies. One body represents the shuttle orbs-^
ter and pallet, six bodies are used to represent the Offset Gimbal
	
-	 System configuration, and one body represents the instrument.
Features of the mathematical formulation are:
a. Offset gimbal: flexibility characterization including flexi-
ble interface between inertially stable gimbal anal instrument.
b. Full strapdown equations of motion.
c. Nonlinear Eisler terms due to various body rotations.
In addition, a linear stability model seas deveZaped for the
•i-	 3
I
Coincident Gimbal by formulating the system "A" matrix and obtain-
ing the corresponding system eigenvalues.	 This model was used _.
eattensively to determine the stability boundaries of the coinci-
dent gimbal system configuration to control system and geometric -
parame^er variations. ,
2.l	 YdG.Mathematical Model -The sections that follow will
outline the derivation of the mathematical model used to deter-
mine IOG pointing and slewing performance.
2.1.1	 Translational equations of Motion -- Referring to figure j
2-1, the following translational equations of motion can be i^rritten ;









Fje {j^1,2,3} =external forces applied to bndie5 ^. L^iru _	 j
6 respectively
^clZ -compliance force	 between .bodies 1 and 2,
,^





m..{j^1,2, 3) =mass of bodies L thru 3 r^
1
[^pj (j=1,2,3} = distanc:e from origin of arbitrary inertia].
coordin^ite Frame to r.entar of mass aE
_









rpv W distance frvza origin of arbitrary inertial coordinate




Additionally, from the geometry shaven. iri figure 2-^]. we have
p3-po R^ (2-7)
where:
^(j=1,2,3) = distance from composite center of mass to the
center of mass of bodies 1 thru 3
from the definition of the composite system center of mass
miRi+m2R2-Mt3R3-4 {2-8)
Also from geometrical considerations
R2--Rx+R120+E12 (2-9 )
i	 R3 R1+R120+E12+r1+r 2 (2-^10)
^rhere
Ri20 = inertially fixed vectox directed from the CM v^ bady
1 to body 2 when the system is i.n an unstressed state
X12 ^ relative linear displacement between bodies 1 and 2
measured with respect tv R120
rl = distance from CM of body 2 tv gimbal hinge pv%nt
r2 = distance fzom gimbal hinge point tv CM of bady 3
Substituting equations (2-9) era r^_ y n^ -r..^-„ ,,..,.^.,.^.,.. r^_R^
and solving for Rl yields
Rl M ^m2^3^ (^20+^
2^3
Substituting equations (2-7), {2-lI), and (2^-^) into equation
(2-^) and solving for the hinge force yields
FH= M (mi-t-m2)F3e m3 {B'le+F2e)-mlm3^l2-m3(mi-hn2} (rl+'r2)	 {2-12)
The compl^.ance force between bodies 1 and Z of tltie k th iso-
lator can be written as
F	 =1c •^: +u •^ +K ^ (^12-^^.2 ) — (^12—{^12 ) +^	 R12 Rl_2	 {2—^3)ciZk ^.2 12 12 12 12	 k2 k20	 k1 1<l^	 12 k2- kl
where ;
^iki(k--l,...,^+) = distance from GM of body 1 to the k t'^^ lum}red
spring damper betwer^n bodlc^s 1 and 2 on tlic^
body 1 side of the lc t ^l spring damper r^ystem.
This vector is fixed in body ]..
(3k2(k=1,...,4) = distance from CM of body 2 to the k tli Pumped
spring damper between bodies 1 and 2 on the
body 2 side of the k th spring damper system.
This vector is fixed in body 2.
ak^S(k--1,...,4) =value of 
^kl when system zs unstressed.
12	 12[3^S{k=1,...,4) = value of ^ik2 when system is unstressed.
K12 = spring constant between badiet^ 1 and L.
Diz = damping constant of spring damper between
bodies ^. and 2.
The damping and spring constants are defined as diahanal























. Rk2o^'k^:z0 ^k20	 (2P21)
where:
61 = angular rotation of body 1
8 2 = angu3.ar rotat^.an of body 2
call = angular rate of body 1
cat - angular rate of body 2
I^2d = inertial vector equal to the distance from ^M	 I
of body 2 to center of elasticity a^ spring
damper sysL^±+ bP4ween bodies 1 and 2 whexi the
system is unsi::ressed
l2
.	 ak24(k=1,...,4)	 = inerta^. vec.tnr equal to the distance Exam the 	 !
center of elasticity of the spring damper sys-
tem between bodies. 1 and 2 to the kth spring	 ^





_^	 _	 ^	 ^...	 i	 ,
Substituting equata.ons (2-16) thou (221) into equation (2^-1.3)
and. rearrangixzg terms y^,elds
^	 ^K	 ^. +(Ef ^-0 )xlt
	
-(^ xlt	 +(0 --^# }xal^
	
^c12k 12 • 12	 2 1	 E20 1 1'l0	 ^ i	 k20






Substituting equation (?_-22) ^,nto equation {2-23) and pe^`farming
the indicated summations yields
4
	





4^ +4(c^ -w )xlt -4w xR +(m --m )x	 X1212	 12	 2 1 E20 1 120 2 1 ^, k20	 {2-25)
k^ 1














......^	 ...	 ..	 ..	 ......	 777	 ^
_.
i
A Force equation wi11 be requi,xed in order to solve for X 12 . This
e cation is obtained b substitutin a cations 2--2fx}, 	 ^q	 Y	 g q
	
{	 (2-ll} and	 ^
--	 (2-5} into equation {2-Z} which rescl.ts in
.	 m M ^ E
le mM(E2e}F3e)W_ ^(m2+m3)E12+4D•E1z+4IC12•^l2




x.1.2 Rotational Equations of Motion - 'Elie Following para-
graphs will de^velap the rotational equations of motion of the
-	
system depicted in Figure 2-1. In this development it will be
assumed that the coordinate Frames of bodies 1 and 2 are aligned. 	 ,
1•lowevex, the coordinate Frame of body 3 can be at an arbitrary
orientation wftti respect to bodies Z and 2.




.	 Tle+Rllx^le+ ^,, ^lclx^cl2k- dt(`^1•Wl)
k=1
Substituting equations (2-lfi), {2-2d) and ( 2-22) into equation { 2-28}	 ^




-t-4 {R120+^20) x X12 • {mil U'2 ) X^E2C7+^'slxltl2q	;
•




=ding{4 	 (^12 y}2;4K	 {a12 ^2^^ [	{al2 ) 2+K	 {^12 )Z^}k1.2
	
KI2z 1.20	 1.2z 12dx
	
^.2y 120x	 12x 120y
d =diag{!^n	 (rx12 ) 2 ;^+D	 (a12 ) 2 ;4[IC	 a12 ) 2+D	 {a12 )2l}12	 1z^ 12oy	 12z lzox	 12z 1zOx	 12x 12dy
T^e(j=1.,2,3)= External torque acting on j th body




T^+T 2e T^-FR22xF2e- ^ 
a lc2x^c12k+x 1xFT1- dt(`i2'^2)	 (2^-30}
k^1
Substituting equations (2-12), (2-17}, {2-21), and (2»Z2} into
equation {2-3Q) and elx .minatl.ng second order terms gives
	
(m +m )	 m
T^+TZe+R22xFZe-I- 1M 2 r1xF3e- M rlx(rle+F2G)= ^t(J2•w2)+d12•(^2~mil)
+k12 • (82-U1)-[-ttEtE;20x i}12 • (us2-wl)xR120R^lxIt120 ^'1C 12 • (p2-91)xEtE'LU-^11xitI20
+ 1hi3 rlxs=12+4it)20X D12•L12^12•El2 -F 3 ^ 2 rl(^lxr2)+'Pl;	 (2-31)
where:
pie - external farce acting vn bady 3 written in body 2 coor-dinates
T ;^ = hinge torque acting on bodies 2 and 3 written in body 2
coordinates
TWT- wire torques applied to body 2 written in bady 2 coardinates












Bo_ dy 3 - The roCat^.onaz equation of motion for body 3 es^n be
expressed as
-TWT+TH+T3e+R33xF3e+r2xFH= at (J 3 •w3 )	 (2-32)
Substituting equation (144) into equation (l54) yields
(m +m )	 m
-TJT+T3e+R33xF3e+ 1M 
2 







TWT	 = wire torques app^.ied to body 3 written in body 3
coordinates
FIe' r2e - extarnaz force acting an bodies Y and 2, re4pectively,
written in body 3 coordinates
W3	 = anguzar rate of body 3
rl	= distance from CM of body 2 to hinge point, Written
in body 3 coordinates




^^KZZ' C^20 ' (ez-82 }+RZZO`°I^
-4 (









^ +R • F + ml^n2 r T • 11' — m3 r • {F +1^ )^J^`• m +d	 w —w )2e 22 2e	 Pf	 1 2 3 3e	 M 1 le 2e	 2 2 12 ( 2 1
+k • {6 -8 )-4R	 p • rR	 • (w -^^, )-R	 •w^+K • ^R	 • ((3 -© )-R	 •EI^
	
12	 2 1	 1;20	 12	 >a20	 2 1	 120 1	 12	 E2D	 2 ^.	 120 1
_	 m (m +m )	 _
-}- m^.^3 
^' • E -}-Q^	 11 • E +1: s E
	
^ ^ 2 ^ • rn 
• r • W +{t, • ( r • w }
	
M 1 12 RE20 [ 12 12 12 1] "'
	
M	 1 2 3[ 2 3 3 2 3]
+2^^ 3 • Ali	 ( 2-351
^3e+R33 •F3e+ ^1M 
2 
r2 • ^3e— mM r2.2^3-1•{Fle+1?2e}—J3•w3^3•^J3•w3
+ mlM3 r2. 2T3-1•^l2 — m3 ^lM 2 r 2 • ZT 3-1• rl • io2 —T^	 (Z-3fi)
1
'^2^3 F -- 
m1
(F + T • >~ ) __ 1^ (m -t-m ) e +4U • ^^ +4K • ^:
	
M	 le M 2e 2 3 3e	 M 2 3 12	 12 1l 12 12J
_	 _	 _
-^^12•CRE2D• (wl-w2) +itl2D•w]-4K12• [R1;20 • {o l —fl 2 )+R120 •p^+ lM3 (rl •w2 )








J3 diag J 3x ;J3y ;J 3z + J M	 —r2xr2y
^r2xr2z
—rlxrly	 —rlxriz








and ZT3 is the transformaCion from body 3 to body 2 coordinates and
is equal to
all a12 al3




2T3 3^2r ail a22 a32
a 13	 a23	 `^33
An assumption inherent in equations {2-3^.} thru (2--37) ie that
the nonlinear Eu1er, centrifugal and - Cor •lolis terms are negligible
for bodies 1 and 2. Equations (2-34) thru ( 2-37) form the complete
set of equations of motion of the system shown in figure 2-l.
It now becomes necessary to define the con^ral torques TH and
the computation scheme for updating 2T 3 . The control tor^}ues are
given by
2
^nT	 Wns	 ^ *	 o *	 ^^3TH^_ 
s^n'^ s 2+2^ w s -fw2 







$ 3c- ^ m3ed^
where;
-diag K^ ; ICR^ ; IC^










I	 i	 I	 ^	 I	 1	 I
Kl =diag Kxx ; Kiy ;K.^ z 	 { 2
-49)
where
KE =system rate gain 	 n m
rod/sec
I^ = system position gain n-m
rod
Tel = system integral gain sec
W^c = rate command vector
9 3c ^ angular position command
^' =gimbal torquer tirue constant
Wn.'f
ns - rate gyro natural frequency
^ ^ rate gyro damping ratio
s
2.1.3 Computational Scheme for Updating 
3
^2 - in order to
cpmple.te the equat -^.ons of oration g^.ven in equations (2-34) thru
{2--37), a method for computationally updating the transformation
from body 3 to body 2 coordinates must be specified. Since the
effects of gimbal wire torques ^ .s to be evaluated in the course
of the study it will be conveniect to express ^^^ in terms of mod3,-
fied Eu7.er angles and update the transformation by integration of
Euler - rate equations. Tn this manner, the Euler angles and rates
will always be known, tahich will be convenient far computing w3xe
torques. and gim'ual fricta_on t^thich depend functionally an Euler
angles and rates. Tn addition, none of the gimbal angles approach
^'/2 rod (90 degrees) which eli +mi.nates . the singularity problem
encountered when Euler angles are used as the strapdow^t cbmputatian
a^.gorithm.
Tn order Co properly compute the transformation between
bodies 2 and 3 coordinates the rotation sequence between Che bodies
must be specified. For the 1PS that rotation sequence is z, y, x
when going from body 2 to body 3. In addition, s^.nce bodies 2 and
3 rotate independently of each other relati^re Euler angles at^d rates
2-12
_. 1
t^rhich are a function of these rotations must be computed in order
to properly specify the transfor^uation. ^qua,tions {2-50) thru
(2-52) specify the transformation matrices going from body 2 to
body 3.
Xo	 cos ^^	 stn 9^	 O	 Xb
yo _	 -scr^ e^ cos ®^	 0	 Y6
^o 	Q	 O	 ^	 ^6	 {2-50)
X m 	
.1	 0	 O	 Xa
y^, -	 0	 cos ^'X 	 s i n X^	 yp
^^„	 0 -sir, ^x	 Cos ^x
	 ^p	 (2-Sl)
XL	 COs ^^,




`xis	 5 r n ^Y	 0	 cos r^	 ^m	 {2-52)
whet e
Xb ,Yb ,Zb = x,y, and x axis of the pedestal fixed coordinate fx'ame
o,Yo ,Zo - x,y, and z axes of the outer gimbal
Xm,Ym,Zm = x,y, and z axes of the middle gimbal
Xi,Y1,Zi = x,y, and z axes of the inner or inertial gimbal
B z 	 W relative rotation of outer gimbal about the z ax3,e
cp	 =relative rotation of the middle gimbal about the x axis
x




















^r = 3^Y - ^^ Y (2-53)
where
c
ekz{k=2, 3) = Eisler angle about the z axis due to the kth body
_
inertial rotation "^ -
^^(k^2,3) W Eisler angle about the x ax^.s due to the kth body
inertial rotatian
^ky (k=2, 3) =Eider angle about the y axis due to the kth body
inertial rotatian
The telescope (i.e., body 3) inertial rate written in tetras
of Eisler rates are given by
LJ^,^ CO5 ^^ n	 - S^ n Y^ ^. O ^ ^3x
(,^3y = '^ ^	 O 0 Cos ^x S cn ^x O ^- ^y
_
^^^ si,^ ^Y 0	 Cos `yy O -sin ^,^ cos ^x e^^ ^ (2-S^+)
Expanding equation { 2--5 y+) yields
	
I rJ	 V
^;x	-COS^XSLn FY	 CoS,Y (^	 9^^











O	 sec ^P^ -cos y^	 w3x
a	 S^n^Y	
w3Y
-^on ^x COS^y ^3^
€{{-;	 Salving equation (2-55) for the Eisler rates gives
1.
^3x	 -	 Cb5 ^y
i	 ^gy	 '^an ^x sin ^Y
4_
(2- S6)
^=	 Ttre pedestal (i.e., body 2) inertial rates written in termst.
of Eisler rates are given by
Wax ^	 ^a5 e^	 -s^» a^	 o	 z o o	 ^^x o
{,^}zy	= Sin A^	 CDS ®^	 ^ 0 COS Tx -sin ^x Tzy ^ 0
_	 r.^z^
;;
O	 O	 ^ D s;n ^x cas `^ x 0 ex^
^.
Expanding and simplifying equation (2-57} gives
w^	 O	 cas A^ -sin 0^ [QS ^x	 6z^










.	 ^z^ stn 8^ ^an 7x -tp5 Sg	 tin Tx	 ^ ^z^
^2x c.os 9s Sin A^	 O Gt1^Y
•,
'f^z Y -sEr^ B, See ^x rncos 9^ sec Tx	 0 W^^
(2-sq)
^ ^	 ^	 ^	 ^.^	 ^
a
,,
The relative Eisler rates are obtained by differentiating
equation {2-53) and substituting equations (2--5b} and (2-59) into	
E
the results which yields
^^
p	 ^ !^	1l 	f f 	/n^ 	
, ^	 .
W3^ SCC r^X :OS ^^ — W3x Se,° ^x S^nTY "' {(lJZx Ccan ^ Srn ^^ ^' 1.a1^ Y C^.^ 
`jX [ns 9^ t [c1^^^	 ^..
Ix =	 Gu^xcr^s7"y J- UJ3^Srn^'^ — ^41zx
 C qz' ^^ f- 1J2Y Sin BLZ^	 ^2—^iit;
'^^ = Lc13x ^an 7'X 5ih ^y	 ^- Q}3 ,r — W3^^^n f^x Cps^y	 — ^W^ y sec r^x cas 9^ - wax 5^ C^x Srr^A,^^ _
The transformation from body 3 to body 2 is given by
cos ^^	 -s;n ra^ 	 ^	 1	 o	 n	 cos ^'y	o	 sfn `^y
2T3 ^ sli` ^^	 .'b5 O^	 ^ o	 co$^x	 - Sin 7X 'J	 ^	 °3 (2-^.^)	 ^.
'1	 ^	 L^	 Sin 7x	 C^ ^ r'Dx	 ^- 51n ^y	 ^	 CAS f it
Expanding equation (2-bl) yields
/^	 1',	 /'^rfaI]j	 (I^	 /^	 ^^qq	 1^^^J)
CO59^COS TY	 Srn;J^^inTy _^ll7TY	 'Sln0^^;15^K	 r. ']ti'^^^lnwY -^ 5rr7Gr ;ir+^fx <"»Ty
Ti 1^	 - p
p	 J^ aJi^ 	 /^	 rp
<in g^ GAS^Y } Go5 ^,^ 4in'rx sen^y	 GAti ^^'"75 ^^X
	
^rnr}^ :,^n7"y
 - CoSCr^ <>rri 7x rns ^r
(
(^	 ^^^ ^	 fS~"	 i
i
— 
''mss r'^x srro ^y	 Si:n rQx	 cos ;^x	 rnx ^^^,	 ~-	 j
ij
2.1.4	 5pecif^.cation of Gimbal Wire Torques -The gimbal wire
torque characteristic is shown in figure 2-2, where
T^Z = Wire torque due to relative Eisler rotation about the z ax^,s (n m)
	 ^"
TAX = Wira torque due to relative Eu1er rotation about the x axis (n-m} 	 j
T y 







ICWT = Wire torque slope (red)
HWT ^ Jump in w^.re torque characteristic when relative Euler rate
changes sign (n-^m)
Using the transformata.ans given im equations {2-50} thru
(2-52} the wire torques acting oa. body °, (i.e., the telescope}
can be written as
wT3x
	
C45 wy	 0	 's:., y^	 .^	 0	 0	 -T,^	 O
Twrsy T	 O	 ^	 O	 0	 cos;^ x si.n ^Px	 O	 ^' - T+Yy
TyrT3^	 Sin Spy	 0	 cos Shy 	 0 - s^ n ^x cos ^x	 Tee 	 0
(2- & 3)
Expanding equation (2-63} and rearranging terms yields
TW^X	 - CQS TX 5 i n ! r
	 cos ^y	 O	
-Tex
T^^ y
	^	 Stn sPx	 D	 1	 ' T^^
	 l^-^Q'^
Twr3a	 COs X^ ca5 Y^
	 sin ^y	 ^	
'"TwY
Similarly the wire torques acting on body 2, i.e., the IOG
pedestal are given by
Twrzx	 ©	 COS try	 ^^ 34n 7^ CAS 7x	 ^^^
Twrz y	 ^	 s+„ B,^	 r. o s ^^ co s ^x	 T^,^
Twrx^	 Z	 ^.
	
s i n ^x	
TAY
E2 - 6 5)
Eq^xation {2-64) and (2-65) combined with equations (2-34), {2^-35),
(2-36), (2--37), (2-43), (2-b0), and (2»62} form the complete mathe-
matical model of the IOG.	 ^
i
Table 2--1 lists a baseline set of parat ►eters for the ZOG.
2. 17	 ^^
3
I	 I	 I	 I	 I




 kg K12x K1Zy^KI2z=125 ^/m
m3=2.683xiQ 3 kg d12x-1'4.96 {n-m-sec)/rad





.Tlz= 7.543x10 6 kg-m2 kl2x-31.25 n-m/rad
32x 5Q kg-m2 k12 =31.25 n--tn/rad
Y
.T2^ 50 1cg-m2 k12z-62.5 n-m/rad
.T2z=S0 kg-m2 KR3x=2.214x104 (n-m--sec)Jrad
d3^ 2.903xiQ 3
 kg-m2 KR3y 1.972x1Q4 (n-m--sec)/rad
33y 2.64$x1Q 3




R11 15 lx +4.7x1Q-2 1z m Kp3y=7.QQx1Q4 n-m/rad
R^2Q--Q.375 l z m ICP3z-8,764x1Q4 n-m/rad
r l-Q.37S i	 m K13x-1.24x1Q5 n-m/sec
z
r2=1..689 lz m K13y=1.105x1Q5 n-m/scc





i	 ^	 ^	 i	 f
2.2 Offset Gimbal Mathematical Model - The sections that
follow will outline tbp derivation of the mathematical model far
the offset gimbal system configuration. Figure 2-3 is a athematic
representation of the offset gimbal for which the mathematical model
described below ie derived.
2.2.1 Translational Equations of Motion - Referring to fig-
ure 2-3, the following translational. equations of motion apply
Fz^ " ^cax ^" ^HZ3 T mz/°z {z-67}
Fie - FHZ3 } ^73q ° trt^ ,p3 ^2 - 6 8}
FC
-Fr^ 4 tFy9s ^ m9/ 4 t2-b 9)
FSe - ^H4s f Fxs6 ° yns/ps. t?-7 D)
^^^ - F!!67 ^' Fx^a ^ m 7^c^ t2 - 72







F^e(j=l,,..,$) - External forces acting on bodies 1 thru 8
p^(j=1,...,8) = Location of CM of bodies 1 thru $ with respect
to some arbitrary inertial reference frame
m^(j-X1,...,8}	 ^ Mass of bodies 1 thru 8















Location of system composite CM
}.
rT34' FT56' F178 -	 Interface forces acting between bod^,es 3&4, _.5&6, and 7&8
_	 j
From the geometry shown in figure ( 2-3) the follawi.ng relationships ^
apply j':
_ ^^ + R, tz -^6)
^I
^"f'z _ ^a '' R^ t2-77)
PT = ^^ + RS l2- 8 0)
tz-si7
F^ 




R^ ^^ 1 ^rzo 
+ ^^^	 ^ rr t r1 (z - 8s)
^5 R, }	 Rr a^ E ^^^ a r-, a. r•^  ^ r, + r°y + rs f rs (2-87i
R5 p , a	 Rlao ^' ^r^ ^ r l + r^ + r3 + rq + r5 ^- r5 + r7 + rd ^2-88) '^
^^ = ^^	 ^	 ^ixn } Gars , ^-{ ^ r? ^ rs + r r. t r•s -1 r,^ ^ r , a rR + r^ + ^f^ t?- 89)
fi-^$ ^'.	 -^ C	 a r^ r	 a r	 a ,-	 r r	 + r	 ^ r a r ^ r+^	 + r	 . rr:n
	








R12a - T.nertial vector correspotYding to the 1 pcation ofr bode with
respect to body at ttie start n^ the prob^.em with the isolators in
an undeformed state. 	 a





Substituting equations (2-83) thru (2-9D) into equation {2- 92), rearrang-





f r Mq + ms + rrr 6 ^ ►n^ + rng) {r^ + r^ ; ^- (rns ,^ m^ f m^ t mg) { rs .► rb )
^ { rn 6 ^+ m^+ m ^)(y+ r $ ) { (^r, +m F )(r4 s ro } + mg l r-„ { n^ )^ 	 (a-^3?
Substituting equations (2-84) thru (Z-90), and ( 2-93 into equat^.nns	 ^
(2--76) thru ( 2-83} differentiating and using the relationshf^p
a






^	 ^	 e	 [gam
M ;-i F^ M^ E^2^ mj + ( r, +rz)^ m^ * { rg^Ty^Lmj	 ^
^ -	 .r	 ^
	
a	 a












O,^ p^O^, ^'A^E ^S
.^ ^U^^
^_	 ^	 '
_ .	 ^	 ..^
/^
Jz ^ M ^ ^ '-




' ^	 + t' ,	 n t•r + r ^^
	
m • +(r + r' l{m } m) +- (r, r + r,^)me	 ( 2- fib)- ,,rte	 s ^ :	 ^^	 (,	 ^ . ^. ,:	 ^	 ^	 ra	 r	 s
^.
.....,
Pj = M	 M	 ,. qJ=1
8	 A	 .-^
+(rC ^r^}Lm^ +(+^7+-r8),_ ^n. ^'Cr^+ r°!:,)(rr-,:m^1 ^ (r,r +r'+zjrr?8 _	 f^ -97)




°^^lrs+r^l ^ m^ + (rr +rg)^ n''; + (^q +ra)^m r arn^} * (r„+rrn)mR^	 {2-4$^
]:	 J -^
B	 ^	 A!	 ! 
r	 ``
	 .. ^'
PS = M ^ F_ + t; ^h3,E fz f (ln^+mx)^r, +rzi +(r3 trq^ 
^m^ + (rs+rH ) f.,^mj
._^	 V	 :-,
- M C(r,t re•, L,.., m^ + i rq t lin^`^^ .+ tr-r^l ^ (r, r ^ ``^; ; )rn A ^	 ^^- 99)^: r,
a	
^	 a
- pit ^r ^.. + ^ ^ rn^e,^ a frr=, ^ rr^..:r;=,^ r'1 ' r (r^ +i =,r l ,_, rr.; +(^^+i'e: , miP^,	 ,-,	 -	 ^•	 .^-
s	 ^
+{r^r ^gi^mi - ^ ^ (m,+rn^)(rgar3 .,i ^' mg:r, +rr^)	 (^- 1f10^
3=+
^	 ^ r	 3	 9
1 ^ - M , _, F ^ + t”! i m , £ ,s + L 1Ti i f lY'• 










Pa - M ^ F1^ . '^- M i mr F rz + Cr»r+rri:
l lr^fr? ^ a {r,+Yq)^, rn^ + (r,,_sffi^l^^'1
S	 6 -r	 _









^73 f"1 ^ 8e ^ rn^ -- mA ^ 1^C } — '^' ^ Yr1, ^ !z + (rr1, t tn^) { r + ^ Z 1 + (r^ f ry ) L m1jai	 J=l	 ^	 j=1
4	 5	 ^	 9
^"{^sfr-6}^,'m; +{r7+rg)^^r^^^{r^+^-!b)^m; +{r,'^ +r',z)^rn.^^	 (2-1D3a
J =1	 J=f	 i=!	 s°,
Substituting equations {2-101) and (2-103) into equation {2-72) yields
/	 ^	 ^	 rr1, f mg
F57 = M ^l F$^ ^ Fe i ^,rr,. --(m ^ +m^^^F„^ —	 M	 ^m1El1. ^(rn,fm^}(!',fr"i)




M ^r+ ^+1;1^	 ",s l^-1Uq}
.	 Substituting equations (2-104) and (2-1.00) into equation. (2-71) yiel.da
FISS ' M ^ ^ fhb ^ rje .. ^ 6• Irt} ^ ^^^, I M 1 {J^  1^7,^^ 1'11 7 6 12 '^ 1177 1 f 1'T1Z^l r l + Y2 ^ + ^C'3 f !"4^^h7^
f 5
^(r^$ ^-r6 ) L,rrl; + (r, +re}^m^^+,^ml^^f•n,3 ►^7s?(f-?^r'ra) +- m8(r,,+^"i>.}^^
_	 ,	 - ^
	
-,
Substituting equations (2-99} and (2 105} into equation {2-70) gives
s	 8	 a	 9	 ^ 8	 ^
-- ,	 r	 ^-+
Fos°M ^^ m^^ Fje - ^rn;^Fe^ °M^_[ ^^i^r^^^,l+tml+mz)(r1+ ►'^)^(r^.► ry)L^rr'^
(2-1os)
4	 4	 8
r	 \'^	 (	 1 /	 5^ 	 t	 /	 r
a' l rg t I"6 1 L..a IY7^ ^ "}' 1 L, m^ 1 ^ t r7 f 18^ L.^ m^ } (17'ly + IYIS ^ ^ r^  -i 110 ! '1" m^ l X11 ; rl Z ^ ^	 i^^ 106
	
^=	 ,1= 6
Substituting equations {2-98) and (Z-106) into aquation {2-69) yields
ia^= ^^^m;^Ff."L.^rna^ ^e^ -M^`^'r'j^^m,E1zf(m++m2)ti;^ ► rx)+^r^+r^)Lm1^
	





'F 1^ m31L {r's +l'6^^ ►'flj +tY'^^rB^L^m^ ^^{m7+mg}(I"y+f^ro) ; ms{ +'„ *rs)^^f	 ^2-107)
	
-,	 J-s	 ^=^
Substituting equations (2--q 7} and
r
(2-107) into equation (2-68) results in
	
Fl^3 ' Nt ^{m, +m2)L,Fe — (F1+F'F^}^mj^ — M	 ^m^ m,E,^+im,+rr,^)(r°,fY'Z}^J =3 	 j.3	 }-.
8








The Suspension force F^ 1Z
 can be derived in exactly the same manner ,
^.
as described in section 2.1.1 and is given 3.n equation (2-2f,} which
is repeated here for convenience
F-^^==^D-^,z+QD-^tw1-r^,lxR^zo^-9a-(^.a,xR,.t,)+9K•^.,^a-q^-r{Oz^®,)X^^^o^-4K•^o,xl^^ao^ (^-zb) jl _.
2,2.2
	
Rotational Equations of Motion - Referr^.ng to figure f




rr	 lnldlr ^ l	 I^	 -	 -	 -	 l^-1V"1!^^.,
x:i
s	
;z	 c	 _ d	 /
T^ -!- ^^^ ^ T23wT + ^izzX ^e ^ ^/''k? x ^ls k a' ^ x FH23 -3Mz^z — df tT 'ws } '^- T^^	
{2- I10 J
!3e _ ^3f 'T2 -' •+^T ^F R3s7C ^ 3Q 1- i % ^N23 {- r3 ^ F^ '-4 + xM<"f3	 ^^ ^ 8^ ^^51'^ d7Q'^Gl^-Ld,^^ ^'^^4'^A^-^^^—Tats
^2^!!!/
-^T	 -^ pp	 ><F	 -^ r, xF	 +r xF ^ _, Mr
r 	 d	 {.rg - ^^s r ) ^ ^13y•(wy--wJ) +k^g. (8^-As}-rTxT4c ^ J.^r,^	 RSrvT	 'W4	 4?	 i'	 X^4	 S	 N4.,	 914
(z—112)'-..,





T^+-^^^+ Tb7wr+ R^b x FF-► rg x Fs^ +t^3 x ^r^ y -% Mr,^r^ 	 -c1^1^^-I^)q)	 ^^^;-r;(.^R--ws)^k;^-!^b-^s)aT^y
i
(2-lr^f.':
Tye-T67^-T7^^r+R7^^FR^-r,QxF67^r„xFz,^ + , ^ M^lT = ^^ l3'^•^srr^^' d^^•(w, -w^}^- 1''$- (97.9fl)-Tyy
__
12— lIs-)..	 1





, F , ^` , F	 , F	 and F	 are defined in sectionskl' C12k HZ3, z34 H45 H67	 I78
2.2.1 and 2.1.1	 ^	 i




^ Frictional torques between wadies 2&3, 4&5, and 6&7 	 -
23f 45f b7f respective j.y	 -
,7j (j-1,...,$) =Inertia tensor of jth body
2- 24	 -
I	 I	 l	 ;
^23WT'^45i^T'^67I^ - Wire torques between bodies 2&3, 455, and b&7
respectively
3MZ^2 = Constraint torque applied by body 2 on body 3 written inbody 2 coordinates
3M2I3 = Constraint torque applied by body 2 on body 3 written inbody 3 coordinates
5M4^^5 T Constraint ^.orque applied by body ^ on body 5 written inbody 4 coordinates
5M4^5 = Constraint torque applied by body ►^ an body 5 written inbody 5 coordinates
7M6^b
= Constraint torque applied by body b on body 7 wz'itten in
body 6 coordinates
7M6^7 ^ Constraint torque applied by body 6 an body 7 written in
body 7 coordinates
T^Z ,T^x,TYy
 = Gimbal torques applied by the gimbal. torque motors
about the a',Z , ^3x , and yy axes respectively
In order to obtain a complete set of equations of motion far
the offset gimbal system a translational equation of motion is re-
quired to be added to equations (2-109} thru (2-llb). Equation
(2-67) will be used to fulfill this requirement and is repeated
here for convenience
X23 ^C12+^H23 r M2^2	 (2-67)
Equations {2-68) and (2-lOq) thru (2-1I6} form a complete
set of equations of motion for the 'Jffset Gimbal system conf^.gura-
tian.
Substituting equations (2-13), {2-lb) thru (2-21), (2-26), and
(2-103) thru (2-108) doing the indicated inertial time differentia-
tions, summations, simplifying, rearranging terms, and putting the
equations in matrix format yields the following set of system equa-
tions of mot3.on, all of wh^.eh use thr- ^_-„ ___.^^._ ..__.._.._..:__ s_- ^^...
mass summations:
k	 ^ !,	 1^- z, s, .






T^+FZrf . le = ^r•,,ar+c^•rwf- c„r._;^^.fq,-9)
 
-^(Rl:^}RSZa^• {D•^R^zo':r,lf -r.1a^ +-Rrzn•i,.rr^
r
	
^^'^•?A:2n.lB,-8a.)+^,io'8,^ -4(R^.,o+ Rzo^'^D•E„ +K•Er.^ +wf•(J',• cJ,) 	 ('-II$)
_	 s
Tx^ + T2sr^ + T swr^ + ^z2 • F^ + M ^ • ^rn,2 .C.a Fe - mia•---^ Fc 1 3 z iz
J' 	^ }=r
`TT	 ^ m m r ^ % + II	 ^ -9) - 4 R
	{D• ^R 	 • lwa-c.1,) - ^rxa' w,^2 1^?	 !.7 g 8 r r, 'a1z	 Q • {r^ 1 -^,) t^`•^ ?	 !	 F70'	 f.2a
+^”^RE2.^•f^^°^,}^^?r:o•^r^^-1^11Yn^7^r.^m;^Rr +my^l-,)-r:^^ ^-if.(rnaat'a+-msar-s)'c,^g
}li• 1^	 l	
`	 ^	 !^ ^^n',^y t 6 +mbB 1'i ^ •Lu S^ f'i • S ►RtigYg+-In 7^1'-,^^ • W^ r t'r.{mTRr'ro{m5r^i • (A)^ a n^^r.f"'rs` fl
t M m3R f'r r r^. Kr^ +4R^zp` lD`Er^+^ • E l2 ^ E d^ +w2.i^x.r^2} - ^ I^'aBmrl^'r'w^'tf'f'l'Ja)
J m^ ^ t lr . ^m,^g ^.^)^ . (r'2 . r„^j^ + ry3q^ r,)^ , ^ 1-•y - :.1 ; ^^^ t f^^ • i rY, 1 g c`!4 • {1"4 ' W4 ^ + n75A ^`)y ` (ry ' `^„g ^^
^ T;'^rnS9 WS•{i"6.4]$j.► rn6E :.^ 5. • (r•; ' W{^J + Y'^ • ^^6R r`^S. ( f'g°!,3 6 ^ ^ m^A <<]h . tf'9.wd)^
1 I ^ `^M r^ '^T • j ra • G7^} ^ ink
 t^ ^ • {!'rr • (,1^ } ^ + Mq f ^ • Wg • ( t"'! • G.^q)
^- M' 




^P	 aF,^	 23wTg	 33• 3_ J^f i	 ^F ^ 39.^ ^^ ;I'^•{ryFr9•^Fe -m^gL,F^^^}^M^^3r^
-	 J-	 r-	 1sq	 .i•
^ r	 _ _	 _ _
^T - ' rr; {!r, r + rn r) . r^ ^- m4 (rr,z ^- + r^r r ; . r ^ 'W ^ •^ (W G3) } k • (B,, - 9q)	 •a P'I ^- ,2	 ?F ^	 4^ 3	 $	 1	 !3 3	 -3	 3	 94	 3 - 4	 34
I	 l	
•
_f1^m'i{^va rz{ ^'4ar^`•ji-.a}^+{rnr7t'3+rr,r3i,3)^^1 ►r98f^+rr's87'3!•r.J4 }(n^s^r6+rn6Br7^•G`)S
_	 _	 m,I(	 _	 _`
{{mbg r8 }m78^?1`f''^6 +{ ►n7erro +tn^r',,)•t^r +m97"i1•La38^ {' M t^38rz+Iri4Br^/•^11 "Tai
^ (
	 ^ I	 —	 — _ _
+ w^ • ^T• -a^^ M C'^'',^ {'nos ^, + rn^y^ r'3 ^ • L.)i l r', • ^z) + m,z { m38 rz + ma8 T3 ^ ' W3 ' (r-1 • LJ3)
+ ^4R ^ mr ^ ri f ^ s j ra) • !J^ . { f 3 . C,1^ ^ t ^ In,:t f ] + 1'n ^ 3 f'3 ) • ^ Yrlq b f dq • (i'Q . [A)y } + Y'r15Y fw I ,^ ^ (1 ; . r,)a
!• Y^ Ja r^s . { ^-^ . ^,J ;} + m5^ ^t)r . (rT • ;,J^ } + ►nE2 ^6 - (f c • `"1 S ) + m^8 ^6 • ^ r4 • W 6) + mr F W 7' r fr o • W7 }
r
+r» F r, ^•err•LJ^'/ +m8^`^8.(i"FZ•4,^,)1}+M `M'38raf^R8^9^'LW^^^,^j2wx'Erl+w^'(iJ^^^F^z)^
ORIGINAL PAGE IS












	_	 r_	 t iy^'	 ^






^ Tq - M ^mlg l TY1,^8 I'•4 f h758 1"S^ • r'y ^F i'n^g ^1 'M,g !"^ -F mr ,^ ^'S^ • r',S^} ' Wq '^ ^34 `W9 - W3 ^ + ^34 ^ BQ - ^^ 3
_ I {r^	 ('
M L miz ^my8 !'^ f } InsR f s ^ - ►"i • lelz -1^ L rn 1 z ^m48 rq ^ mS8 1"s ^ ` 
l'x '!' ►'^r3 ^ m431..4 ,^ ^sg j"'S ^' !'^ ^ . W 3
'^^ s7.1r3 t"q+m,gr-a)^^( h'sa16 +m 6S r,.). ias ^-^r+368!^g ^- 1'r'r 781^y1•LJb + (rn^%, +,r7ar,) • W^ +ma^,a"wa1^
^ M ^m4a ry '^ mse rs) • E!z '^ TiQx '" M ^{m46 !4 ^- YrISB ^^s} - C yy!!z ^Wz - ^ r, • Wz) + W3 - 
(1"^ • W3^^
^'+^,s^^'s-fr3. LJ3^+Le14 .(r^.^4)^^+{rr,^3 ^4 ^' m,a^'s}' ^msa^Wg.{^=^..^4)+Ws .{^=5.ws)^
`,`dy
^ m68 ^ws . ^^^. Ws} ^ LJ 6 . ^Fa.f.,Jb^^ '^" M ^a ^We • ( Y'q• Wd } ->- c`^7^. { r o . W^)^ ^' n'ra L41y ^ r'9r • w7) ^ Wg. (^z. W^^^^^'
+ M r {m48 ^4 } mss ^ s^ ` ^wz • E!z + 2 wz ' ^!a + Wz. {41x' Erz^^ ^ W4 . (3',^ . ra,^}	 {2-121)
Tse -Ts^-Tswrx ^"ASS-Fs^+MLC'.{mf^^^e-mSgL^e^^'^"y•{mrs^^^e-m^a^^Fe^^^'gM4fs =
TS 
- M ^1n7d l nrs8 I'b ^- h76R F^^^ • !"6 + m68 t n'r4 rG 'r" ^ !s p^^) . r^^^ • WS' + e^s1(r.,^s - tab) ^' ^{sd • t 6^- - ^6^
M C^msB^^ '^^Lar7^'^m+2rr'GA^ ^- ^h'i,z r"x +17713 r3` ' W3 } ^ m13 r9 'gym!}^s^'WQ^
^ ^m,y r6 '^ Yl•lrs rx) ' L ^ m6a ! 8 + rr7 7g r'q J ` w6 ^' ^ m ^a ^,n * mgr!,) • w^ -► me rz . ^&^^
^ Mr ^ mS8 r6 ^ m6B r7^' E12 ` TiBx {- LtS S - l T W^^ ' M ^^^58 r'(s '1- f776S 1'7 ^ ` { rr} !2, L Wz • ^ C', ' Lt1z
-F icJ^ • (C'z . W3}^ 'f' 1'17, 3
 473 • ^ 1"g • W3) } Wy • ( I f . (c]4 ^.! '^ Yn ! q i W4 . { C^5 . W q } ^1-W, • ^ 1"b • W 6^^^
+ {171lk r6 ^ l71 +s r•7 1 ° ^m^8 ^fx7s.( r7 .W5)^- (a}6.{j^•(c16^^ + 1777$ ^cJ6 , {rg,1.d6) ^- GJr ' trio^W7lJ





t	 8	 ^	 C x2 -
T^,+TbTr y ' T^^wry^R^;°^^'^;y^^8'^m,s^^^-h''ae^:'Fel^rit`^m^b^^^ -m^s^^e^^'rMsl^
fb_ Mtrn,s{m6ar^+r"7e^z} . i-^ +m^e {rr+,^^-s++ntd^^)•^y^^'W^ ^ ^Jsb` (w a _ras)^ ks6•^ab-BSS
^	 — } •^ h; t" 1a! + ^m !'^ + m ! } • G3 k (mr^ i'q + m rq f"_r^ • Gely ^ ^ I► '+ rq ^'6 + Ynes r"t') • 4151M ^(msR 1"8 +m,^l'7	 ,2 ^ • z	 rs	 r3 '3 	 3
+	 — ^ r	 Derr!"}.W + m t' GJ^^}mr^^^BrS+m7itr9^'Eiz+TR ♦ LJ6•l^•GJb!^m,s r; f mr ti r"? • ^^ ^myR r,o	 8 r,	 7	 ^ rz ° 9
	
M	 Y
-i^li rnbRl'8+ rn y&r'q^'^"'^z^W1.(e=i.W^)+ w3- (!',•W3}^ } mr3^W3-(r,•w3)+ f°J^. frq -wg)^
+mrH^wq.(f'^.I,Jy^3f.Js.(r^.6)g^^' +n,s LGrr•tr^^•tJS^+te^y-^1"^.1^1y^^^
+^rt1r r_,^ f^^rAt'rE^4m^ryLtJJb.^tq - w6) + ^:Jr.{rn•c.Jr)^ ^' ►r+g^w^'tF;.W^j + ^s' f T,z'u'R^3^^^
tM (mSg!"Q+mrAt'q^-^w2'^rz+zc:J^•^1z;'"JZ'4'-J7,'Ei7)^	 X2-123}
	
g	 ^ ^!r	 l	 ^
7
Tip-Tb7,xy- 67o,,ry t^r, -F^^ t^!-,tiL!",p'fm,b^F;c'+^°^e^Fel+r„-^m„Fee '"'g^^^^^+7^6^7
{{
	 ^=	 J =r
5,^7--^^^nrs ^m^Fin^ mR rrr i- ro +,rr17 ^Jr7;;1'r^+nlr7rrr^'^+r^^•^7 
+^I,s •fLf^- WF)a k,R(9, _9^^
I	 !	 1	 I
—^ lMy$!'i^+m^.!"^rl•^"Tr^r,-I.JZ+^mJ21; +m^3 r3 ) • W3 + 1mr^1"y + ►Tlr^r.,-)•r.^q+^mryr6+mrSr^^`^S
	
_	 _ _	 m,
;lm rS fR+n, ra 7^ ^-LJe,a + ►t a tty,16fin tnT r^ r'rr^`^lI' [.J^ } ft+•t ^ ►T^^p!',o+mRl"i,^'F.JZ-ray+l^T•^,^^•W,^
M^ItrtyB^,^+mAt;^1^^7.r21W1.^F'f.LJZ^^IJ^.!j^.r^J3)1+pyi13LL^3•(1'3•(.J^)iWq - {r'q - Wg1^
+ ry7^ 9 ^1J9 ^ t f'r • !alp ^ l `.i s . (t'^ - i.35 1^ + ml s ^'^ 5 • (
J:r , w S } + G,y S • ^ I^ • W S }^





{ M ^ er^7fl r"rn ` ma 1





Ts.^ ^ Reg" FgV
 +ry ^rz'(rn, T Fge --rw,^^Fe }1 ' I.^e- M ►n,^rz'rrz^'4►s+^,e•tcae-c.+^)
^ k 7B {e8 -
 Br ) - Me ^+-r z ' ^ ^lz r 1 " ^3 ^' ^ ►»!2 ^'2 } m, 3 1'3 )' 4Jj ^' { I,', ^ 3 r"4 x'71, 4 ^ s ^ • w4
	
_	 _	 _	 _	
^	
..
^{!'r44 !'6 +f^nisj^}-W,r ^-^r,^rs!"8 
^
rn l6 r'q % ' W6 ; ^'nra^"ro +mry^;r^•L.),]^ + r,.^ ^,ri2'E,x
	
_ ((	 m	 _ Jr 	 r	 "^	 _ _	 }}
*G^8°`^8'W6^^ M ^ mrz ri2` Wr "^ rr' W r ){' Wz • ^^'z •WZ^1'^ mr3rl^°^W3•^r^•WjJ +^^°(r'4•Wf^^
+1'r119t^•[,UJ4'^t'S.Wg}tCJ^.([^$.WS^^ +m^Srl^.°^W^•^l'y•WS^tWb.r{"&•W6^^
+m,er,z'^L'a • (r`.?.cil6}+ w,- (rro
.W^)1 + mn ^z° ^''^^• (r,r.ca^ }+w8 - {r!2•Wa}^^
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+fmg8^a+^SA+^^° W4 ^^m58 rh'^" m 6R r7 J• ^`^5 } ^ md8^8 +m 7E^9^' tJb +(+'h,8^'io } m8^'i, )°W7
^^$r'rz° r^e^- 4^ •L^E2n '(r^I-4..7r}^ +4D- Rrso•W1 -4K•rRE1D •(As-9,)] + 9K•Rr^o'e^
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m	 rk
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3M2^ = Constraint torque applied by body 2 on body 3 about the
2 x and y axes written in body 2 coordinates
3MZI
x,y
= =Constraint torque applied by body 2 on body 3 about the
3 x and y axes written on body 3 coordinates
y'zcSM4 I = Constraint torque a^^plied by body 4 on body 5 about the
4 y and z axes wrir.ten in body 4 coordinates
^^
w
c5M4^ y'z ^ Constraint torque a^^plied by body 4 on body 5 about the
5 y and z axes written in body 5 coordinates
x,z
^M6I = Constraint torque applied by body 6 on body 7 about the
6 x and z axes written in body 6 coordinates
x,z
^l`S6^	 = Constraint torque applied by body 6 on body 7 about the
7	 x and z axes written in body 7 coordinates
The definition of the various matrices indicated in equations
(2-118) thru (2-126) is given at the end of this section.
The reason the constraint torques only appear about two axes
reflects that each of the gimbals have a single rotational degree
of freedom. In addition, the gimbal friction and wire torques
only act about the axis of the respective gimh^l rotational degree
i	 of freedom as indicated in the above equations.














^J^(^L• iL _ L 9^rL. C19 99Wi 1M	
^^	.^	^^
s',ws.1 1s = .s^ayJS. s1b_ b'yws
^z F	r E_ E r ^• ^ z_ r r £
!,w •1^1 - 1 ^w •Ml	I ^W
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3 7'2 = °srna^ cosa^	 7 X2-/36 ^
^	 r3	 1 ^^
cosa^	 <<na^	 O







^T = 0	 ':os^4 V 	 sin^x (z-138
C7	 - Cn py	 COS/^x
(7	 ^	 ^
.5^^ = 0	 cos/^x	 Sin^Bx (2-139)
D	
-'in	 x	 Cos x
COS ^y	 O	 -Jcn^y
^T = ,
^s^n ^y	 0	 cos ^y
COS ^v	 0	 -Srn ^r '
77-6w _
^^	 0	 0 (z -141)
Srn ^`^.	 Q	 COS ^v
^	 S^	 7?
^q x ^	 A., ,
 - Aix (2 -143)






	 wSx - r.14 x ^2 - ! 4 61
2 - 32
Equations (2-1 1+6) thrn (Z-147) are used to compute the rela-
tive orientations of the various bodies or they form the strapdown
equations of motion.
In order to complete the equation of motion development foz
the offset gimbal system configuration, the constraint torques
must be eliminated from equations (2-119) thru (2-124).
The constraint torques may be eliminated by solving equa-
tions (2--120), (Z-122), and (2-124) for these torques r^rhich only
act about two axes. Hence the constraint torques are given by
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r
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	 W	 _	 (	 }
'tlnrgl"b+MrSI"^}'(ST 'GJy+ ^^
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'3
{r+Mi (m^g^ro+mAfi,}•7T'ST'a 2'^rz 
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+rrt'^ mrr FBa -7'al7T • S Tq '9 z'`Fe + F^} + 75"ST9'^Fe +fyr^ + 7T' (Fse +Fbe }+ F7e^JJ^^
{x-^so)
It should be noted that in the derivation of the gimbal con-
st1-aint torques only the linear terms were considered, and every-
thing that follows from this point on considers only the linear
terms of the equations of motion.
Substitution of equations (2-148),(2-149), and (2-150) into
equations {2-119), (2-121), and (2-173) respectively results in







•(Ji — 4 +i W+ + °-^zei + 4i^'w^ t^i^^•ijz +c^/s•E ;:. * 416. E/z +D,	 (2-/51)
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'	 q^r	 - 4 ^ Rizo + REZO ) ' ^' ^ R,xo' R ezo^ " ^ (2-!^ 1 )
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Derivation of ui^nbal Torques - Zn order to complete the !-!	
i
mathematical model for the Offset Gimbal; the gimbal torque equat^.ons
must be specified. 	 Using the transfarmatians shown in equations
(2-136),	 (2-1^^,} and ( 2-1^0} the desired control torque can be written
in terms of the gimbal. torque in the following manner.:
cosb"y	 Q	 ^5in^yros^r.
	 TjOxc r—	 -1,
T^ — Q	 ti	 Sl^/"M T^yc (2-350 _'
Sir. ^'y 	!J	 ro5^y cos„	 ^^^^:
•^}
%i
Solving equation (2-350) fnr tixe gimbal. torques gives
Lt
^
_ ^xr. Cry<^.	 0	 ^ ^/^" J1 TCX i
T^yC = ^^^n^x ^;+n^y	 ^	 -lnn^r r_ras^y ^Cy ^ .^..r (2-3SJ^ ^	 i
T ..	 -sec.. s^n^`y	 ^	 ;^-.•^',. ^^s ^
` Y	 rti^az_	 ,
^^
where
T	 ;T	 ;T	 =Gimbal torque commands to the a ,y ,a	 gimbal axesSxc	 yyc	 azc	 x	 y	 z
respectively.
Tcx; Tcy ; Tcz =.Desired Control Torques ^{
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where
^'/ant g
imbal torquer time constant
The control. torques can have two possible expressions depending
on the location of the control sensors. .For the first configuration
assume that the sensors are located on body $ (i.e., the telescope)
and that the sensor is a rate gyro. 1!or a controller that uses rate,
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the second configuration assumes th gt the . Sensors are on body 7.
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KR = diag[iC^,I^y ,iC^] system rate gain
i
KF = diag[KpX ,Kpy ,KpZ J system position gain	 j
.	 Kz = diag[K1x ,iCIy ,KIz ] system integral gain
wns =gyro natural frequency
^ = gyro damping ratio.	 j
s
2.3 IQC Stability Model -- Zn order to aid in the determination
of IOG system stability in an efficient and cost effective manner,
3 stabi.l^.ty model for the IOG was developed. The stability model
employed determined the roots of the system characteristic Qquation
as a function of parameter variations by determining tl;e e^.genvalues
of the system "A F ` matrix. To determine the system i4AFF matrix equa-	 j
tions (2--34) through (2-37) can be rewrikten excluding nonlinear
terms and disturbances in the following mariner:.
[^;F = 0. Fp.r.] F
 ^ ^I^ • W: ^ ^ r9" Efz , `^,s . ^, a ^^Fy 'a^ + a,^• E,:c	 0 .357)
B„ • WZ +B,^.ts3 t- g13. c;a = 4^t^,1 F fi rL. , .:ty^ ' ^^ li •^,^ ^ a,, .9, +a^ 6 ,Bx + g xa •EF^ i ax,FZ° TN	 (2 3st3i
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Choosing the system state vector shown in equation (2^3G2)
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2 = diag ^2 t ^ ^ ^^ ^^-40 f }
t
^3 = J 83 ^¢ ^Z-4DZ)	 ^
0
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Eigenvalues of the system "A" matrix as defined by equation
(2-363).taere compared tv those obtained from a reduced "A" matrix
which assumes infinite mass and inertia for the shutt^.e. This
reduced "A" matrix-can be essentially obtained by deleting the
lst and 5th. taws and lst and 5th columns of the "A" matrix de-
fined in equation (2-363}. The e3.genvalues far the rec?ue^.d "A"
matrix matched almost exactly with these vbta^:ned for the com-
plete system except far the absence of the roots assoc3 .^.tec: with
shuttle modes of response. l^Ience, the reduced "A" matrix wa.5
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Figure 2-^. Offset Gimbal System Configuration
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3. TOG SYSTEM STABILITY ANALY5I5
The following sections wi11 describe the IOG system stability
analyses thak were performed during the course of the study. The
stability studies performed included the following:
a. System stability as a Function of Telescope Look Angle
for Nominal System Parameters.
b. System Stability as a Function of Contral Loop Bandwidth
Variations.
c. System Stability as a Function of Telescope Kass and In-
ertia Variations for Nominal Contral Loop Bandwidths
d. System Stabil^.ty as a Function of Pedeskal Mass and
Inertia Variations.
e. System Stability as a Function of Variations in Sensor
and Actuator Characteristics.
f. System Stability as a Function of Geometrical Variations.
The nominal system bandwidth that has been used throughout
this study is 2 Hz defined as the point where the transfer function
from d^_sturbance torque to cammanr^ torque is down 3 db. Although
running higher loop bandwidths would reduce system pointing e^•rors
due to disturbances originating in the arbiter, it is felt that from
considerations of system stability in the presence of structural
flexibility and system noise, using loop bandwidths that are ap-
preciably higher than 2 Hz is not advisable. In addition, the nami-
nal suspension parameters used are based on achieving a painting
stability of + 1 arc-second in the presence of crew motion dis-
turbances. '^'h.e nominal - suspension parameters are listed in table.
...	 2-l. A detailed discussion of the stability studies performed is
presented in .the sections that follow. All of the eigenvalue
data obtained during this study phase is shown in thc• Appendix
volume which accompanies tha.s report.
3.l System Stability as a Function of Telescope Look Ankle
For Nominal System Parameters - For the nominal system as described
in table 2-1, the telescope was rotated about. the y-axis ar^d the
system eigenvalues were determined ati variqus different look angles.
The look angle is defined to be zero when the telescope is painting
straight up out of the arbiter cargo bay and 9Q degrees when t$e
telescope is in the cargo bay with its z-axis parallel to the or-
biter x--axis and. is positive directed aft. The telescope look
ti
3-1	 fJ
angle was varied between zero degree and 90 degrees for wiil.ch the
resulting eigenvalues were all in the left half plan thus verifying
system stability for the nominal parameters.
3.2	 ►stem Stability as a Function of Control Looms Bandwidth
Variations - For the nominal system described in table 2-1, the
painting control. loop bandwidth tans varied and the resulting system
eigenvalues determined as a function of these variations. The
control loop bandwidth Laos varied between zero and 10 times the
nominal loop bandwidth (i.e., 0 and 20 Hz) for telescope look angles
varying between zero and 90 degrees. The results of these para-
meterizations are the following.
a. A11 0£ the system characteristic coats were stable when
the loop was opened, i.e., the control loop bandwidth was
zero.
b. At 1/10 nominal loop bandwidth (i.e., 0.2 Hz) the system
was stable for telescope look angles varying between zero and
40 degrees. For telescope look angles between 60 and 90 de-
grees, the system was unstable showing an unstable coat of
1.79x10-3 ± j.095 at 60 degrees and 1.48x10-g + j,1295 at
90 degrees. These roots describe the interaction between
translation of .the pedestal along khe z-axis and telescope
rotation about the y-axis.
c. At 1/5 nominal. loop bandwidth (i.e., 0.4 Hz) the system
was stable for telescope look angles bettaeen zero and b0 de-
grees. However, the system was unstable at 90 degrees ex-
hibit^.ng an eigenvalue of 2.88x10_ g + j.385.
d. The system was stable for loop bandwidths .varying betL,=een
l/2 and four times (i.e., l and 8 Hz) nominal loop bandwidth
for all telescope ,look angles between zero . and X30 degrees.
e. For loop bandwidths of six times nominal the system was
unstable for telescope look angles between zero and ZO degrees
with one set of actuator poles crossing into the righk half.
plane. For look angles between 20 and 90 degrees, the system
was stable..
f. At - ten times nominal-loop bandwidth the system was - un-
stable for all telescope look angles with three sets of ac-
tuator poles crossing to the right half plane for .telescope
look angles between zero and 50 degrees and one set of ac-
tuator poles crossing info the right Y ►alf plane for a tele-




3.3 System Stability as a Function of Telescope Mass and
Inertia Variations -- ror the nominal system described in table
2-1, system stability was determined as a function of telescope
mass and inertia variations. . The telescope mass and inertia were
varied concurrently in the same proportion which ranged from one
_.	 hundredth to five times file nominal ,,Thies shown in table 2-l.
Auring these variations the painting control loop bandwidth was
continually adjusted tv maintain a control loop bandwidth of 2 Hz.
All other parameters were maintained at their nominal values. The
results indicate that the system was stable for all values of tele-
scope mass and inertia considered for telescope look angle ranging
between zero and 60 degrees.
3.4 System Stability as a Function, of Pedestal Mass and ln-
ertia Variations - For the nominal system described in table 2-1,
system stability was determined as a function of TOG pedestal and
inertia variations. The pedestal mass and inertia were varied
concurrently in the same proportion which ranged between one tenth
to l0 times the nominal. values indicated in table 2-1. These vari--
ations were conducted. for zero and 60 degree. telescope look angles.
The results of these studies indicated that the system was stable
for all. variations made.
3.5	 stem Stability as a Function of 5.ensar and Actuator
Variations - For the nominal system described in table 2-1, system
stability was determined as a function variation in sensor and ac-
tuator characteristics. The gimbal. torquer (modeled as a first
order lag) time constants were varied from 20 to two times their
nominal values (i.e., from . 1591 to 1 . 591x10-2 sec). The rate
gyros (which were modeled as second order transfer functions}
natural frequencies were varied from one one-twentieth to one half
times their nominal values [i..e., from $ . 17 to $1 . 7 rod/sec} and
damping ratio was varied from one hundredth to 0.6 times their
nominal values [i . e., 0.005 to 0 . 3}. The results of these studies
were the following:
a. The system was stable for the range of gimbal torquer
variations investigated for Celescope look angles between
zero and sixty degrees.
b. System was unstable when Che gyro damping ratio was 0.01
or below and was stable when the sensor damping was 0.05 (i.e.,
one-tenth nam^.nal} or greater for telescope look . angles be-
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c, .system was unstable when the gyro natural frequency was
1.6.34 rod/sec or belo;a and was stable for gyro - natural fre-
quencies of 32.68 rod/.sec or greater for telescope leak
angles varying between zero and 60 degrees.
These results indicate that system stability is not a sensi--
tive function of variations in sensor and actuator characteristics.
3.6 system stability as a Fvnctivn of Variations in Suspen-
sion Characteristics - For the nominal system described in table
2-1, system stability was determined as a function of variations
in suspension damping and linear stiffness. The suspension damp-
ing and stiffness were first varied together Pram ane-tenth tv
20 times the nominal values shown in table 2-^.. Then with the
suspension stiffness set at nominal values, suspension dampi^^g
was varied from zero to one-half nominal. The results of these
studies are outlined below:
a, The system was stable when suspension stiffness and damp-
,	 ing were varied together over the range indicai:ed above for
telescope look angles between zero and sixty del;rees.
b. The system was unstable far all tel.esc:vpe lock angles
when suspension damping was set to zero.
c. With suspension damping set at one-[^undredth the nominal
values shown in table 2-1 keep^.ng tl^e stif Eness rat their
nominal values, the system was . ^ table for tele:^cope .Look
angles between zero and b0 degrees. Far a ninety degree
telescope look angle, the system was unstable. The above was
also true when s^.spensian damping was set at once-fiftieth
nominal...
d. The system was stable far telescope look angles betraeen
zero and 90 degrees when suspension damping was one-tenth
nominal or greater.
These results. indicate that syskeeu stability is not a sensi-
tive function of variations in suspension characteriskics.
3.7 System stability as a Function of Geometrical Variations -
For the nominal system described in table 2-1, system stability
was determined as a function of geometrir.^cl variations. 'li^ese
variations included L-he folEowing:
a. Telescope CM etas moved in the x,y plane, r Z (i,e., along
the. telescope transverse axes} between the nominal value of




b. The distance of the telescope CM with respect tv the
gimbal hinge paint, r 2 , was varied front the nominal value of
1.6$9 meters to 168.9 meters.
c. The location of the gimbal hinge point with respect to the
pedestal CM, rl , was varied along the x and y pedestal axes
between the nominal value of zero to 0.375 meters.
d. The variations described in items a and c above, were per-
-	 formed concurrently.
The results of these studies are described below:
a. When the telescope CM was moved along the transverse axes
of the telescope (i.. e., x and y axes} the system was stable
for offset values along the x and y axes of as much as two
meters for telescope look angles varying between zero and
60 degrees.
b. When the distance of the telescope CM with respect to the
gimbal hinge point, r2, was 8-.55 meters or less, the system
was stable for zero telescope look angle. However, for tele-
scope look angles of 60 degrees, the distance of the telescope
CM with respect to the gimbal hinge paint had to be kept to
33.78 meters yr below for the system to be stable.
c. The system was stable for variations in the location of
the gimbal hinge point with respect to the CM of the pedestal
rl, along the x and y axes of as much as 0.375 meters which
corresponds to the distance that the gimbal hinge point is 	 '
above the pedestal CM (i.e., distance along the z--axis) for 	 ^
telescope look angles between tern and 60 degrees.
d. The system was unstable when the concurrent values of 	 1
rl and r 2 were
n	 n	 n
'	 rl = .375 ix - .375 iy + .375 iz meters
r2 W -1.5 ix + 1.5 i + 1.689 iz meters
Y
far a .`elescope look angle of zero degrees. When the telescope
look angle was 60 degrees, the system was stable far the above
conditions.
These results indicate that system stability is not very sensi-
five to realistic geometric variations that will reasonably be 	 1
encountered.	 ,
A summary of the results. obtained in the TOG stability studies
performed and described above is - given in table 3--1.
3-5
V` ^-. ...
Table 3-l. Summary of IOG Stability Studies
Study Performed Parameters Varied Range of Variation Results
System stability as a function Suspension linear (D) 0<p< 0.5 noma.nal •^'or zero damping coefficient
of suspension dampl.ng for var- and angular (d) damp--
^
system was unstable for all
Taus telescope look angles ing coefficient D<d< 0.5 nominal
r
telescope look angles.
•F'ar 1/lOd nominal damping system
2 Hz control. loop bandwidth Telescope look angle { 6) D<6< 90 ° was stable for look angles of
60° or less.
°Unstable for telescope look
angle of 90°.
•5pstem stable for all telescope
Look angles for 1/1D nominal
suspension damping
System stability as a function ) Suspension linear (K) D,l nom <K<2D nom • All conditions examined were stable.
iof suspension characteristics ^ and angular (k} stiff- T
keeping damping ratio constant. Hess. D.l nom <k<20 nom
Telesco a look an le 50°P	 g ^ Sus ension linear (D}P D.l nom <p<20 nom
and angular (d) damp-
_
'2 Hz con*_ral loop bandwidth ing coefficient 0.1 nom <d<2D nom
.--.
System stability as a function Pedestal mass	 (m )2 0.1 nom <m <10 Ham
— 2—
• A1l conditions examined were
of pedestal mass and inertia stable.
variations Pedestal inertia (J^) 0.1 nom <.7 2^10 nom
Telescope look angle b0°
2 Hz control loop bandwidth
wS^udy Performed Parameters Varied Range of .Variation Results
System stability as a function Sensor damping ratio 0.01 nom <^ < nom •System unstable for sensor damp--
of sensor dam in	 ratio farp'	 g (^s) s— ing ratio less than .05 wh^.ch is
various telescope look angles. 1/10 the notpinal damp^.ng ratio.
Telescope look angle 0<@< 60° This was true for all look angles
{8} considered.
2 Hz central loop, bandwidth
System stability as a function- Sensor natural fre- 0.05 nom <^	 < nom •system unstable for sensor natural
of sensor natural frequency quency ((ins) — ns frequency less than 1/5 nominal
fur various telescope - look (y.e. 32.68 radfsec}.	 This was
angles. true for all telescope look angles
Telescope look angle ($) 0<$< 60° considered.
Sensor damping-ratio 0.5
2 Hz control loop bandwidth
System stability as a function Actuator bandwidth 0.05 nor	 4.1	 < nom • All conditions examined were
of actuator band width far (WnT} nT-- stable.
various telescope look angles.
Telescope look angle ($) 0<$< 60°
2 Hz control loop i^andwidth
_ .,.^.
Table 3-].. Summary of IOG Stabi.la.ty Studies (Continued)
w
x
5t^.ady Performed Parameters Varied Range of Variation Results
System stability margins Distance from pedestal
-.375<rlx<	 .375. •System stable for separate vari-
as a function of geometric CM to gimbal hinge point
_.375<r	 <	 .375 at.Lans in r l for all conditions
variations for various tele- {rl) ^ ^'^ considered.
scope-look angles. r	 x .375 (nom} .There w*ere only two conditions
lz
examined for this parameterization
2 Hz control hoop bandwidth Distance from gimbal -2.0<r^x<0
r	 = -.375i +.3751 +.3751 ;6=0°,60°hinge point to telescope l	 x	 y	 z
Chi	 (r^) 0<r2y<2.0
rl =	 ,37511-.375,+.375i Z ;	 $^0°
1.6$9<r2z<168.9
•System was unstable for
Telescope look angle ^	 4<6< 60° rl = .375iZ(nom)
r2<85iz;8-0
(
.System was stable for nominal rl
and nominal r 2z (i.e. 1.689)
far the total range of parameter-
. izatian of r2x , r2	and 9.







When the telescope angle was equal
to 60° the system was stable far
the above geometric conditions.
^..
r
Study Performed Parameters Varied Rangy of Variation Re,^alts
System stability as a function Control loop bandwidth 0<f^ 20 Hz •System was unstable for control
of control loop bandwidth for (f )
^
loop bandwidths of .2Hz (1/l0
various telescope laolc angles Telescope look angle 0<$< 90° nominal} or below when telescope
(^) ^ — look angles were GO and 90 degrees.
• System tans unstable for control.
_ loop bandwidths .4Hz (i/5 notni.nal)
ar belota when the telescope look
angle was 90 degxEes.
System was stable for all telescope
look angles far 1Hz<f^4Hx and un-
stable for f^611z.
S ystem stability as a function Telescope mass (m3 ) .Ol nom <m^5 nom All conditions examined were
of ta7.escope mass and inertia stable.
variations for various
telescope look angles. Telescope inertl.a (J3) .Ol nom <Ja<5 nom







4.	 IOG LzNEAR. SYSTII+^ PERFORMANCE
The sections that follow describe the point^,ng performance
of the lOG for nominal conditions and as a function of various
system parameterizations which include. the Following:
a. Location of the IOG with. respect to the orbiter,
b. Variation of suspension damping characteristics.
c. Variation of pedestal mass and inertia.
d. Variation of telescope mass and inertia.
In the performance of the system parameterization studies
outlined below, a nominal set of system parameters were employed
which are given in table 2-^.. These parameters result in a 2Hz
painting control loop bandwidth defined as the point where the
magnitude of the ratio of control torque to disturbance torque
is down 3 db. Any deviations from these parameters •,gill be ex-
pressedly noted in the discussion that follows. The crew motion
disturbance force profile that was employed throughout the point-
ing performance studies is shown i.n figure 4-^1.
lOG nonlinear system performance will be described in section
5.0.
Earth tracking performance of the IOG for the nominal system
given in table 2--1 will also be described in the sections that
fallow.
4.l LOG Pointing Performance
4.1.1 IOG Pointing Performance as a Function of Location With-
in the Orbiter Cargo Pa,^ -- The nominal parameters given in table
2-1 position the 10G as far forward in the orbiter cargo bay as
possible. In order to position the IOG as far back in the cargo
bay as is feasible, the baseline parameters shown in table 2--1 are
modified in the following manner.
R120 = 4.18 ix - 1.579 iz m
System responses under the influence of crew motion dis--
turbances, applied along all three vehicle axes simultaneously,
were taken for various telescope look angles for bath positions
of the IOG within the cargo bay. The peak pointing error incurred-.







angle for both IOG positions within the cargo bay are shown in
figures 4- 2 and 4-3. Examination of these figures indicate that
painting errors incurred when the IOG is mounted forward in the
cargo hay far exceed those that result when the IOG is mounted
in the rear of the cargo bay. The reason for this behavior is
the following. When the IOG is mounted in a forward position the
orbiter rotations and translations that occur due to the crew
motion disturbance and to give the net linear motion of the If1G
hinge paint which is the primary disturbance input to the tele-
scope. However, when the lOG is mounted in the rear of the cargo
bay the orbiter translatory and rotary motions subtract to give the
net translation of the of the gimbal hinge paint thus resulting in
a greatly reduced disturbance input to the telescope which in turn
reaults in small pointing errors. It is for this reason that the
baseline system parameters were defined sa that tl^e IOG is in a
forward pasikion in all of the ensuing response studies.
4.1.2 IbG Pointing Performance as a Function of Variation in
Suspension Damping _ System time response studies were performed
for various telescope look angles as a function of suspension damp-
ing characteristics. The suspension damping was varied aver a wide
range of values and the effect on peak pointing error fox a reduc-
tion in suspension damping of an order of magnitude is summarized
in figure ^+-4. The parameter values that result in a factor of
ten reduction in suspension damping are given below.
D = D = D = 5.993 n--sec
x	 y	 L	 m
d = d = 1.49b n-m-sec
x	 y
d = 2.992 n-m--sec
z
Examination of figure 4-4 indicates that suspension damping has
very. little effect on system pointing performance when varied {i.e.,
reduced) by an order of magnitude. However, suspension damping
should not be reduced by much more than an order of magnitude if
adequate system stability margins are to be maintained. In add i-
tion, the linear mode of system oscillation is not damped by the
control loop, and only damps out by virtue of the damping in the
suspension system. The nominal suspension damping coefficients
are chosen such that a damping ratio oL a - tenth is achieved far







^	 ^	 ^	 ^
^^	 ^	 1
Figures 4—S thru 4-25 show the IOG system response far nomi-
nal parameters in the presence of th;^ crew motion disturbance
shown in figure 4-1 applied sitnul^.,z^.eously along the x,y, and z
axes of the shuttle orbiter, for a telescope loon angle pf zero
degrees. The legend that is employed in these plots and X11 sub-
..,	 Sequent plats shotin in this report is given in table 4—l.
The symbols employed in table 4-1 are the same as those used
in the mathematical model derivation outlined in section 2.1 and
are defined in that section. It should be noted that when mac
and 
e3c 
are equal to zero, which Chey are in the case of stellar
pointing, m3 and 6^ are identically equal to w 3 and 8 3 the angular
rates and rotations of body 3. Figures 4-26 thru 4-4b shotr the IOG
system response for nominal parameters with a crew motion disturb-
ance applied simultaneously along all three orbiter axes for a tele-
scope look angle of 0.6981 rod (40 degrees} while figures 4--47 thru
4-67 show IOG response for the same set of conditions but with a
telescope look angle of 1.Q47 rod (60 degrees).
4.1.3 IOG Pointing Performance as a Function of Pedestal
Mass and Inertia 'Variations - Time response studies were per-
formed far various telescope look angles as a function of pedes-
tal mass and inertia variation. The gedestal mass and inertia
was varied by an order of magnitude about nominal (i.e., in both
directions) with both the mass and inertia varying concurrently
by the same ratio from nominal. The parameters that were modi-
fied from the nominal set shown in table 2-1 in order to accomp-
lish the desired pedestal ma ys and inertia variation are given
below:
m2 = 19.5 Irg
32x y J2 y J2z = 5 Kg-mZY
One tenth nominal
pedestal mass and inertia
mZ - 1950 Kg	 Ten tunes nominal
.7 = J = J = 500 Kg-m2	 pedestal mass and ^.nertia2x	 2y	 2z
The results obtained from these time response studies are
summarized in figure 4-b8. L•'xaminatian o! this figure indicates
that vairiations in pedestal mass and inertia by an order of magni-
f^de from nominal flocs-not have a marked effect on pointing per-
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Table 4-1. Legend for Co^nputex Plots
^^
THTXST
= ^3x J ^3x—a3xc
:^
THTYST = 6 3y ^ ^^Y B^y<<
'PHTZST
^^	 _
= g3z r ^3z—^3z^^
OMGXST
^Y
= w3x J `^3x—w3xc
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is reduced by an order of magnitude the x-axis pointing performance
improves while the y-axis performance is unchanged. When the pea-
,-	 estal mass and inertia are increased by an order of magnitude the
x-axis pninting errors increase while the y-axis errors decrease.
Thzs is to be expected since the suspension does not act primarily
as a classical passive isolator in reducing errors in the x, y
plane. It accomplishes that function by allowing the hinge paint
to translate "via" pedestal rotation about an appropriate axis
in the x,y plane whose center of rotation is between the pedestal
CM and the plane defined by the attach point of the individual
isolators to the pedestal base plate. The rotation of the pedestal.
takes place due to the geometrical properties of the IDG and tE ►e
influence of the telescope control torques which react back on
the pedestal. Hence, as the ped^7sta1 mass and inertia decrease
the speed with which the pedestal rotation in the x,y plane occurs
with its accompanying hinge point translation increases thus re-
ducing the disturbance input to Che telescope, which results in
improved pointing accuracy. WYien the pedestal mass and inertia
are increased, the rotation of the pedestal in the x,y plane
occurs at a slower rate which results in larger net hinge point
accelerations thus increasing the disturbance input to the tele-
scope which results in larger system pointing errors. For y-axi:y
disturbances, the IOG suspension acts primarily as a classical
passive isolator, Hence as the pedestal mass and inertia is
increased the system pointing performance improves since the
isolation natural frequency is lowered. However, it is seen that
there was virtually no effect on the y-axis pointing error
when the pedestal mass and inertia was reduced by a factor of ten.
she reason for this is that the mass that is used to compute the
linear suspension natural frequency in the "y" direction is a
composite mass that is a function of the pedestal and telescope
masses and the pointing control loop bandwidth. For the nominal
pedestal mass and inertia the composite mass which determines
suspension natural frequency is primarily determined by the tele-
scope mass and the pointing control loop bandwidth. Hence re-
d^^ing pedestal mass and inertia has virtually no effect on
the y axis pointing erro r. This effect will be fuxther demon-
strated by the results obtained when - the suspension linear stiff-
,	 nesses in the x and y directions are increased while the rotational
stiffness about the x and y axes are held constant.
4.1.4 TOG Pointing Performance as a Function of Telescope Mass
and Tnertia Variations - Pointing performance studies were performed
using a sma11 telescope defined in Hornier technical. report IPS-TN-
D25-D41. The mass properties of this telescope given in the above
report are
I	 l	 r




 = 35 Kg-rn2
Distance from L-he I3asc of Telescope to C.M. - ^ 1.5 . iz m
When these parameters are combined : ^a.th tl^e . IOG stable .mount-
ing gimbal :the following are the parameters tl^t have been modified 	 '^^^
from the nominal. set shown in Table 2-1.
m3
 = 583 Kg
J3x ^ 309.5 Kg-m2
33y
 = 334.5 Kg-m2
^3z ^ 13.0 - Kg--m2	
..	 i
r2 ^ 0.9346 iz ^ri
KR = diag [3.032x10 3 ; 3.277x10 3 ;` 1.078103] n-m-sec	 _
KP = dial [1.076x10; 1.163x].0, 3.824x10 3 ] n-m/rod	 ^ --
4	 !^ ,	 3 n--mKl ^ diag [1.698x].0 ; 1.835x10 	 6.035x7.0 ] sec
where a 2 Flz pointing contxol loop bandwidth was maintained 	 .
-_ for the small ^el.escope.
The resulCs of the po^.Eriting per^Carmance studies axe siu^ax- _
	 `'
ized i.n figure 4-6^. Exama,natnn of figure 4-69 indicates that the	 :-
pointing error has increased lay approximately a factor of five 	 ^-^,
ovex':those for:. the baseline telesc4p.e,far bath the .x and :y .axes. 	 '
This is not surprising since the loop band^,ridth was inaintained. 	 ^ -`
at 2 Hz forth small telescope: _and-ixence one might ,expect tnat
the pointing-error .for rle srna11 telescope cou^.d be approximately 	 `-
d:erved, from` . those. incurred for the. .baseline t.e3.escop.e using tie ..
following relationship..









rZ^s = bistance fxom h^.nge paint to telescape CM far small
telescape
r2^nom ^ bistance from hinge paint to telescope CM for bas^-
line telescope
. J	 (	 = Diament of lx^ertia of the nominal telescape plus the3i nam	
zOG stable mounting gimbal about .the i th axis i = x,y
_:
J3i.^s - 'Moment of Xnert^,a of. the small L-eZescape .plus IOG
stable mounting gimbal about the ith axis.	 = x,y
,_
8	 ^	 = Pointing error xncurxed by the nominal telescopeEi nam.	





_Pointing error incurxed by the.-small telescope about
the i th axis , 	i ^ x,y	 i
,..
^ Substitut^:ng 'the appropriate parameter values ^.n equat^:on (fit-^.)
'^^ and evaluating results in- 	 j
^' B	 ^	 ^ 5.199
i Ex s	 6x nom
{4-2)
_.. a	 ^	 _ ^. 3se	 ^
i.^
^ s	 ^y nom
It is seen that: equation (^i--2) gives approximately a factor of
''-^. dive increase .in pointing error for the . small telescope over that	 ^
i _iitcurrecl by the large telescope ^dhich is' iri 'good agreement with the...
simulation results...
--
-.-f ^n order'.to achieve.perfarmance.s3.milar...^o . that achieved :^oc
the baseline telescv ep	 (i.e., between p.5 and 0.6 arc second) the.	 1
`-- suspei^sian stiffness had to be reduced by a factor of f^.ve.	 These	 '
^results indicate the strong; passilsility that tine set - of BOG -sus-	 ^




ante Dyer the spectrum a^ payloads f:hat are be^.ng considered .for
^ YOG stabilzati:au.	 It is prnbab^:e-Lunt twa car pexliaps three..d^.f-
,.
ierent suspens^.on system cir.^^^nctc^rist^.cs twill be rcc^u^.xed to y^.eld
,..
sub. . arc--s^caiYd Pol^riking .and ,tr^icE^i:iig perforina^rce auar tiiu n^yloarl^
t..:f
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4.2 I00 earth ^racicing Performance w The earth point track
ing performance of the baseline system defined in table 2-1 was 	 '
determined fora 438 KM orbit. Both angular rate and position
	 -
commands to the telex -cope painting control system wete used simul-
taneously to accompla .sh earth .tracking. These profiles are given
in equations (4-3) and (4-4).	 -
8 0 (5) = 1.136 tanh[3 65-^]	 (4-3) ,^
^c { t ) ^ 
-1.748x10-2sech2 [ 365-t ]	 (4-4)
The grofiles shown in equatiar^s {4-3) and (4-4) .are actually
approximations to those derived. in section 8, however, they axe
^^good'' approximations as indicated in that section and hence yield
representative system performance when they are employed.
The results of -the earth tracici*_1g studies for the nominal
.
	
	 system indica^ -e , that. . the system .tracks.ng terror was . 0. $6 arc-
second peak which is within the desired tracking performance of
-f-l. arc-second with an accompanying peak control torque of 5.33
n-m which. is within tine 20 n-m gimbal torr^uer capability. iiawever,
the pedestal rotation about they axis 8 2y was-0 . 249 red (14..27_
...2
deg),sand the.
 pedestal translations were 9 . 92x1.0 m . (3.906 in}
and 4 . 39x10 3 { . 1728 in) along the x and y axes respectively.
These values resulted .;__^ isolator elongations of 2. b0 in along
their longitudinal axes. 7.'hese values a^ pedestal rotations,
translat^.ons and isolator elongations are taell beyond the IO.G.
suspension design limits and hence the nominal suspens^ .ozi Sys-	 .
tem cannot - accammoda^e the: nominal. payload fox earth tracka .ng from
a 43$ KM orbit. It should be noted that the situation becomes	 `"
worse as the oriiital . alti.tude is: decreased (sae section, 9} and	 a
.the ensuing pedestal xatation translations and isolator elongations 	 ^
^ril1 increase futther; It is, therefore, evident that, 	 the IOG	 -_	 a
is.to. accommadate . paylaads in the 200 Kg class the suspension,.
parameters .must be. modified,..consi.skant . with .painting . p.erformance ,.	 ;
requirements, to reduce pedestal rotations and translations. A
possible apgraach'to this problem would be to increase the..sus=-
pens .i.on . linear stiffness a^.ong the , x and y axes and to .increase	 --	 - ,
the'ratator ►aI stiffness about the x.and y axes.keeping.the.linear
stiffness along the z axis at the nominal. value Shawn in table 2--1.
`Ihe rationale behind this approach is that tlhe isolator - does not
act. as a class .ical . - .isolator .along the x and . y axes, . h:ence, increas-
,.	 .
ing the linear stiffness along these axes will Yiave . ltt3:e effect - ,
^.
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Figure G-55. Pedestal x-Axio Rotation
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5. IOG LIMIT CXCLE ANALYSIS AND NONLINEAR PERFORMANCE
The sections_ that falloca describe a limit cycle analysis
using describing function techniques for the TDG, under the
influence of gimbal wire torques. Results obtained from this
analysis are presented and compared to those obtained from the
three axis IOG time simulation which gives a better understand-
ing of the limit cycle phenomena observed and provides a cross-
check to the time simulation.
The three body (i.e., Shuttle, IOG pedestal, i0G inner gim-
bal/telescope combination) three azcis IOG equations of motion
described in section 2.1 were reduced to a tYao body system con-
sisting of the IOG pedestal and IOG gimbal/telescope combination.
Ttie analysis technique presented is three axis handling tine three
gimbal. wire torque nanlinearities simultaneously for arbitrary
telescope laoic angles. 1n order to facilitate numerical compu-
tation these equations were subsequently simplified by only con-
sidering planar motion and gimbal wire torques about the y axis
of the IOG. The planar motions considered had the following
degrees--af-freedom: 1} Rotation about the TOG pedestal y-axis;
2) rotation about the y axis of the IOG inner gimbal/telescope
combination; 3) pedestal translation along the x axis; 4) pedestal
translation alo^+.Q the z axis. TOG system limit cycle behavior
was quantitativel;T investigated far telescope look angles of zero
and 40 degrees and subsequently compared to results obtained from
the time simulation. In addition, time response plats for various
wire torque characteristics for a telescope look angle of 40
degrees are presented.
5.1 Describing Function Analysis of IOG System
5.1.1 IOG Wire Torq^.e Characteristics - The wine torque
characteristic employed in this analysis shown in figure 2-2 is
repeated here for Convenience.
As described in the December 5, 1975 bimonthly report of
NASA Contract Number NAS$-3157D titled, "Research Study on IPS
Digital Controller Design,' the wire torque characteristic shozm
in figure 5-1 can be reduced as shown in figure 5-2.
The form of the wire torque characteristic shown in figure






.	 5.1.2	 IOG equations of Motion -The equations of motion for
the IOG, considering the system as three bodies consisting of
the shuttle, TOG pedestal, and IOG inner gimbal%telescope assem-- _^
b1.y are derived xn section 2.1. 	 The fine]. equations of motion
given in section 2.1 are repeated here for convenience. '^
Tle+Ril • I^'le = Jl•wl+d•(wi-w2)+k•{fll+a2)-^{120+^L20)•{n•[R^20•{^1-^2)




rl• {rle+F2e)+T^^2=,72•t^2-:-r1• (cif2 mil)+k • {02-fl1}
._.
M	 M
-^^20•{D• [^20 • {^2 ^fl)-R120•Wl]^ R• ^R^20• {(^^ ©1)-R12Q•$1]^^ mlm3 rl•e
-...
- M




3e	 33	 3e	 2	 3e-	 2 3 2 (ale ^2e)-TWT^3 _ J3 ^3^3•[J3•^3]M	 M ,=,4.
,^
m3 ml^n2mlm3 
_	 {	 ) 1
-^-	 r2• [3T2•^]-	 r2 • [ 3T2 • rl • m2]-TH 	(5-3) _	 _
M	 M




K• [ ^^20 • (Ql-©2}+Ri20•fl].] mlm3 (rl•^2) 
mlm3 [2T3• {r2"W3^3• [r2•^3l } ] ^.^;	 ^





T^ ^ 2 =Wire torques ^arirCen in body 2 coordinates
_...	
i
T^I3 =Wire torques written in body 3 coordinates
;^-






The "l2" subscript used in the derivation shown i.n section 2.1
is dropped here, for convenience.
Since the shuttle mass and ^.nertia l=ax e^rceeds that of the
lOG and the telescope, the above equations can be simplified by
taking the limit as the shuttle mass and inertia {i.e., m l and 11)
agpxoach infinity. This results in - the fallowing set of equations
^'2e R22^^2e 1^2^3 °g3e}TWT I 2 - '^2^^2^•^2+k•e2 ^REZO'{D°RE20^m2+K°R1;20°^Z}
+^n3rl • E+4 20 ° ^D•^-IC•E)-^m3rx• [ 2T3 • r2 • cr^3 ]-h2T3 • TH 	{5-S)
t
Tae {R33^2}` ^3e-TWT^3 - `^3•^3^3r2^^3T2•^^-m3r2•^3T2•xl^w2]-TA
	 (5-6}






where the nanlinear terms shown in equations (5-2} through (5--4)
eliminated.
In order to make use of the wire torque characteristics shown
in figure 5-2, the equation of motion for the 10^ must be written in
,terms of relative accelerations, rates, and angle between the pedestal
and the telescope (i.e., between bodies 2 and 3). This is accomp-
lished by mai^ing the following substitution
U13 ^ ^T^ ° U1^a-Y
°	 •
t^3 _ 3^2• w2+y
(5'°g)
°
3 ^ 3T2 2+Y
I	
o@^ ^ 3T2 82+Y
5»4
a!	 ^	 I	 I	 I	 I
Substituting equation ( 5-$) ^.nto equations (5-5) through (5-7) gives
^2e+R22•^2e^^.•2T3•p3e+^^d'TI2 W (Jl m3r1.2^3•r2^3T2)•^2
a-(d- +^1_L20 •H•RL20 2T3 •l^ t • 3^2)•w2a-{k-^RE20 •K•^20 2^3•Kp•3^2)•82





^3e+(R33+r 2) • ^3e-^W^ ^ 3- ('^3.3^2-mar 2 . 3^ 2 • rl ) • w2-:-K^ • 3T2 • t,32+Kp • 3^2 • A 2
{-I^ • 3^Z .62-t-33•Y+KK • y+Kp • y+Ki •yl+m3r 2 • [ 3Tz ] •E
^2e 2T3•F3e= -{m3r1^32T3 •r 2 . 3^2 )•^2-4D•nE20 •^2 4K•.E20•A2-[m32^3'r2]-Y
The relative angle, rate, and acceleration {i.e, y, y, and y)
are written in telescope (body "3") caordinates. However, these
quantities should be written in terms at the re^.ative Suler angles
between the IOG pedestal and tel.escape (i.e., bodies '^2" and 'r3")
since this will be required if single input descr^bii^g functions
are to be employed in the description of L•he gimbal wire torques.
'Tk^e rotat^.on sequence betwee^r. the TOG pedestal and the tele-
scope is z, x, y. ^ef^.ning these rotations as 6z, fix, ^y respect-
ive^.y, the relative rate y can be written as:
y	 -»sin^^casc^x
x
Y	 =-	 sinky	 x
yZ
	cosc^xcost^y















TWT2x 0	 cosOz -sin9zcas^x T6z
^	 _^ T^2y = 0	 s^.n9Z cos8zcos^x Tex (^..^.k)
1_..
`	 ^ T
ttiTT2z ^.	 0 sin¢x T^yl._
-	 ^-
^	 or
TWT^2 - $^T9s^9^ (5-15)





sine 0	 ^- Tex (5-1b)
f	 ^ TWT3z cos^xcost^y sin^y.	 0 T^
a
^-	 ar
'	 ^^3 ^ A^Tg^^y^
(5-17)
^ '	 As a consequence of the non^.^.nearity hreakc^own shown in sec ,'
tion -5.2.1 the ^imha^. wire torques
Te^^^IU 


















N	 ^ the describing funtt3.an of the switch s pawn in figure 2
K^ = ,the wire torque slope (Linear} shown in figure 2 _
and ..
N	 = diag ^NBz' Nix ' NAY]
(5-1,g)
^T - diag ^ 1^ ©z' _^+l7'^3x' ^dTt^y] (5-20)
Substituting equations (5-13), 	 (5-15),	 CS-17} and (5-18) into equa- `""
Lions (5-9} through (5-11.} the following results ,
-- ,
^.
T2e R22•^2e^Z•2T3.13a = 
(J'2-nz3rZ • 2T3 •r2 . 3T2 }•tuZ+{d-4
^20 •D• ^20-2T3^ KR • 3T2 }• ^2 V
+{k- t^RE20 •K•^20 2T3•Kp•3T2}•e2-^2T3 •KI.3T2]•g2-Cm3rl•ZT3•r2^^`]•^
:.
-2T3• [KR• A•^+Kp • A • SZ+KI • A • S^i ]^-S • N • 5}Z-B • 1^ • 5^-1-m3rl • E -
+4120• CD • E+K •E ] (5•-21)	 Y'
_	 _	 ^	 _	 _
.Tie (R33^2}•^3e	
{d3.3T2"^3r2.3^2'rx)'^y2+^.3T2.W2+K^.3T2.62
+	 T •61+.^^•A•SZ+[K • A-FA • N] • SZ+^K • A+A •	] • St+K ^A • SZ I+m r - T. ,^	 -32	 2	 1	 ^T	 I	 3232 (5-22}	 ^^	
a
3	 p ....
^`	 + T • F
	 - - (m r -i-^u	 T • r	 T) • of -4D •	 ^ ^ -4K •	 • 6 -m 	 T • r • A • SZ2e 2 3
	
3e- 	3 1	 32 3	 2 3 2	 2	 RE20	 2	 120	 2	 32 3	 2 .-
-}-([^2-i^m3}e +4D • E+4K • E (5-23}	 ^	 Yi
It should 6e noted Chat i.n the- derivaCi-on: of equab:ions (5^2i) `^
.through (5-23) the."A" and "B' T matrices were ..considered Co be b^.^
constant: In fact "^T2" and	 «2T 3" are also considered canstar^t
^
^
if the system is to be l^:near where. a descr3bir^g function- a^ialysis
on t:hc gimbal torque nonlinearity can be conducted. 	 These approxi.-- ^	 ^
3
motions are valid sincr'. the 13miL cycle ^^rnplitiide incurrcd 1.s






t I I I I! i,
The system equations derived above (excluding d^.r.^turbances} can
be t^rittere in the ^ol1.OL,rii]^ form
C	 ' W +C	 °S2-!-C	 ° ^11	 2	 12	 13 = a	 • w +a	 • 9 +a].1	 12	 2	 13 • 61+a2	 l^+ ° ^'c+a	 • SZ+a	 • S2115	 l62
^^.	 17	 l8
C21 •r^y2^22^ •^ 23 •e - a2l 'w2




C31•w2+C3Z•SZ-F-C33•E = a^l • W2+a32 . 6 2+a^3 • E+a34 •
E {5-26)
1
























J'2 ^ diag 
CJ2x' '^2y' `^2z^^3
Z	 2








(r2y 2z )	 rr2xr2y	 -r2xr2z
.._	 ^
i'..
J^ = di.ag 
^'^3x' 
Jay , ,T^z] -hn3

























;_; 11	 ffThe system	 a	 matrix given in equation (5-27) can be used to
generate three ads roast loci. as a funetian of variatipns in the
j-,: describing.functian amplitude N.	 The condition for a limit cycle
to exist will be for "hose values of N for which there 'are poles
on the "jtil" axis. 	 The stability of the lit^it cycle can be easily
_ established by noting wrhether the root locus crosses from the left
^ half to the right half .plane ar vice-versa as a function o f de--
^ scribing function amp^.itude variation in the vicinity of s parts-
cular pole on the rrjW" axis. If the locus,goes from the left
!' hand plane to right ha^.f as the describing function is' increased-
_.. the limit' cycle .is stable if the opposite occurs then the. limi.t
cycle is unstable.
	




I	 I	 I	 I	 I!	 ^,
derivation it was implicitly assumed that a single sinusp3dal
input is sufficient to characterize the input to each of the 	 ,_.
gimbal w3.,ra torque nonlinearities. Th^.s assumption has proved
to be adequate when analyzing .Cf^ planar moL-ion as described in 	 .
the sections that follow. The adequacy of the assumption when
all three gimbal nonlinearities are present with the telescope
at an arbitrary angle with respect to L-he IOG pc:clestal which
cross couples the IOG axes still remains to be demonstrated.
This demonstration will come when the analytical resulL-s obtained
fxom L-he root locus approach describeci above are compared with
simulation xesults obtained from the time simulation.
Examination of equations (5-21) through (5-23) indicates that the
limit cycle cltaracter.istics do not depend on K^ since it is	 -
getterally much smaller than Kp.
5.1,3 Planar Limit Cycle Analysis - Equations (5-Z1) tltrougkt
(5--23) which describe three dimensional motion of the TiIC can be
reduced to planar motion whic^i consider the following degrees of
fcreedom cagy, ^y , ^x, and Ez . These simplified equations are 	 ..
listed below.
;^
T2ey+R22 •F2e^y 1 . 2T3 •F3e^y (J2y^'3riz^3rizr2zcos^yo)wZY
+(d +4D RE20z-KR }^2 +(k +4Kx^20z
-K 
}02 -KI
 02 ^3rizr 2zcost^ o^Y' x	 Y Y Y	 PY Y Y Y	 Y Y
{ +N }t^ -(K +K
	
}^ -K t^I+m r ^ -^-4	A E +4R	 K E	 (5-29)
- ^Y ^Y Y FY
	
Y Y IY y 3 lx x ^20 x x E20z .x x	 ^-
T3ey+(R33^2}•r3e^y y ("T3y^3r2z^3rizr2zcos^yo }w2y+KRyta2y+KpyB2y
	p.
+ 6I +(d +m r2 )^ +( +N )^ +(K +	 )^ +K ^I+m r cosh €	 ^	 1
^y 2y 3y 3 2z y ^Y 





F I + T • F I = (m r +m r cosh )c^ +4U RE ^ +4K RE 8	 12e x 2 3 3e x	 3 lz 3 2z	 yo 2y x ^20z 2y x 20x 2y






^1	 I	 I'	 I	 I	 I	 i
^^
.	 I<' ^ + ^ • F ^'^ = -rm r sink ^ -m r sink ^ +(m -3^n )^ +4D E +4It E	 {5-32)2e z 2 3 3e z	 3 2z	 yo 2y 3 2z	 yo y 2 3 z z z z z
^`^	 Taking the laplace transform oI: equations {5-29) through (5-32) gives the
falla[^.ing:
3	 T	 +R 'F I -I-r	 ^ • F I = ^(.^ +m r2 +m r r costjt }S 2+(d ;-4B 
-_^:	
-ICR )S
2^y 2l 2e y l 2 3 3e y	 2y 3 1z 3 lz 2z	 yo	 Y x 20z y
{	 -1-{IC +4It R2 -I^ )- ^}0 +{m r r cosh aS 2-( +N )S- (It +I^^ }- R-^}^




f	 x3ey (R33+r2) ° I'3e ^ y - { (`^3y`^3r2x^3ri^r2zcos^yo) S2-FICRyS+ICPY+ S }$2Yj;^
Y.
y	
-^{(:1;3y-^3r2z)S2+{IZRy+N^y)c+(ItPY+I^^y)- S }^ ►y+m3r2zcna^yaS2Ex-m3r2zs^.n^yo52^z
^	 f
..	 { 5-3^► 3
F + T •£ ^ _ {(m r +m r cos^^ ) S 2+4D RB S+4K R^ }A
2ex 2 3 3e x	 3 lz 3 2z	 yo	 ^t ^2Qz	 x 20z 2y
€.	 -^ r cosh S 2t^ +{(m -^ )S2+4D S+41t }^	 (5-35)
'I_:	 3 2z	 yo	 y	 2 3
	
^.	 x x
,I_ -	 F + T °F ^ _ -m r sink S 26 -m r sink S2 ►^ -F^(mz-hn3 )S2+4Dz5+l^ Kz }E Z {5-3b)
^,._	 2ez 2 3 2e z	 3 2z	 yo	 2y 3 2z	 yo	 y
^	 The system characteristic equat3.on ^.s g^.ven by
N
U
r ; a^ a2 a3
N
a^ a5 ab a'



























which can be furrh^.r expanded to









a2 r m3^lz^2zcost^yoS2- {i^,y+N^y ) S- (KPy+^+T^^y )	
x
S
a3 - 1°3^].zS2+4 I^, 	 !3 S+4	 K	 ^^L' 2.OZ X	 L' ZDZ X	 i	 r
K





a$ - (m3^lz^3r2zcos^yo )S2+4D^"ti20zr'+GI ^cRE20z
s^ = (m2-hn3)S2+GphS-E-L^KX
5-12
^ ^ ^ ^^
or the system presently under cons^.derat^.on the f^a^.lowing parameter
aloes apply:
2	 ^ I95 Kg
3	




3y = 2.6!+8x103 Kg-m2
lz = .375 m
2z	 1.b89 m
^20z =--.375 m
= 14x96 n^ secy	 rant










7 	 = 1.1.05x105 secy
5.1.3.1 Limit ^cles for Ze^'o Telescope look Angles -Assuming
Why ^' 25 rad and ^yo = 4 the following results upon substitution








a^ •= 2.12664x10 3 52-1.96713x1045--6.98984x10'- 1.10x105	 -
-	 i
N = 	3 2	 4	 4	 1.105x105 	 ^-
'	 a2 1.69935x10 S -{1.972x1D +N^Y I S-(7.0025x10 }-	 S
a3 = 1.00613x103S2-89.8955- 187.5 	 {5-41)	 Ir
	
_,	 ;
a = 1,20012x10452+(1.972x104)5-1-(7.00x104}+ 1.105x1054	 S	 ^`^^',
N	 4 2	 4	 4 1.105x105 	-
a5 ^ 1..03019x10 S +{1.972x1.0 +N AY}S-}-(7,0025x10 )+	 S F._.
,;





a8 = 5.53771x103 52-89.8955-187.5	 ,-
{
a^ ^ 2.878x10352+239.725+500
Subst:i.tuting equation (5-41) into equation (5-39) and evaluating the 	 `^'
expression. yields:	 ^"
Q W 6.5039x1085 7+1.5783x10 I'OS 6+7.283x101OS a+2.2356x101154+3.57909x10115 3 ;^,
+2.87111x10115 2+2,6x105+1,7x10 9-t-N^YS 2 [9.99371x10 6 S r^ +4.8795x10 6 5 3+g .437x10 6S Z _
_ +1.4x1045-3-1. Sbx104 ] _ 0	 {5-42) : `^
•	 Rearranging the terms in equation (5-42) gives 	 --
i
S2 [9.99371x10b S 4+4,8795x106 5 3+9.437x10 6S'^+1.4x1045+3_..56x10 4 ___ _	 - - 1
$ 7	 10 6 ^ 10 5	 11 4	 11 3	 N(5.5039x10 S +1.5783x10 S +7.2$3x10 S +2.2356x10 S +3.57909x10 S	 ^y,.^,
+2.87111x10115 2+2.6x10^S+1.7x10)	 {543)
Substituting S=jc^ Into equation {5-43).results .in
w2 { {9.99371x10 6c^^4-9.437x106 w2+1. 56hI.04 )+j {-^^^. $795x106w3+1.4k10 F^w }	 1
106	 lI 4	 11.2	 9	 ^N[--1.5783x10' w +2.2356x1U u^ -2.87111x10 w +1.7x10 }	 ^y
+• -6.5039x10$w7+7.283x1010u^5-3.5'1909x1.0 11 w3+2.6x10^m]	 5-44	 ,'











In order for equation (5-44} to be valid the imaginary part
must be equal to zero.	 Rationalizing equation (S-4^a) results in





Solving equat^.on (5-45) for w gives
w = +,03271
w = +.D8914




In order to determine whether all of the solutions for w
given in equat^.on ( 5-46) are possible limit cycle points, the various
solutions will have to be inserted into the real part of equation
(5-44), given in equation (5--47), the results evaluated and shown to
be gositive
Real Part ^ w2^(9.99371x146w4-9.437x106w2+1.56x1D4)
(-1.5783x1D1Dw6+2.2355x10"1w4-2.87111x10^'1w2+Z.7x10^}
+(-4. $795xZD6w3-t-1.4x104w)




When the above procedure is followed the solution of w=9,7992 rod/sec
is not a possible limit cycle point while all the others are..
the amplitude of the predicted limit cycles can be pbtained
by substitution of the predicted limit cycle frequency into the
'real part" given in equation ( 5-47) and solving tie following
Real Part (	 )	 1
Fallowing this procedure the amplitude a£ the predicted limit
cycles .are Shawn in table 5-l.




RLLATIV^ ]^ATL (^ yy )
LIhiIT CYCLL: Ar^'LIT[ll)3's
(rad/sec}
.^ I.A7'IVa; ANGLL (t^^yy}
LIh1IT CYCLL; AMI'I^TTUAIa
{rad}
5.206x1.0 3 5.393x10 ^ 1.649x10 ^
1.419x1.0 2 1.048x10_6 ^..176x10^5
0.136 2.054x].05 2.398x105
0.33 4. $09x104 2.317x105
i
One last }niece of information L•o be determined is the staUility
of t}ze 1i.mit cyc7.e points that have been computed above. In order
to ascertain Limit cycle stability an analyt:^cal procedure outlined
in a text titled ' fMultiplc:-Input Describing runctions and Nonlinear
System Design' by A. Gelb and W. ^. VanderVelde, is employed, 'his
procedure requires that ^^jw" be substituted for f 'S^' in equation (5-42)
and the resultant expression be written 3n terms of real and im^-
aginary parts as follows
In order far a stable limit cycle to exist the following condition
must be met








Derforming the above outlines} operations and computing the



















Applyi,^^ rite stal:i3.ity criter^.an of equation (5-50) straws that
the limit- cycles accurr.ing at: 5.2p6x10
-3
 and 0.136 Hz axe unstable
while tYkuse occurring; at 1.419x10 -2 and 0.33 Hz are statsle,
Tl^.e actual. Iim^l.r cycles observed on the T.OG ti3aa simulation iok
zeta telescot^G lank angle was at a frequency of 0.3229 ltr, and the
amplitudes of the relaL-ive rate and angle were 6.375x10 4 
^cC and
3.142x10-4 tad respectively. `rtais i5 in rlase agreement w:itti the
li^nit cycle frequency and ^ ►mplitE^da predicted via Llie analysis
outlined above. iiowcvGr, a limit cycli at appraximately 0.014 iii
t]iat is prc^dicteci by the anal.y:ais was never observed an the actual.
dime simulat:i.on. TI ►e reason for this is tl ►e fi ►zite Mite size and
sampling fxc^quency t]^at is emplayed in the simulation, 1'he limit
cycle amplitudes due: to the sampled data effects weze approximately
a factor 60 larger tt-►an the level of limit cycle predicE:ed at: O.D14
iii by the aul.aysis. tIence the system ca ►tnat sustain this l.o^a am-
pliL•ude limit cycle ascillatian and goes into the limit cycle
condition dictated by the sampled data effects.
Ir►. addition, the analysis described above indicates that
the limit cycle frequency is independent of baL•It wir y tarque jump
anal ^^ire tarque slope while a.imit cycle amrlitucle is directly
proportional to wire tarque jump. Both these effects have been
verified on the lOG time simulation.
5.1.3.2 Limit C Iles for 40° Telesca a Lootc An le - Substituting;
tYZe parameters listed in section 5.1.3 with 
't'ya = 4D° and 1^1T^y =
25 n-m/tad into equation ( 5-40) tI ►e fallowing results.
al - 1.72907x10352-1.96713x1045-6.98984x104. 1'].05x105S
a2 = 1.30177x1D3S2--(1.972x104+N^y)S-(7.0025x104)- 1'lOSx105S
a3 = 1.00613x1.0352-89.8955-1.87.5
a4 = 1.16036x10452+1.972x1045+7x1.04+ 1.lOSx10S










•F-]..1x10 7 5 2+7.8x1.0 6S^ = 0	 (5-53)
Rearranging terms gives
2.83152x10105 8+1..4278x10105 7+3.0781x10 3' 05 6 4.19x10^S5+4.369x1OgS4+1.1x10753+7.8x106S2
1.91726x1012 5-f3.22055x1(31358+1.66498x101457+5.05956x1.01456+$,46079x103'455
+8.49024x101454+2.01736x101453+1.27138x101452+1.7x10125+ 	 11	 ^ - 1$.7x10
N^
.	 (5-54)
Substitut^.ng s=^w into equation (5^-54) ^'esu7.ts in
i
^^'	 2	 10 6	 10 4	 9 2	 6	 10 5	 9 3	 ^+w [ (M2.83.152x10 w +3.0781x10 w -► .369x10 w +7.8x10 )+^ (1.4278x1.0 w --4.3.9x1.0 w	 a
+^?	 ^
(3.22055x1013w8-5.05956x103'4w6+8.49024x1014w41.27138x10^ w +8.7x10 }	 ^	 ,




.	 In order fr^r equation (5-55} to be valid the imaginary part of	 -^
the left lianil of fire equation vEnst bc^ equal L•o ze.ra. This leads
to the -f-ollowinf; contraint equ^zla.on as a necessary cond^.t^.on for
system limit cycles.


















In order to determine ^.^ eael^ of the possible saluCions shown
in equation (5-51) are possible limit cycle points they each must be
subsCituted into the real part of equation (5-55) and the result	 _
shown to be positive. The re^i1 part of equation (5-55) is given
by equation ( 5-58).
Real kart = w2{(-2.831S2x10^_Owb+3.D7$1x101Dw^^-4.369x104t^2+7.8x106}
(3.220S5x10Z3c^8-5.OS95bx10x4wG+8.49024x1014w^E-1.27138x1014w2+8.7xi011}
1.05	 93	 7	 129	 1^7
+(1,4278x10 w -4.19x10 w +1.1x1,0 w)(1.9172Gx10 m -1.fi6498x10 . w
^^	 ^	 ^	 j
+8.^+6D79x1D14w5.-2.Q1736x1D 1t{ b^ 3+1.7x^.012w)	 _
i
138	 1.46	 144	 142	 11)2(3.22055x10 w --5.05956x10 w +8.49024x10 m -L27138x10 w -f°8.7x10 A
X2 9	 14 7	 14 5	 14 3	 ]2 2













Substitution. of Che passible l7.mil:  cyc7,e ^x'equencies sttawtt in
equation (5-57) into equation (5-58) reveals that the solutioza for
"wt ' of 8 . 6092 red/sec cannot be a limit cycle point.. Following
the same procedure as outlined in section 5.1.3.1 the amplitudes of
the various possible 13_m3 .t cycles are given ^ .n table 5-2.
The stabi3 .ity of the 13mit cycle points computed above is
determined in the same manner as outlined i.n section 5.1.3.1. The
partial derivatives required to evaluate 1im3.t cycle stabil7.ty














.^ W = 8(3.22055x1023+2.83x.52x101ON'^y)c^7-6(5.0595bx1014+3.078xx10ZON^y)w5
+4{$.49024x103'4+4.369xlOgN^y}w3-2(1,27.3.38x7.014+7.8x106N^y)t,!
W= 9{1.91726x1012)w^^-7{1...66498x1014+1.4278x1010N^y)w6
+5 (8,46079x1014+.4.19x10 9N^y)w4-3 (2.01736x103'4-E-1.1xT07N^)w2+1.7xI012
Applying the limit cycle stability criteria shows that the limit
cycle points at 5.122x10 3 and 0.126 Hz are unstable while the
limit cycle paints at 1,642x10-2 . and 0.332 Hz are stable.
The limit cycle observed vn t:he IOG time simulation (see section
5:2).was . at 0.322G Hz and the amplitudes of the relative rate (^) and rela-
y.
Live angle (thy) were 7 . 998x10-4rad /sec and. 3.946x10-4rad respectively.
The stable limit cycle at approximately 0.1b Hz predicted by the-
analysis was not observed on tl^e time , simulation L• or the reason
outlined in scct^ .on 5.3.1.1. It can be seen from these results
that the 3imit cycle frequencies ;ar.e ltardly .affected. Uy telescope.-













1. G42xZ02 1.232x106 3_.19+x10 5
0.12G 1.417x10-5 3..797x10 5





look angle while the limit cycle amplitudes are slightly affected
by the telescope look angle. Tn addition, if 1 arc--second total
pointing stability is desired from the TOG and 20 percent of this
	
''	 budget is allocated for wire torques the jump in the^wire torque
characteristic should not exceed. a.05 n-m. for the sma],^. telescope
. j'
	 described in section 4.1.4 the jump in the wire torque character-
	
:	 istic should not exceed 0.01 n-m if the same ground rules are
followed.
5.2 Nonlinear TOG Performance Characteristics - Figures S-3
to figure 5-11 show TOG system time response for a 40 degree tele-
scope look angle for a jump in wire torque characteristic H^ = 1 n-m
and a mire torque slope of KWT^y = 25 ^^d. Figures. 5--12 to 5x20
indicate TOG time response for a 40 degree telescope look angle with
= 0.5 n-m and I^T^y = 25 n-m/rod. The legend used in these fig-
ures is explained in table 4-l. examination of these figures indicate
that the telescope y axis limit cycle pointing error is directly pro-
portional to the jump H.WT in the wire torque characteristic as implied
in section 5.1.3.2. The transients that are observed at the start.
of the run are due to an initial wire torque of 17.45 n^m which is
applied to the telescope when it is rotated to a forty degree look
angle. Similarly it is seen that the y axis control torque limit
cycles about this point since the control system must produce a
torque equal and opposite to the average applied wire torque. In
addition due to the geometry of the lOG and the fact that the tele-
scope was only rotated about the y axis results in zero rotational
motion of the telescope about the x and z axes, zero rotational
motion of the pedestal about the x and z axes, zero translational
motion of the pedestal CM along the y axis, and a control torque






Figure 5-1.. zOG Wire Torgtie Characrer3.s^ics
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6. DERIVATION OF SUSL'ENSION GHARACTERISTICS FOR COI:NCID>rNT
GINF.BAL SYSTE^'i CONFIGURATIOr3
The Europea^x Space Agency (ESA) in can^ux^ction with Dormer
Systems has recently modified the design of the IOG to the Coinci-
dent Gimbal System configuration. The most significant change be-
tween the IOG and the Coincident Gimbal is the configuration of
the suspension. system. The IOG had a square base pedestal with
a four point suspension system consisting of a set of isolators
at each corner of the pedestal. The pedestal for the CoincidenL-
Gimbal is circular with three sets of skewed isolators located
on the periphery of the circle separated from each other by 120
degrees. Each of the isolator sets consist of two spring dampers
skewed frith respect to each other as shown in figure 6-l. In
the sections that follo^r the coincident gimbal suspension linear
anal rotational stiffness and linear ar ►d rotational damping crs-
efficients are derived as a function of individual spring stiff-
ness, damping, and woring slew angle. In the derivation it is
assumed that all of the springs have equal stiffness and damp
ing characteristics along their respective axial directions.
In addition, suspension system relationships inYterent in
the Gnincident Gimbal design are derived and a comparison is made
with the IOG four point suspension.
6.1 Derivation of Linear and Rotational. Stiffness and
Damping Coefficients for the Cnincident Gimbal Suspension System -
The geometric configuration of the proposed Coincident Gimbal.
skewed spring suspension system is shown in figure 5-l.
1,xaminatinn of figure 6-1 indicates that three spr^Lng damper assem-
blies arc positioned I2{l dc^;rc_es apart around the periphery of a
circle of radio , R. Each assci^ihly contains two spri.n^,s that are
canted at an angle a with respect to the plate {z.e., Coincident Gimbal
padesta.l) to which they are attached.
The farce that is applied by L-he 3th spring can he written
as
r . -Ee
^sZ y Kr ^ roj}^^ - ^ zoj t ^ ro.+E
o^
where
K	 - Axial spr.inl; stitfnGS.s (n/m)
r	 -- Unstressed .spring 1e3^^;t-h
a^
















^	 w x{ I (r	 +e - } 2-}- (r 	 -E-e ) 2 +(r	 +^ ) 2 ^	 - Ir 2 +r 2 -►-x• 2 ] Ix }	 ^sj	 oxj a
	 oyj y	 ozj 7,	 d^cj oyj 01.;j
	 ^
Z Z




x { (roxj +Ex } ^.x+(roy j -F^y} iy+(rola-I-^z) zz (6-•z)




..	 ^	 -	 Ir = IC 1 - Ir2 +r2 +r2	 } ^•/^	 ^(r
	 +^ ) ^. a-(r	 +^ ) ^
sj	 oxj DYj	 Ozj	 oxj x x oYj Y Y
	 ^	 ^
	
2	 2	 2 112	 +(r 
j
+E )i^ (b-3) :.
	
L(r'oxj +Ex) +{roYj^y) -^-{^-DLj-I-ez) l	 Oz	 z
i
Expanding eRuati.on (6-3) and eliminating second order terms
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r ^ -E-r ` . -1-r ^
uxj oyj ozj	 _	 {1
Making use Ui tl^e cox}^.:^^sia^^ of
	
	 a./L wlicre x«1 ccEu:stion	
-(1+x }
( 6-4) can be written as
r "IC{r	 e -!^	 E +r	 e } { (r
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far the 1,2 isolator pair sltowra. in figure 6-1 the following applies
f:





^.. `	 rs^x2' -racosa
^	 ra^z^0
f.'	 roz2T -rosins
1?l^e unstrctcited dimensions a^ isolator pair 3,r^ written in
• ^	 IOG pedestal cool:clinates can Ue oUta:^nEd in Cite following manner
'! lox3 cos 120° sin 120° 0 roxl








cos 120° +sin 120° 0 razz
3 - roy^ _
-sin 1"Q° cos 120° 0 zoyz
1,,
'	 roz4 0 0 1
roz2
}	 Similarly Cl^a unstretclted dimensions of isolator pair 5,6




o__	 row	 cas 120
	 -sin 120	 0	 roxz













cos 120° -sizt 12Q°
	 0	 roil
O	 D
roy6	 --	 sin 120
	 cos 1.20	 0	 royl
^,.
roz6




I	 I I	 ^	 ^
SubstiL-utin^; the appropriate dimensions fvr the t^n6ttetched
spring length given for the various isolator pairs into equai:ioi^t ^'
(G-6) xesults in _	 ^^
ps1. 2-2l.[ (cvs 2a)e^ix (s^.nZa)c2iZ ] Ch-10)
^
^	 ^	 h




{G-1.1.)4	 y	 y>	 Y
^^--rr
^'	 = K{ [ ^c:as 2a^'	 - r 3 os2ae ] t +[^- ^cos Zac + 3cos 2cYLy ] 3.y+[ 7s:l.u 2atnz ] t r2 [	 (^-]-2)..	 ^-	 s^,6	 L	 x	 y	 x	 2	 x	 2
The total 1.inerar roiEipliancc=. for.cc 1.s l;ivc^n by ;i^
.^
1: s
 = ps1,2+rs3^^F+1?x5,6 _	 1
i
Fs = K{[3cc^s za]^x^X [3cas2[x]^yiy-I-^6sin Za]sZ2 } (b-l3)
I
Bence the lineax springy constants using the same notation as defined
...
in section 2.0,
41C	 = 4K	 = K	 = 3Kcos2a
x	 Y	 xsY
4IC	 = 6iCsinZot { G-l4)
z
Similarly, since t]^e damping farces are applied in L-hG same
direction ns the spring compJ.iancc fvi-cc t]^e tol.Ior,ring appiics ^	 '
^	 ^
4D	 = !iD	 ^ D	 = 3llcos Za ^
x	 y	 X^Y












The torque applied by the suspension to the TOG pedestal due
^'
-
to pedestal rotation is given by ^^
. '^;
Ts^ _ ^ x ^s3 {6-16)	 `^
and ,	 ;






Assuming Rj has only an x and y component and suUst3.tuting
equatia^: (6-17} into equation (6-6) and then substituting the results
in equatzUn (6-lb) results in
T - ^	 ----{x2 R @ -r z R ^t 6 +(r	 r	 R R ^-r	 r	 ^t2 )£1 ]i
s,i - r2 .+r2 .{.r2	 ozj 5'j ^ oz3 xY Y3 y	 oY1 ozj xj Yj o^:j ozj Yj z xoxj ^y,^ oz j
^
-l-^-r R R$ ^-r	 R fl + (r	 r R R' -r	 x	 R) 8 ] i
^'zj xj yj x ozj xj y	 oxj ozj xj yj ayj azj 7cj z Y
+fir
	 r	 R .R -r	 r	 R^ .)(1 +{r	 r	 R R --r	 r	 R2 )0
oYJ ozj xj Y1 oxj o2j YJ x oxj ozj xj " j oYj ozj xj Y
+rrayj R^j -roxj Ry^ ) ^8 z ] ^Z }	 (b-18)








^ 1 ^R5 ^ 6	 2 Rix 2 ^Y
5uUstituti .ng equations (b-7), (6-1D), (6-11), and (b--19) into equa-
t3,an (5-18) gives
^s1,2 = 2R2K{( ; in2a) @xix+{cos2c^) 6ziz}	 (b-20)
Ts3,4 = R2K{^ -Zl-sin2a@x+ ^sxn 2cx©y j^tx+ ^2 sinZaBy+ ^s^.n2a9x] iy+[2cos2^8Z]iZ}
(21)
'1	 = RZK{ (^'sin2e.@ - ^ sin2a@ ^	 ^	 2	 Vj 2	 2s5,6	 2	 x 2	 Y)^X ^  .si.n a@y- 2 in ec6x]iy+[ 2cos a9z]iz}
{6-22)
Tl^,e total torque applied to tUe lOG pedestal is given by









r'^ "	 ^	 i
,:
n	 n	 n	 __
ff.'s = ICRZ ([3sin2a]Ox :f.X+[3sin2cc]Oy ^.y+^6coy2a]9 z i^^	 (24)
	
^^, .	 ^
]fence khe raCatinn_:1 sti^f^ie;:s cocf.^^.cicnts o^ t^2e suspension	 ^.	 ^^I
are given Uy
k = k = 3iClt2sin2a	
br
,^	 y
k ^ 6Klt2 coy2a	 (25}
z	 ^^
^.
5i.mi1arly khe rotaCional damPi.r^f; coe^ficl.cnts of the suspension are 	 - .-.
"	 gi°•. ^^n by
d = d = 31)It2sin2a
x	 y
dz W 6DR2cos 2ot	 (26)
The parameters presently being; pra^^osed by Donier Systems far 	 }
the suspension analyzed are listed below:
•K=$ODn
m
D =^ 240 
n--m-sec
rad
a = 24.1. deg
R^0,25m
Substituting these parametero-^ i.n equations (14), (l5), (25) and
(2b) results in the following
K ^ K = 2000 n
x	 y	 m
K = 800 n
z	 to





1	 A - 240 n-sec
z	 m
n-m
'^,	 x - y - 25 rad
lcx
 = 250 rad
.-	 d = d = 7.S n-m-sec
x	 y	 rad
d = 75 n-m-sec
z	 rad
6.2 Inherent Relationshz^s Between Suspension Para_m_etexs for
the Coincident Gimbal System
Examination of equations (6-14), (6-15), {6-20) and (6-2G) indicate that
there are only four independent parameters that can be used to set all
of the suspension characteristics. Since there are twelve parameters
(i.c., Linear stiffness and damping along three axes, rotational stiff-
ness and damping about three axes) to be set for. the suspension it i.s
clear that tiaese cannot be set independently with only four parameters,
In addition, the linear :^•tiffness along the three axes cannot be set
independently since the stiffness along the x and y axes must always
be equal with the stiffness Belong z set to same desired value by ad-
3ustment of the angle "a". '^.'hc linear damping along the x, y, and z
axes can only be controlled by varying the damping coefficient "U".
Examination of equation (5-15) indicates that the damping coefficient
along the x and y axes are a1w^-eys equal but can he set to a desired
level. However, the damping coefficient along the z axis is now de-
termined and cannot be controlled.
Assuming that the damping coefficient "A" is set so that a
particular damping ratio "^" is obtained about the x and y axes
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liawever.	 -




5ubstitutin^; e uatian (6-29) into equation (628) results in7	 3
I);xamination af: egUati.on (6^-30) indicates that the linear damp-
ing ratio along Lhe z-axis w:i" ll ecicial. tli:^t of tl^e x and y axes
i:or a = 35.2b dcsi;. Fur values of "x" below this value Cite da3^q^ing 	 -
along the z-axi;; decreases while ii- inereascws for Ct above 35.2b deg.
If the Cc angle 5 . s set at 15 deg. 03 ° bei ^w, app7'eci .able reduction	 ` "
in linear damping along tl ► e z--axi _ s results wi^icl2 can result- in	 _
deteriorated system respon^. e. charactr_ristics.
7.'ite rotational sty ffnc^ss of t-lie mount about the x and y axes
can be set by varying the distance: "R" as :indicated in equation	 "
(6-25). However, the rotational stiffness about the "z" axis is
determined and cannot be controlled. Tn addition, the rotational 	 41
damping eoeffic:ients about thc^ x, y, and z axes are now determined 	 -
and cannot be separately controlled. 	
J
It wi21 be shown {section 7) khat the critical suspension parameters 	 ?`3
that govern lOG pointing performance are the rotational stiffness about the
x and y axes and the transJ.ational stiffness along the z axis. Hence, 	 --
one might conclude that increasing the linear stiffness along the x and 	 1,'
y axes would result in r^ reduction aF the radius of t he base of the
Coincident Gimbal pedestal sinus it seems reaa5unable that the: Longi-
tudinal stiffness K of the i5ul.itnrs would increase. Ilawever, if equa-	 ^.`
Lions ( b-14} are divided by each c^tUer the following results	 !_
Kz	 1^2
tang = (	 )	 (6-31)	 ^1.
2Kx a Y
	 '^-:
lquation {6--31) implies the geometrical. relationship shown in figure 6-2.
t..
The value of K from equation (6-14) and the geometrical relationships	 -
shown in figure 6-2 can be written as
K	 K	 2 K	 +1C	 ^	 l
3cos2cx 3 [ 21^_.^	 ^'
Ic +zx t	 !
z	 x ^ Y	 r'' ^	 ^





>Y _ 3^2 x'Y^^z ^^21C ;^z+K ^RZ J (z^ ) R2	 {6-33)b	 x,y z	 2
therefore
2k
R = ( R )	 (5^-34)
z
Equation ( 6-34) i^tdicates that the radius of the base of the
Coincident Gimbal pedF^sta3. is completely determined by the rotational
stiffness about the x and y axes and the linear stiffness along the
z axis. Therefore, varying the linear stiffness along the x and y
axes will not affect the rada .us of the pedestal base and cannot be
used to affect a size reduction.
6.3 Compara.son of Coincident Gimbal Suspension System with
Square Sased Suspension System - A campar3.san can be made as tv the
required area of the pedestal base for the Coincident Gimbal. Suspension
System and the corresponding square ba.^e suspension. Assuming that
ice rotational stiffness about the x and y axes and the translational
stiffness along the z axis are equivalent for both systems, the side
of the square base suspension system can be written as
2a




2x120 ^ length at one side of the square base
The area required b^= the square base Suspension is then given by
A	 _ 4kx
S.B. r K ^	 (6-3fi)
z
The area of the corresponding Coincident Gimbal pedestal base
using equation (6--34) is given by
2k
x,y
AC.G. ^ '^{ k	 )
z
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In the sections that fallow, the Coincident Gimbal system per-
formance is described for the nominal suspension parameters speci-
fled by Dormer Systems. Bath stellar pointing and earth tracking
,_
	
	 performance axe discussed for the given suspension system. Based
on the results obtained, the suspension parameters are modified in
order to improve the performance of the Coincident Gimbal System
.
	
	 in bath stellar pointing and earth tracking. Representative
system performance characteristics are shown for the modified
suspension system and a recommendation is made as to the suspension 	 '^
parameters that should be implemented for the Coincident G^,mbal
.	 System.
7.1 Coincident Gimbal Pointing Performance - In order to ab-
ta^.re the Coincident Gimbal geometrical system configuration the
^^	 following parameters must be modified from the values shown ^.
-	 table 2-1 as outlined below:




d2x = 12.695 Kg-m2
32y = x.6.313 Kg-m2
;..	 32^ = 5.417 Kg^m2
n	 n	 n
BE20 - ° 1017 i^ - .0029 iy - .5251 iz m
.:	
8120 = -4.822 i^ + O.G029 iy - 1.429 iZ m	 ^
n	 n	 n
^-	 rl = 0.1017 i^ -- 0,0029 iy + .275 iZ m
System time responses were taken for the suspension pars-
-	 meters furnished by Dormer which entail changing the baseline
f;	 parameters in the following manner.
4D = 4D = 600 n-sec
x	 y	 m 3i
4D - 240 
n-sec
z	 m
4K = 4K = 2000 n/m
y
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d = d = 7.5 n--m-sec
x y




kZ = 250 rad
^^
For a telescope loolc angle of sixty degrees and a crew motion
disturbance applied along the z axis the peak pointing error in-
curred about the telescope y axis was 4.34xa0-6 rad (.895 arc-
second). This value of pointing error from one source is too
large if an arc-second of pointing stability is to be realized
w'.^en considering all of the other contributing system error
sources (e.g., sensor and actuator noise, gimbal nonl3.nearit^.es,
sampling and quantization, etc.). Hence, it is clear that the
y axis pointing error must be reduced.. iince it is not advisable
to increase the pointing control Loop bandwidth beyond 2 Hz from
system noise and structural flexibility considerations the only
way to reduce this error is to reduce the suspension linear stiff-
ness in the z direction to at least the baseline set of parameters
which would yield similar pointing performance as that obtained
for the IOG as outlined in section 4.
Figures 7-1 through 7-21 show system pointing performance
for a telescope Look angle of zero degrees with the crew motion
disturbance shown in figure 4-1 applied simultaneously along the
x, y and z axes of the shuttle orbiter for the Coincident Gimbal
System parameters specified by Dormer Systems. Figures 7-?.2
through 7-42 and figures 7-43 through 7-63 show Coincident ^rimbeil
pointing performance for telescope look angles of 40 and 60 degrees
respectively with all other parameters being the soma as above,
The legend used in these figures are explained in table 4—l.
7.2 Coin:^ident Gimbal Earth Tracking Performance - Using
the earth tracking command profiles described in section 4.2, the
performance of the Coincident Gimbal System as defined by Dormer
Systems was determined. The result of this determination are shown
in figures 7-64 through 7-84. A definition of the nomenclature
used in these plots are given in table 4-^.. Examination of f^.guze
7-66 indicates that the peak tracking error incurred was 0,2b2x10-5
rad (.540 arc--second) while an examination of figures 7-72, 7--77
and 7-79 indicate that the pedestal y rotation was 0 .311 rad
(17.8 deg) with the x and y translation of the pedestal C.M. equal
to 0.164 m (6.46 in) and .034 m (1.34 in) respectively. These









which is too large and could not be accommodated within the frame-
	
.	 work of a reasonable design, This situation becomes worse as
altitude of the orbit is reduced from 43$ KM fox which the above
values apply. Hence it i.s clear that if the TPS is to have a reason
able earth tracking eapabil.ity the suspension parameters proposed
by Dornier should be modified by stiffening the suspension rota-
	
^^	 tionally and translationally as much as possible while sti11 meet-
ing stellar pointing requirements. This approach will be fully
discussed in section 7.4.
7.3 Coincident Gimbal Faster Scanning Performance - Examina-
tion of experiments proposed to be integrated with the I,PS indicate
that many have raster scan requirements. In order to examine, in
a preliminary fashion, the raster scan capability of the Cotinci-
dent Gimbal. System the raster scan performance of a particular
experiment was determined. The experiment chosen for this
evaluation was the X-W (soft x-ray) Spectraheliograph. A schex^
atic diagram of this telescope with its associated mass character-
istics is shown in figure 7-85.
The rastex scan field that was considered was 90 x 30 arc-
	
.	 second with, a scan time per line of 1.12 arc-second which yie^.da
a scan rate of 3.897x10- rod/sec ($Q.36 arc-second/second). The
desired accuracy was that the tracking error should be within
+ l.7 arc-second for ninety gercent of the time it takes to scan
a line (i.e., 1.12 second). The technique used to accomplish the
raster scan profile was to use simultaneous rate and position
commands to the Coincident Gimbal pointing control syst^etn. The
	
".	 rate and position command profiles employed are depicted in fig-
	
-	 ure i—$6.
'Z'wo computer runs were made for the X-W Spectroheliograph
using the above profiles. The first was to raster scan the tele-
scope about the y axis only. The second was to raster scan the
telescope about an axis in the x,y plane making inclined 45 de-
grees with respect to the x and y raordinate axes. ^'or both
cases the telescope was positioned so as to allow a symmetrical
scan about zeta look angle, and the pointing control Loop band-
	
.-	 width was set at 2 Hz.
The results of these studies indicate that the system did 	 9
not meet the accuracy specification of 1.7 axc-second for ninety
percent of the rti^ scan time for both cases investigated. The
tracking errors remained above 1.7 arc-second for approximately
0.82 second of the 1.12 second that it takes to scan one line
with a peak tracking error of agproximately 9 arc-seconds.










ti	 ^	 i	 ^^
is well within the torque capability of the Coincident Gimbal
torque motor capability. These results indicate that raster
scanning to the accuracy described above cannot be met by the
"simple" scan profiles employed. It is anticipated, however,
that if a torqu•1 command used in con^unctian with consistant rate
and position command profiles were employed, system raster scan-
ning performance would be greatly improved and the accuracies
desired would probably be achieved. It is recommended that future
effort should be expended to implement this raster scan command
technique and determine the accuracies that can be achieved.
7.4 Pointing Performance with Modified Suspension Character-
istics - It has been shown in sections 7.1 and 7.2 that "large"
pointing errors (i.e,, D.895 arc--second) result in the presence
of crew motion disturhances while excessive pedestal rotations and
translations with accompanying "large" (i,e., 1,7 in) isolator
elongations occur during earth tracking translations for the iso-
lator parameters defined by Dornier Systems. Hence, it is evident
that the suspension parameters should be modified in order to give
the IPS a reasonable slewing capability while still meeting stellar
pointing performance requirements. It has been demonstrated that
increasing the rotational stiffness of the suspension system about
the x and y axes reduces the pedestal rotations and translation
from those incurred using the nominal suspension parameters for
the IOG system. Hence, it would similarly be desirable to increase
the rotational stiffness of the coincident gimbal suspension over
those specified by Tlornier which are approximately the same as
those of nominal IOG in order to minimize pedesr.31 rotations and
translations incurred during slewing. However, the maximum radius
that the coincident gimbal base can have from mounting considera-
tions is 0.9 meters. Since from stellar pointing considerations
it would be advisable to reduce the translational stiffness along
the z axis to 500 n/m in order to reduce the pointing error in-
curred due to crew motion disturbances, the maximum rotational
stiffness that could be realized about the x and y axes is 202.5
n-m/rod (see section 6.2).
The other suspension parameter that can be varied is the
translational stiffness along tike x and y axes keeping the trans-	 ,--^	 i
lational stiffness along the z axis equal to 500 n/m and the rota- 	 .ja
tional stiffness about the x and y axes equal to 202.5 non/rod.	 -	 ^
The effect of this parameterization on peak point^.ng exxor for a 	 _	 j
telescope look angle of b0 degrees is outlined in figures 7-87 and	 ^;'	 /
7-88, It should be noted that in the parameterization of the linear 	 --
suspension stiffness along the x and y axes the linear suspension 	 _^
damping ratio was maintained at 0.1 along these axes when consider- 	 -^
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Examination of these figures indicates that the y axis pointing
error decreases from 0.$6b arc-second to 0.555 arc--second c^=hen
the linear suspension stiffness is increased from 500 n/m to
X0,000 n/m along the x and y axes for a crew motion disturbance
applied along the z axis. Examination of figure 7w25 indicates
that the peak painting error incurred about the x axis is it.de-
pendent of the linear stiffness along the x and y axes further
demonstrating that the suspension system does not act primarily
as a classical isolator far these errors as described in section
4.1. It should also be noted that most of the pointing improve-
ment is realized when the suspension linear stiffness along the
x and y axes is increased to between 2000 and 4000 n/m. Hence,
in order to minimize the changes to the suspension parameters
specified by Dormer while still realizing most of the advantages
that can be achieved within the constraints of the coincident
gimbal system the recommended suspension parameters are listed
in table 7-1.
The suspension parameter values given in table 7-1 result in
the fallowing Coincident Gimbal suspension system isolator design
characteristics.
K - 750 n/m
D = 17$.2 n-sec/m
ec = 19.47 deg
R=0.9m
System time responses for the rewmmended suspension para-
meters with crew motion disturbances applied along the x, y and
z shuttle arbiter axes simultaneously are given in figures 7-89
through 7^-109, 7-110 through 7-130, and 7-131 through 7-151 for
telescope look angles ox zero, 40, and b0 degrees respectively.`
The nomenclature used in t?^ese plots is explained ^.n table 4-1.
Examination of the plats for the angular rotation and the transY
lotion of the CM of the pedestal indicate that they do not seem to
be returning to zero. This is in fact the case since the crew motion
disturbance, which. is mmomentum conservative, will sti11 cause the
shuttle to rotate through some small angle from its initial start-
ing paint. This will then cause the pedestal to rotate through
the same angle once the transients die docan. Since the transla-
tion "^12" of the pedestal C.M. is measured with respect to R120
which is an inertial vector it will also approach a nonzero value






Tab3.e 7--1. Recommended Suspens3.on Parameters
4K = 4K	 = 2000 n/m
x y
4K = 500 n/m
z
4Dx = 4Ay = 475.2 n^sec
4A = 1I8.8 n-secz m
kx = lcy = 202.5 rad
k	 = 3.242x103 n-m
z rad
d	 = d	 = 48 . 1.1 n-m-sec
x y





7.5 Coincident Gimbal Earth Tracking Performance with Ae-
commended Suspension Parameters M Using the earth tracking com-
mand profiles described in section 4.2 the performance of Coinci-
dent Gimbal system with the recommended suspension parameters
was determined. These results are shown in figures 7-152 through
7-172. A definition of the nomenclature used in these figures
is given in table 4--1. E^^amination of figures 7-90 indicates that
the geak tracking error incurred was 0.352x10 -5rad (.726 arc-second)
which is withint the desired +1 arc-second tracking accuracy but 3.s
aggroximately 34 percent worse than that realized far the suspen--
Sion parameter specified by Dornier. However, the geak pedestal
rotation was 0.0273 rod (1.5^i4 deg) and the peak pedestal C.M.
translations t^rere 15.6 mm (.Gl in) and 2.42 mm (.095 in) along
the x and z axes respectively. These values are more than an order
of magnitude smaller than those incurred for the suspension gar-
meters defined by Darnier. These values will result in isolator
elongations of approximately 8.5 mm (.0335 in) which. can easily
be accommodated by the Coincident Gimbal suspension system design.
HencE, it has been demonstrated that the recommended susgens^.on
parameters not only meet 'the stellar pointing stability require-
ments of + 1 arc-second in the presence of crew motion disturb-
ances, but also great3.y reduces the pedestal rotations and trans-
-	 lai:ions and hence isolator elongations incurred during earth
tracking making these values consistent with a reasonable sus-
pension design.
Additionally, a comparison between system response for the
recommended Dornier suspension parameters (figures 7w65 through
7-85) and that obtained for the recommended suspension parameters
indicate that the system responses are considerably different in
functional form. The difference in response is due to the stiffen-
ing of the suspension system for the recommended parameters which
results in the more oscillatory response characteristics for this
system. However, the increased oscillatory natu;.e of the response
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Figure 7-4. Telescope x-Axis Rate Error
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Figure 7-9.	 Pedestal y-Axis Rotation
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Figure 7-20. y-Axis Control Torque
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Figure 7-21. 'telescope x-Axis Pointing Error
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Figure 7-26. Telescope y-Axin Race Erroz
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Figure 7-28 . Pedestal x-Ails Rotation
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Pigure 7-34. Pedestal x-Axle CM Trenslation
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Figure 7- 36 . Pedestal z-Axis CH Translation
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Fisure 7-39. Pedestal z-Axle CH Velocity
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Figure 7-40. x-Axis Control Torque
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Figure 7-47. Telescope y-Axis Rate Error
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Figure 7-49. Pedestal x-Axi• Ra[atlon
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Figure 7-53. Pedestal y-Axin Rate
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Plgure 7-55. Prdestel x-Axis C?t Translation
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PSgure 1-57. Pedestal x-Axis (:}S Translacion
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Figure 7-61. x-Axis Control Torque
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Figure 1 -62. y-Axis ConCral Torque
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I^Igure 1-64. Telescope x-Axis TraeklnR Error
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Figure 7-65. Telescope y-Axis Tracking Error
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Pigure 7-69. Telescope z-Axi n Tracking Ra[a Error
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Figure 7 - 70. Pedestal x-Axis Rotation




















Figure 7-71. Pedestal y-Axis Rotation
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figure 7-72. Pedestal z-Axis Rotation
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Figure 7-76. Pedeacal x-Axis Cri translation
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Figure 7-78. Pedes[al z-Axis CM Translation
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Pigure 7-BO. Pe.deatal y-Axis CM Velocity
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Figure 7-82. x-Axis Control Torque
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Figure 7-84. z-(ucie Control Torque
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Ffgure 7-90..	 Telescope y-Axis PoinCing Error
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Ffgure 7-124. Pedestal x-Axis . CM Trunyl¢tion
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- Figure 7-128.	 x-Axis Control Torque j
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Figure 7—I39. Pedestal zrAxie Rotetiett
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Figure 7^I43. Pedes.t61 x-Axis Chi Translutfort
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Figure 7-152. Telescope x-Axis Tracking E:rrar
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Pigure 7-162. Pedentnl y—Axis Rate
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8. ANALXSIS OF EARTH TRACKING PRQT'ILES
In this section the profiles that are required to perform
earth paint tracking from earth. orbit raill be derived. Zn this
derivation a circular orbit and spherical earth are assumed and
the effects of earth rotation is neglected. The maximum acce].era--
tion points for the earth hacking profile will be determined as
a function of the various orbital parameters and an approximate
formula will be derived which gives peak acceleration as a func-
tion of orbital altitude. In addition, the peak rate of change
of acceleration wi11 be determined as a function of orbital
parameters from which an approximate relation will be derived
which gi=;es peak rate of change of acceleration as a function
of orbital altitude. These appraxima'^e relationships will be
uFed to explain the behavior of the Coinc,dent Gimbal System
earth tracking performance characteristics, given in section 4.0.
8.l Derivation of Earth Tracking Profiles -- Figure 8-1 is
a schematic diagram of a vehicle in a circular earth orbit.
The coordinate frame shown in figure 8-1 is inertial with
the y axis along the orbit normal and the x and z axes in the
orbital plane. Since bhe effects of earth rotation are bei^ig
neglected in what follows, it can be assumed that the inertial
coordinate frame is attached to the earth with its origin located
at the earth's center. Using the vector quantities shown in
figure 8--1 a unit vector along the line of sight from the vehicle
to some arbitrary point on earth can be written as
^	 R4 - Ro
`^^ _ acs. ' f 13 - RR	 o^
where
^.	 = Unit vector along the line of sight from the vehicle to an








Rox cos e	 o	 -5;n e R^ ^ h ^	 ^':
CRY - D	 7	 0 O
( $ -^)
^:
Rai	 s[r, 5	 O	 eosA	 Q _
°^
and `'
^ - tv^^ ^$- 3}
wh^:re




R	 = Radius of the earth
e






and substituting equations (8-2) and (8--4) into ($-I) gives
i
,.^.
n	 [, xc ^I `r^e f ^JCOSA^!x ^- yy ly }CLE^{E^t+^15+rv^^[^L _ (8
^
-S ^,.t.S.	








A	 -	 X i _ { Re }h} cas 9 r8 -bl
-
^	 _
The inertial rate of change of the unit vector along the `'







_ _..	 :..;	 :. ,. ^
^(AB-A8}8 + Yt^^1^^x - YL (AA+BB)^Y ^^1',^8^(A8- A$)A^^^
:.^^	 ^Az * Y^ ^ B2?3^z
'fhe inertial rate of change of the unit vectax' along the
line of sight from the vehicle to a point an the earth can also
be written as
n








w = An inertial rate written in geocentric coord^,nates.
expanding equation (8-9) gives
^^^.5. w `
w}' LLS^ — ^^ Ltsy} tx ^ ^^^ f lSx^ ^x ZL5iZJL7 ^' 4^XLt5r^WyLLSx^L^	 IB_10^
Comparing terms in equation (8-^.^) with tt-Lose in equation ($-8)
yields the following for the inertial. rates required for earth








It should be noted tliat if the body rates requ^.red to perform
earth tracking would be desired for an arbitrary telescope orienta--
tion the rates given in equations (8-11) through (813) would have `
to be transferred t q telescope coordinates and the transformation
^^ould need to be continually updated via a strapdown equation. ^'
formulation.
Assum^.ng the point on earth t-o be tracked is contained in _;,_
the orbital plane (which would yield maximum tracking rates and
accelerations} and assuming that the earth point is along the
x axis of the geocentric coordinate frame shown in figure 8-1 _
gives the following relationships
`.
X z
 - fiP 	(8-l6)
Y^ _ ^ L	 -	 ^^	 (s-1^}
Substituting equations	 (8-6),	 (8-7),	 (8-^.^E),	 (8--15),	 (8--16)
-:'	 +,
and (8-17) into equations (8--11) through (8--13) yields },Y	
i
.r:,	
..fF'.	 ihi r ^ r^
.._
The line of sight angle about the y axis can be obtained by ^^.






































^ ^ Line of sight angle and is equal to the direct integral
of co
Y'




^(Re+l,) cos B - Re
(8- 22)
.	 Equations (8-19) and (5^-22) are the funct^.onal ^az^e o^ the
angular rate and position command profiles (i.e., 
W3c 
and 63c}
that are employed to command the telescope attitucla contxal system
`	 to accomplish earth tracicing. these pxofiles must be mod^^,ed Uy
the appropriate constants to reflect the des^.red telescope slew
axis (^..e., they get s^ultiplied by the components of a unit vector
along the desired slew axis) which enables telescope stewing about
any axis or alternatively allows the telescope to be in any orienta-
Lion ^,rith respect to the orbit z°^ormal.
'the angular acceleration required. to earth point tracic 3s
obta^.ned py differentiating equation {8-19) with the fallowing	 j
result
+.	 w - —	
Rah(R^+h^^zRe+ 1^) sin B	
^z	 ($-23)a
y	 R^a^(R ^{,)Z-^.Re(Rea^l,^casB]z^! e	 r
i
'^o obtain the points at which peak accelexat^;on, occurs,
equation (8-23) is d5.fferentiated with respect to t^.xue and .the
results set equal to zexo cahich gives the follaw^.ng
^R^+fR^+h)=^^SB—z^^fR^ +h^^cax=B+2$..^=D] 	
C8 —z^4)	 j^y ^ --woRph{^'e-^h)^2nefh} _`_...'
	rR'' ^fR ^!,) -2R fR^+f,) c^,SB^L ^	 t	 e
^	 ^
^	 ,






Setting equation (8^-24) equal. to zero resu^.ts in the foJ.lowing
s
2R^(RQ^^r^aosz9+[Re +(R^-^^^ ^cose- 4R^(R^^h) =0	 E8-25)
Solving equation, (8^-25) for cash gives the ^o1].ow3.ng cans^.stent
solution for the pealc acceleration points.
'/z






Not^.ce that two solutions exist for 6, one posit^.ve, the
othez negative which will y^,eld two equal and opposite peak ae^»
celeration points equally gositioned about the poaLnt where the
vehicle is directly ovexhead {i.e,, 8 0).
The equations given above far the tracking coAUnand angular
position, rates, accelerations and rate of change of acceleration
involve the orbital rate w wh^,ch in :itself i^ a function of0
orbital altitude. The relationship between cno and arbital alts.--
tude can be obtained in the follow:^ng manner.
For an arbital vehicle in a circular orbit assuming a spher^.-
cal earth, the follow^.ng relationship applies
Gmemv
where
G +^ Gravitational Constant
However, for a vehicle on the surfaae.of the earth the follota- 	 ',








g = Gravitatior_:^1 acceleration on earth t s surface
hence
^Tvr!.. - ^ f3.-^	 ^8-3Cf}
Substitu^t,ng equation. (8-30) into equation (8^2P,j yie3.ds
z
-	 ':	 i
Combining equation (8--3^.) rrr,I,th those descr3.b3.ng the angular	 `
command posi^ian, rate, acceZerati,on, and rate of change of ac-
celeration profiles. give these in: tertnns..of the orbi^a3. a.l_titude	 ;
and ti-^ne only with alb other terms bezng constants.`
^'or ease in initializing the computer siznulatian. fo g tha
Coincident Gimbal. to perform earth tracking..a.t is: desirable ^o	 ,.




In order to perforia tii.is compaxison the orb^,tal a^.t^.tude
far which the approximatio^zs are -^ralid must be detex°m^.ned, rn .




ing-rate to altitude must he dr,termined, ' phis can- be done. by	 `^
nat^.n.g that peak angular tracking rate occurs for 8 = ^. Hence
from equation- (8^^.9} the follotring apgli.es
Y max
^.+Substituting equat^,on (8.31} Into equat^.an ($^-33} and xe--
arrangi.ng terms y^;elds the fallowixig ralatiorish^.p	 ^;
z
t	 I	 ^	 r




Solving equation ($-34) for the_p^ak tracking - rate of 1,T48x10
red/sec when the approxx^nate hyperbolic earth tracking profiles are 	 '
employed yields an altitude of 438 KM.
,''E
	
It is new necessary to deteriu3.ne the peak angular accelera^ 	 ;ry,
t^.on . and the leak.angles for which they occur for the approximate
	
	 't
,J,.^prof^;les. Tn order to facilitate this` determinat^:on .the pruf3.^.es
given in section 4.2-are written in functional form.






Subst3.tut:in.g. the expanen^ia^. ^o^u fox.. the hyperbolic functions
L
} '(8^i-n equation	 -33) y^:e3.ds the ^oll.owx.ng
,f	 ^_^ Solving equation (8-4Q) fox e^ gives
`	 ^
^_^.





Using the values far Kl and a def^,ned in, section ^:2 gives _
^
972 - t	 _
b5	 ^.!,ssS {g_^p)
or _the time at which peak accel.exata.an accuxs is.
{
'^'	 -.	 ?^1:!_ ',^?[ '. ^O ^'^ Ste,








- $Ka^L^e^_e-x^3^ 	 - S1(aZ ^	 -	
- ^0.7698K«^ ^8-46}i	 3(l;932 + ^^
tk	 ^.	 i
^ Using the values defined in suction 4.2 for K and a g3.ves the
i
^. }











The telescope look angle fox which this acniirs .cam be deter-
t	 ... mined by substituting the,apprapxiate values .into. equation { 8-35)
f	 ;, which yields
k
...
'	 :.^ _ O.bSS9 rarj
 _ 37,58 de
i
"	 ,_	 ,
The geak acceleration and the telescope ]:oak angle at which	
-^^.	 ^ ^hz.s peak ocCUxs :fox' .the actual. .,earth. txark3.ng  p^of^.l_es are^..	 ^.^ 1.85bx].D^s.. .^	 ..	 i.
radJsect and 31.1. degree respectively: 	 These values compare favor^



































8.3 A^p.roximate Relatianshi.. Between Peak .Angular Accelera-
tian and Orbital Altitude - T1sang the relata.onships given 3.n equa--
tions (8--23) and ($--26^ the peak angu^.ar acce^.eration as a funct^.on
o^ orbi.tal altxr^}de can be computed. A ser^.es of these computa-
ti.ons are given in ^ab^.e 8^1.
Tlie values shown ^.n table $-1 are plottesi in ^igura :8-3.
Examination of this figure indicates that the peak acceleration r^--^
can be writC^n as `
^'o
• ^;
where b is the slope of the lane shorm in ^^.gure $-3 tailich '
is --2.099.
	
Using a least square rit ^o estimate the conetan.t
a yields the tollo^bang
^,^.09"
where h is izi mi^.es ^.







6^.J5 h`z.a14^^^ pc: ^	 (8-51) ^
^_..-:	 ,
where h is ^.n Km.	 These expressions. can_ certainly ba used with
^'
`--'
good precision (error less-than 3 percent} aver the range of their
derivation and apply quite tae1^. to a:E.t.i.zun^a n^ 1000 mi7.es, y^,e1d^
ing r4sults that are within 15 percent a^ the actual. values.
$.^. Ap^roxima.te Relationships Between Peak Rate o^ Change
of .A.cceleratzon and Orba:tal A3:ttud.e -- l^xam^.catian of equ^.tion :. ;
($^24) indicates that_pealc rate of change of angular acceleration
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300 ' 482..8.. 1, 508x1.0 4
350 563.3 1.Q82x10^4





Using the above expression the peak rate of change of acceler-
^	 ^.
atio^. is given in tab7.e 8-2,
.^;
A }i1:ot of the values'. given in table $-2 xs Sho^rn..^n figure
8--4.
	
ExaYn^.nation of this indicates that the pealr. rate of change -	 -
of accelerat^.on can 'be written. xn the: same :form- indicated in
section 8.3 for the peak acceleration. 	 xollowing the same pro--
,
_,	 .
cedure as outlined above; the peak ra:t.e of change of. accele^atiori ;_^	 ,
can be written_as
1.832 n 1A^k









The approximate expressions dex^^.ved in sections. $.3 and 8.4
^';
aril] be used in the explanat^:on of the earth tracking performance
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9. CpTNCTUENT GTMBAL SYSTEM EAR^.'H POTNT TAACF€TNG PERFOI'tiMANCE
Tn this section the earth tracking performance of the C^-
incident gimbal system is descr3.bed. The torque required to per-
form earth point track^ .ng is estimated analytically and compared
to the values obtained from the time simulation, An explanation
of the large difference betcaeen the estimated and actual torques
required is presented and verified via subsequent computer S3.mu-
lation. The payload mass and inertia that Can be acc qmmadated
by the TPS in the earth point tracking mode as a function of
orbital altitude z.s then established under the constraint the
gimbal torque required will not exceed 8fl percent of the torque
capability of the gimbal tarquers, or lb n-m. 'The track^.ng ac-
curacy, pedestal rotations and translations with the accompanying
isolator elongations, is also specified. All of the earth point
tracking studies described in this section were performed for the
recommended suspension parameters given in table 7-1.
9,1 Estimated Torque Required to Perform Earth Perot Track-
a.n^ -- Tn order to deterptine the te3.escage mass and ^ :nertia that
could be acconEmodated b3° the TP5 in the earth _paint tracking mode
under any gimbal torque constraint., the torque required to perform
earth point tracking should be estimated analytically in order to
give a reasonable starting point in this detex^nination.,
This can be done by using the approximate relationship for
peak angular acceleration shown in equation (S-5fl) for the par-
ticular orbital altitude of interest. An examination of orbital
altitude. requirements of experiments presently anticipated fvr
integration with the TPS show that they vary between 1Gfl and 48fl
Km. Choosing the 160 Km altitude, the approximate-p.eak angular








The peak torque required to perforini earth . point tra:cicing ,
^_'	 should be bet^reen the torques required to achieve the peak angular
aceel.eration in equation (4-1): when. - the telescope rotates-a3^aut
^^	 its center of mass to . when it rotates about the hinge point. - Using
p given in ..table 2-1
..: the mass properties fay the naminal.telescp e
the telescope inertia about its CM assuming that the earth .track-^












The y axis moment of inertia of the celescape about the gimbal
hinge point is given by
day = 2.648x10 3 + {2.683x103}(1.689)2 = 1.03x1.04 Kg-m2 	 (9- 3)
Hence, the torque required to perform earth point tracking
from a 160 Km orbit should be betCaeen the minimum and maximum
values Listed belora
Tin (2.648x103}(1.514x10-3} = 4.009 n-m	 (9-4)
Tm^ = (1.03x104)(1.514x10'3} = 15.59 n-m
	 (9-5)
IPS earth paint tracking perfar ►nance far the nominal telescope
Pram a 1.60 Km orbit is shotm in figures 9-1 through 9-21. Examina-
tion of y axis control torque shown in figure ( 9-20) indicates that
the peak gimbal. torque required far this earth tracling maneuver
was 47 n-m, a factor of three target' than the peals required torque
estimated above.
A passible explanation of this phenomenon is that- the into--
grator in the control torque formulation is charging to too large
a value hence causing the large overshoot in y axis control torque.
An examination of figure 9-20 does oat seem do bear this out since
an overcharged integrator should shave up as a torque spike an the
time scale of figure 9-20-since the pa^,nting control. loop bandwidth
is two Hz and the integrator would discharge rapidly. However,
in order to substantiate that the integrator in the y axis eontral
torque farmulati.an is not causing the observed large y axis control
torques, IPS time response was determined for the same conditions
as above only with the integral gain in the y axis controller set
to zero. Figures 9--22 through 9--42 summarize these results. Cam-
_	
parison of these results with those obta3.ned above (i.e., figures
9--1 thrau.gh 9-21) ^.ndicate - that the only d^.ffexences in response
were in the y axis. tracking position and rate errors (figures 9-23
and 9-26 respectively) Yahich, as expected, was appreciably larger
-than tl^.ase incurred .when. the y axis integrator gain was at its
nominal value. A11 other system parameters including the y-axis
control torque., exhibited virtually identical responses as those
abtaineci when the y axis integrator gaze was at its nominal value,
thus s^zbstantiating that the integrator in the y axis controller






I	 I	 1_	 _i
Anc+ther possible explanation for the above phenomenon is that
the IPS pedestal. is applying hinge forces to the telescope-due to
its dynamic behavior which, in turn, cause disturbance moments
that must be counteracted by the telescope control system. In
order to determine the validity of this contention, the telescope
hinge point and pedestal CM were made coincident with the IPS sus-
. pension center of elasticity and the computer run for landmark
tracking from 160 i{m orbit Baas repeated. these rev^.s^.ons should
minimize the dynamic hinge - forces applied to the telescope by the
pedestal since the rotation - abbot the suspension center af'elas^
ticity is also consistent with. rotation about the pedestal CM
and telescope hinge point, thus greatly redu:cirig hinge point.
linear accelerations and the accompanying telescope disturbances.
The.T^'S. time response for.. these conditions are shown in f3.gures
9-43 through 9-51. Exa^ni.nation of these results indicate. that the
.torque required to earth point track Yaas 15.9 n-m (see figure 9-51)
which is in line with the analytical-projections.' the y axis con--
trot torque.peak of 23.$ n-m that occurs at 3.7.s.ecvnds.into the
run is primarily due to a transient coriditan xn tha init3.alization
of the run since not all-states are set at . their proper values
corresponding to taken the earth point `tracking profiles are
picked. up. Therefore, the second peak which occ .ur.s at.28.5.seC-
ends into the x'uri is indicat3:ve of the toz-que `required to earth
point track. These results indeed verify the abaue contention
that the pedestal - dynamic mot^.ons are resulting ^n binge forces
which give: rise. to telescop y disturbance torques which must be.
overcome by the control system , Hence, from file earth point
tracking vietapoint, .it . a.s desrable'tha.t the . telescopa hinge
paint and pedestal. CM be as close to the suspension center of
elasticity as possible, within the constraints of practical de-
sign considerations.
However, prev^.ous studies (i.e., r`Evaluation of Al_ternat.e
Telescope Pointing Schemes" ^A.SA Contract'No. NAS8-30850 indi-
cafe .that .making . the telescope hi.^ge point' -anti the pedestal CM
coincident with the center of.elasta.cX.ty.of the, TPS.sus.pensYOri: 	 _	 ,^	
has a detrimental effect on pointing performance for .disturbances 	 `
applied d.n the x,y plane. Figure 9-52 is a reproduction of fig- 	 E
ore 3-^ Ervm Volume I of the-final. xeport titled,-'Evaluation
	 ^
of ` Alteina.te Tel.esicope Pointing Schemes, tt ' issued Mag, 1975. &x-	 ^
..	 i	 '..
aminati.on of the curve for which rl = R	 = R	 = 0 which	 ^
E40	 -340
makes the pedestal CM and telescope `hi.nge' point coincident w^:th
the:.suspension..cent.et:af . el,asticity,_sLndieates, that:if the linear
suspension stiffness exceeds approximately°400 n/m +'1 arc-second




disturbances far a zeta . degree telescope leak angle. The reason
far this phenomenon is that the telescope hinge point does not
translate under the influence of the applied disturbance and .the
control torques applied to the pedestal by the pointing control
loop, which redpces the translation acceleration disturbance coup.--.
ling into the telescope. In fact, with the recommended linear sus--
pens^:an stiffness of 2DD0 n/m to reduce pedestal translation and
ratatian incurred dExring landmark tracking and improve stellar
pointing performance, the. resultant pointing error fox zero tele-.
scope look angle for screw motion disturbance along 'the orbiter
y ass obtained from figure 1 is approximately 5.3 arc-second.
If pointing stability requirements are to be achieved, the sus-
pension linear stiffness in the x and y . drectifons taould have to..
be reduced by an order of magnitude (i.e., 200 n/m). Although
this reduction in linear stiffness in the x,y direction wau^.d
tend to increase the pedestal translations incurred during earth
point tracking,, making the gimbal hinge po^.nt-, Fedestal..CM, an,d
suspension center of elasticity to coincide reduces the pedestal
translations and rotations incurred. Hence, a trade should be
conducted which de.term^.nes the .pedestal translations, rotations,
and isolator elongations for.di^Cferent separations between g^.mbal
hinge point, pedestal CM, and suspension center of elasticity
once the suspension parameters have been-set to yield satxsfactary
stel^.ar pointing performance far each particular set of geametr^.cal
parameters tieing' considered. TYi^.s type 'of study would ^:ndicate
if-there is a geometrical configuration coupled with a set of
suspension parameters that ,would yield better overall (i.e.,
11	 d	 h	 k'	 TPS	 f	 th_	 ^ ste	 ar point^.ng an.	 ear.t	 po^.nt..trac ing)	 per, ormance . 	an
those realized with the specified geometry and recor^uuended sus s ^
pension parameters. _:.^^ ^
s
' 9..2	 Payload Mass Character--istics.That. Can Se Accommodated
By _the 11'S ln. the Earth Poir►t Tzacicing Mode.' fbx' 'Various Orbital
Altitudes -- Tn the section that fallo^as, the payload mass charac-•
teristics - that could _be accommodated by the Coincident Gimbal ^,.,
r.
_.' system>:in the earth. pont,^.racking mode is described : ..., In .^his,.... i,..
determination the riaininal payload -mass and inerL3.a :values given :^:
in table 2-1 Mere varied about -alb. three axes by ;the_: same rat3a
- whi.le .keeping - the distance -from tine hinge point to the telescope ^^,
,.:. CM (^:.; e. , x'') . eonstaat...	 Zn addit3:on,	 the control: ga^.ns ,taer^ . ad-,Z	 ,....	 _	 .
;;G^.
", justed in each case to maintain a painting control loop bandwidth °'
-	 >' of two Hz.	 The gimbal torque was" constra^;ried not- to exceed; a0




ma^iznum'. allowable . ` gimbal torque at 16 i--m, during. the; de^erm^.ria-^' -,.:
;_ tion of the. payload mass and. inert^,a characteris t^,cs that .could `^
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the telescope mass and.
_i
^ inertia characteristics that ^oula ire accommodated b^ the.TPS
;; during earth poai.ttt tracking as a function of arl^:i:t.al p;ltitude and







the values given ^,n table 9-^: are plor'ted in figure 9-53. -
Examanati,on ,of this figure ind.ica.tes that. the inexti.a that can be ^	 .
F accauunodated by the Il'S daring earth poi^zt hacking with^+^t ex- s	 .'
E eeeding a xequi^ec^. gir ►bal . torque of l6 n-^ri can..be
.



























`his 'vaJ:ue is. r^r3.tha:n :2.7 ^iexcent `af the nega^ti^re . s^.ap,e , of 2.09..9. '
shown in equation (8-50} ^rrhieh gi^tres the approximate. re^:ationship :
bet^c^reen" the peak accel:eratzon and orba.tal altitt^c^e. 	 Hence it is ,
seen„ that the telescope ir^.ertia that could be accoFmnodated b;^ tie i	 °	 i;. ...Z^'S is a function a.f the peak arigtil:ar..e..cc^I:eraton .required:-to., ;
!^;f	 ^	 - earthpoint track. 	 Or anather way of looking at th3.a result is ^	 '^by realizing that - the Peale. torque required is proportional to the ^.^
^	 ,
t	 s
telescope inertia times the peak aiccelexatiox^. ox
i
! I^^Jt^ ^ {^^8)	














Solving equation (9-9} for- .the inertia. keeping	 .peak torque.the
,'
..^
constant at_^.6 n-m gives the fallowing a
2.Og9'	 _,
^^ ^ ^ d
3 ^ahach is within 27 percent of the results obta^,ned above anal ^
:..	
_	 ...













































ORBITAL TELESCOPE TEI,ESCOI'E TELESCOPE Y AXIS PEAK TELESCOPE X ..AXIS PEAK








240 2.937x103 2.898x103 2.55x10 5 5.25$
320 5.698x103 5. G22x10.3 1.1^.x3.0^5 2.289
400 8..987x103. 8.867x10 5.76x1.0.^'^ 1.188
480 ^..42.2x10^ ^., y-02x10 3.31x10..-6 0.683
^_
^ .a	 __
9.3	 Pealc Tracking }arror Incurred During }iarth Paint Tracking --
Figure.9-5^ is a:plob of the vaJ.ues given in table 9-7. for`tele=
;: scope tracking error vs orbital altitude incurred during earth '
,` point tracking.	 Examination of figure 9-5^ indi.cates 'tha.t the-
^ tracking error can be expressed in the same functional exgonential
^ form as the telescope inertia discussed in.:section 9.2	 ^.`he ...
exponent which is equal to the slope of the line in figure 9 54 `'
`is measured to be 3.092.	 This value compares favorably _with the
3.136 exponent in the expression fqr the rate of change of accel-
4	 ^..', eratian. given in equation (8-52) being within 1,4 percent'-of it.
Bence, it is seen that-the telescope. tracking error incurredf
depends on . the rate of change of angular accelera;tian which-is
.`:	 ^i directly.praportsonal to the rate.of change . .of torque ,rather
^.w
` than the peals torque required` to perform. earth painf tracking.
,	 .:	 ,.
This i.s not surprising . since there is integral. control and. the -,m^
^^ effectiveness of the integral control in reducing telescope
tracking .error depends on how fast the torque requirements change.
This implies that if the ponting'cantrol loop bandwidth were
r^- kept constant, re$ardl.ess of telescope inertia var^.ations, then-
^^ the peak tracking - error incurred would similarly remain constant.
This . caould be exactly txue if it .weren't for the ef.fect..of -the.
-^ disturbance torque applied to the telescope due to pedestal dy-
•	 ^
'	 .,
namics which is appreciable as described in section 9.1.	 Table
9--Z .lists the telescope tracking error incurred for a`16^ Km ,
orbit as a function of mass and inertia variations for the re-
''
^^
commended suspension parameters and a 2 Hz pointing control ^.00p
bandwidth.	 Examination of table 9-2 indicates that telescope
is tracking error indeed does -not follor;^ the variation in telescope ;_	 a
mass.and.inertia:	 The ..tracking error incurred f.ox' the nominal
^^"
telescap.e utass and inertia (i..e., 2.6$3x10 3 Kg, Z,b48x103 Kg-m2)
and far- one-fifth those values	 i.e.	 536_.6 K	 529._6 K ^in2 ) awe^	 g^	 g i
'	 _, essentially the same. 	 This essentially substantiates the con-
^
tentiazx.that the telescope . trackng error incurred 3.s essentially , ^
'' -^ independent of telescope mass and inertia or required torque for
a- -given Qrbital altitude as lor ►g as the :painting controlloog ^.
F bandwidth is -kept constant.. 	 The relatively lame pointing error ^
^,^ incurred at .one.-half .nomiixal telescope mass' .and, inertia is canes '




; 9.4.	 Pedestal Rota:tuns;:Transla.tion:s.and.:Zsolator..EZongatons . I^.






peak y_axis rotations-.and x axis`CM translations incurred during. E






















-'^ab1e.9--2	 Peak Pede.stal'Rotato.ns'and.CM Trans.latians.Incurred:
!	 ..
,.
Duxing Eaxth Poznt Tracking
	 ;
,.	 .
• ::_^ ORBIT AITITIID^ > PEDESTA.L PEAK ^ AXxS 	 ^`PEDESTAL <FEAK Y AXIS PED^S.^AI. PEAK. Y AXES PEDESTAT,..PEA& X AXIS
(KM) RQTATIQN (rad.} ROTATION :(deg) . G`M TRANSLATIDI^ (mm)' CM TRAN5T.^ATION (in) ^^
16Q O,:T^.4^. 6, 54 65.76 2.58;9:
^—
,





	 _ 0.'1.L1G 63Q4-. 65.89 2.594 ''s
`:	 _^
400 . _	 0,1099
i
I	 ^5Z97' 66..E-5 2.616.
i'.
48Q 0.7:095 b27^t 67.76 2.668
^.
t...-	 --.^	 I,......'J.	 L,...._:.l	 4,..-....:^ '._L
	
_..v..^
	 l."'.^':'^	 t_'-^:.5	 i^.^.».^	 -	 h..	 `^':^	 L-.;:.", i	 L.^..---^;1^ ^	 ,-..^^	 l	 ...--^_^	 i_....^_.^^	 ^-^ L	 -.....^..1	 l_-^-..,"7	 ^._`_`_'.'^^l	 C:"	 '.'_.7	 L.	 _..:.:i
_^	 :
F.xaminarian of table 9-2 lndica^es,.that the pedestal.rota-
ti,ans and corresponding Cs`2 translations are essentia3.ly constant
for the ,cases i*^vestigated. Since-the. peak torque required in
each case was kept constant' at 1,6 nt-m^ this i^t ►plies that the
pedestal translations and rotat^.ons : depend to first order on the
beak torque required to earth point track, and does no.t depend
on: the rate. of chari.ge of the required..tnrque {i.e,, its.
frequency chara.cteristics). phis is-the case. since the rate
of change of torque required to.earth.pant track.is .still well
below the bandwidth of.the p©inting control loop and isolator
dynaynics,so that the au.gular rotatiansand CM translations of
pedestal reach-the same.pealc.values although the points, in t^.me
which these values.:occur change as the orbital:al^^.tude changes.
The isolator elongations associated with the pedestal rota-
tions and translations g^:ven in table 9--2 is approximately 33
mm (1..29 .in) ta^hich a:.s sti11 . tao . l:arge to : be accommodated. by the
Coincident Gimbal. suspension system design. Hence the .teTes.cape
inertia that could be .accommodated during .earth paint tracking
is limited by allaraable isolator elongations rather than the
gimbal torque limitation, and. a deterftiina.tion sliauld . .be made of the
telescope inertias that could be accommodated a.t various altitudes
while yielding acceptable isolator elongations... ,.
`	 f,-i 9.::	 Techniques for ^nproving Telescope Tracking Accuracy_.	 ,
^^'
During Earth point Tracking - It has been. shown 9.n section.9:3
that `the ineurted telescope tracking e^:ror 3.s pri^maxily dependent 	 E
^l on orbital altitude and .essentially independent of te^.escope in-	 '
^
as long as the loop bandc^clth r^ians constant.	 Referring 3^
ertia
^ to fa.gure 9-54 it is seen that a larc-second peak tracking error 	 ^
z during earth point tracking canore].y be maintained- if' the orbital	 ^__
^^. altitude. is greater than 420 Km fora 2 Hz painting control loop	 E
bandwa:dth using ` angular rate and position.commax^ds. .: . Since many	 -.F	 J earth :pontingexpetim.ents are slated to fly at lower altitudes 	 ;_
"	 ^ a method for imgrovxng tracking accutacy'is ^.esirable. 	 One possi-
ble way.af.improvng earth point tracking accuracy is to add a 	 44_
'
t
'torque co^tmand to the angular rate anti posit^.on` commands- ,already	 ^ .	 '
being implemented.	 One possibility that comes . to mind is to add
^{
a torque command whose functional form will be,the same as the i
orbital.acceleration.prafile.given in equation , (8--23).	 However,	 Iw
' as poir►ted out iti section '9.1, the constant that ^c^rnu^.d. ^iiul:tply: 	 ^	 ,
^= the.orbxtal acceleration-profile would.have to be greater than the 	 `	 ^^
telescope a.nerta about the .hinge point.: A method o^. determining:
the::.c .o.nstant that ^zouYd ^ul.tip^.y.. the acceleration .prnf3.^.e would .. be,,	 ..	 .	 ;,.to set that canstarit tzznes the p'eatt accel:erat`on at the `time 'the






















b .	 pe^xorm .ea^:th .tracic3.ng fox a p .ar,^^.cu7.a^: ^elascope at a paxt^ ,cu^,^r	 {p
alta:^Gudeo It i.s e:xear that i^ ttti,s technique ^s to ^,rork then bkie. 	 '^
,A	 contxcl -torque xequ^:xed. to earth lacint .hack. cat^xzot deviate ^xo^n 	 -^^
the roznmand torque wh^.cix z.s ^nnct^,onzlly th:e same as the accelera^-
a lion profile to any t^laxge rr e^tenL- ^. T^ shaU.l:cl be no^ecl: that . nq t .Y	 ^
. ^	 on:^ ;^  is the magni^ud .e of 1:hei dxf^erence i?npartarit but the rate 	 r ^ : .
at which: the torque. d^.vergence takes place is of crtxca:^. izz^-- ---^
^- d
	 h ^	 ^ ^^ t^: 3:
	
^ hportance sxnae t	 t	 etermsn.es t o	 egxee o	 e	 ec	 v ty a	 t e
integral control,
	
1:n order ^o detexsnan:e dust .what the; de^v:i.ations.
—j; {
in the actual requ^:red control torque aye ^r .ain the command torque
;i
:: cahi.ch is characterized as described: above, a 16Q Kul axbit with
telescope and inert^ .a mass character^ .stics that mere one--half ---,	 ,;
the r^ai^:nal vaZ-ries descx'ibed. i,n table. 2—^:: aazd tfie recammena.ed7 ,:.
suspension parameters was chosen as a test case.	 Figures 955 ::.
through 975 show system response for -this. case.- -	 '
Using equation (8--23) the torque: coFnmand profil : e.. can- be "'
f written as T,^
^	 ,
^	 ,'
. Reh (Reth).(2Retli}sxn [c^ot-9p^2
^.








:her e ^._	 i;^





paint track^.ng cammenc^:s . ^'
^




For .the- 160 I{m exampl :e cited the following numex^.cal values
. far bhe terms ^:r ` equ^.ta.on . 9-11 apply
.,
coQ = ]..19Sx10^ 3 rod/sec	
^ ^	 {




`:..	 .. h	 = 1:6:0 Kiu
^.	
_
The point i;n time' a.t wkl^.ch th.e peak control torque of -16.^ '.	 1
n m. occurs: i:s: at 25 SOS_: seconds into ^he.xun ...Howe^ier, - .the. peak `^'
-.:<	 ,.	 .
a:ccelaration .that occurs ^n the nei.gliborhoo:d off: thin time actuallp





















is deter^3ned by requiring that the eommand torque and the actual.
required torque match at the point in time that the peak control
toxque occurs, the command torque ta'ould still be 3.ncreasing until
29 secr^nds is reached. performing the actual ccmputations the
-.	 ,	 angular acceleration. at 25. 08 seconds, the paint at whzeh the peak
	
l	 control toxque of --1b.4 n^-n occurs, is equal to 1.397x7.0'" 3 rod/
sec. The peak angular acceleration which occurs at 29 seconds
:is aqua]. to 1^512x1U-3 . Hence if equation {9-11) were used as
the cozuma^.ld torque profile the torque that would tie commanded at
29 seconds would be equal to
-	 r -;
1.512x10 3
Tc ^	 = 16.4(— -	 3) = 17.75 n-m
	(9-12)
29sec	 1.397x1^-
The control torque is actually required at 29 seconds is
-12.8 n-m ox a difference o£ 4.95 n-m. 'phis torque difference
that must be made up by the control system is apprec:t.able but
perhaps even more importantly this torque difference actors aver
four seconds of time. This makes the rate of divergence between
the actual required torque and the command torque profile given
by equation (9-Il} appreciable which means that the integral
control. wi11 oat be very effective. The same behavior between
peak acceleration and peak control torque is exhibited at the
other altitudes investigated. Thus, alti^ough it is anticipated
that using a torque command profile as described by equation
(9-11) would reduce the telescope tracking error than those that
are presently incurred without xt, it is doubtful that a tracking
accuracy of + 1 arc-second could be achieved. if such accuracies
are desirable then the toxque command profile would have to be
more complicated than that shown in equation {9--11). It is
therefore recommended that system performance with the command
profile shown in equation (9-11} and the form of the torque pro-
fzles that would be required to yield + I arc-second tracking
errors should be the subject of future study.
i
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Figure 9-2. Teleacage y-Axis TraeScing Error
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Figuro 9-17. Pedestei y-Axis CM Velocity
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Figccra 9-19. x—Axis Control Torquc
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Figure 9-30. Pedestal z-Axis Rotation
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Figure 9-36. Pedestal z-Axis CH Tranalacion
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Figure 4-37. Pedestal x-Axis CM Velocity
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Figure 9-36. Pedestal y-Axl.s CH Velocity
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Figure 9-49. PedestnL x-Axis CH ValaciCy
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Figure 9-G3. Pedestal z-Axis Rotation
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10. INSTRUA^^IT Po^IT1I^G SxSTEM (BPS) NOISE At^ALxsrs
This section will $evelop, via analytical techniques, an in-
sight into the pointing errors as a function of control. loop band-
width for the IPS resulting from sensor and actuator (ire., gimbal
torquers) noise. Various alternate sensing implementations are
considered in these evaluations and include the following:
a. Separate Rata Plus Position Sensors
b. berived Rate
L
c. Rate Gyro Control
The tarque range used by sensor noise for the sensor imple--
mentati.ons cons3.dereii is also derived. These calculations will
be used to determine the allowable sensor noise Pram the viewpoint
^^ ^
	
	 of both pointing accuracy and the utilization of torquer range.
Tn addition, optimal control loop bandwidths which result in
minimum pointa.ng error in the attitude estimate will be deter-^
mined as a function of gyro and position sensor noise levels. In
this evaluation both white and colored noise for the gyros will
be considered,
10.1 Separate Rate Plus Position Sensor Im lementation
10.1.1 Pointing Error due to Position Sensor Noise -- A simpli-
fied single axis linear representation of the telescope control. loop
using the inside-out gimbal configuration is shown in figure 101
where
.	 iCP = position gain (n^-m/red)
KK = rate gain (n-m/red/sec)
d =telescope inertia (Kg-m2)
N = sensor noise input
Tc
 = control tarque (n^-m)
The transfer function between sensor noise input N and angular out-
put is given by
A(s) _ ^	 1
s^+^+^












-	 i_3 _ 2^Wn
^-
Equation (1Q-2} can be rewritten as
-^
^^















EH(^w) ^2=	 n (10-5)
`2 2	 2	 2 2	 2
^ fi wtl`^' (mod )	 ^ ^ ^ tin+ (^.^►-wd )	 ^
Expanding equation (10-5) results in t„	 °^
w^
[w^a-2t,^w +(c^2-^'^Zw2) ^ Lw^-2ww +(r^z+C,Zw2} ]d	 dd	 d	 n	 n ;^
Far.toring equata.an (lfl-6) gives
,^
W^




It cax^ be shown that the mean squared vehicle po^.nting errar



















^ii (t,^) = inpuC noise powex spectral densf"-Y
4o {t) = vehicle angular errox
Assuming a flat power spectral density (i.e., white noise) and sub-




(t) rKp . s . ^w (ork-wd+j awn ) {w-fwd- j ^^n ) (w-^d+ j awn) (w--^d ^ twn) d^
	 (10-- 9 )
where K	 is the amplitude of the flat power density spectrum. Thep.s.
integral shown xn equation (10-9) can be evaluated via contour integra-
tion us^.ng the contour shcwn in figure 10--2.
O o (t)-Kp . s .^n2^^ (-wd+j ^r^n+asd+j rwn) (-+^d+.^ ^Wn1Wd+j ^^n) (-mod+,) ^^n-mod-j ^^n)
1	 (10-10)
+ {^,^d^-j ^u^n+uad+J ^^►n) (mod+J ^Wn+wd-j ^^n ) (mod+j t;wn-mod+j awn)
equation (10-10) can be written as
a2{t)=
W4Kp.s.2^j -
	 ^'	 -- +
	 ^'	 (10-11)
o	 n	 j 8^wnc.ad (+,^d -- j awn )	
.) $ ^Wn^d (mod+j ^^►n.)
which can be written as
2	 2^rW^K s .	 2^d
n d wd+^ txfn
2
'1f W	 TT ^
62(t)= n^	 W	 n	 (10-13)0	 2^ p.s.	 ^ p.s.













O a ( t ) I rtnsy?r 	
^s, fnl /2 	 (10.14)
Assuming that 20 percent of the total pointing error will be
budgeted for position no3.se the amplitude of the allowable posi-
tion noise Bower spectral density is given by
`	 K	 - 6.741x1D
-14
 rad2 = 4,235x10 l3 _rad2	 (10-15)
p.s. ^	fn	 rad	 fn	 _rad--
	
sec	 sec







10.3..2 Angular Error Due to Rate Gyro Noise Assuming Separate
Rate and Position Sensors -- Using the block diagrsm shown in figure 10-3,







s 2+ ^ + ^	 s 2+2 ^^ns-t-ta^
Using the same techniques as outlined in section 10.1.3.
^H(jw)I2=4r2wn
	 2 2	 21 2 2	 2	 (10-17)
i ^ ^n+(mod ) ] C r, ran+{w-cad ) l
	
2ui	 (rad) 2
t^^(t }=2trj	 4^2^2	 d	 _	 •nt =K	 ^	 (10-1$}KR.G.
	





















Assuming that 20 percent of the allowable l sec rms pointing
stability error were allnted to rate gyro noise the amplitude of
the rate gyro power spectral density is given by
2











10.1.3 Angular Error Due to Torquer Noise -Using the block
diagram shown, in figure 10-4 the transfer function between angular
`	 error and torquex noise input is given by
$	 1	 1	 1





Using the same techniques as outlined in section 10.1.1 the
mean squared noise error is given by
K
6o(t)= T2^'3 =	 ^`^' 3 (rad) 2	(10--22)
	
21 ^t,^n	 .b7[ J ^fn
where
i
^.G. =flak power spectral density amplitude of gimbal.




Assuming that 20 percent of the allowable 1 sec pointing
	







where a damping ratio of ^2 was assumed for the control l.oap.
1.0.1..4 Torquer Range Used Due to Position Sensor Noise w
	
'^	 Using the block diagram shown in figure 10--1 the transfer function






























^ H (jw)I 2= 	2	 2 2n 	2 2 2	
(1D-27}
T	 +4^(w^ w)	 wnw
^.






4	 2 2	 2	 2	 4
w +{4^ w -2w )w +^s
n	 n	 n
which can be written as
(4.^2w^- 2wn)w2^s^i
1	 tjw) ^ 2=J Zc,^y 1-	 (10-29)H,^
Using the results shown above {equations (10-3) through (14- 7)









n (^d'f'J awn ) (w+wd-j awn ) (w-wd+j awn ) {W-wd--j i;wn)
The mean square torqu{^ noise is given by ^:^
,^
+^
Ta l k )	 ^	 ^ii(w}^^1,^(jw)^zdw= '^
_^
^	




2 4J wnK	 1^ dw-.^ wnK	 ^^ (^.D-31)(w+wd+j awn ) (cart-wd—j t'wn) (w-wcl+.^ awn) {w-wd-j awn) _5
^[
1;xamination of equation (10-31) indicates that if a completely flat power
spectral density is absumed extending iron; a^ l.ki^^ first inte6ral is
unbounded as must be the cane r-^.is^.ce at frec^uunci.es highex than the
^.
1D^6
l..;	 : ,	 ,:.;	 :.:..	 .. ....
iA
servo loop bandwidtl -^  the torque C ransfer €unction approaches K^
or J w^, Therefore a noise cutoff will be assumed which actually 	 -
is the case since the sensors and actuators do have finite band-
wtdths which were neglected in this simplified analytical model.
This noise cutoff will only be assumed in the evaluation: of the
first integral of equation (10-31), The second integral will. be
evaluated from -tom as indicated. The second integral. in equation
(10-31) can be evaluated by contour integration using the path shown
in figure 10-2. Therefore
To{t)=JZw^K 5. (2wc)-J2W^K2^rjp. ,
(4^2wn
-2wn) (--Wd+j ^Wn ) 2+w^
-Wd+.^ ^wn+Wd^'.] ^c.sn) (-wd*j ^u►n-Wd+.] ^Wn ) (-md+^ awn—Wd—j awn)
(4^2Wn-2w^) (Wd^"1^wn)2^n
+ (w +j ^w -k^ +j ^w ) (w +j ^W +w - ,j ^w ) (w +j ^w -^m +^ ^w }	 (10-32 )	 yd	 n d	 n d
	
n d	 n d	 n d	 n
i
where we is the noise or sensor cutoff frequency. Simplifying	 i












Assuming that the sensor cutoff is five times the loop band-
width cis then equation (10-33} can be written as
n
-J2u.557rK


















a	 I	 I!	 I(	 I
Substituting equation (lfl-1S) into equation (1C-36) yields
Tp(t) =5.135x7.0-
^d 2fn	 (10-37)
To(t)lrms-7.166x10 SJfn	 ( 10-38)
The star sensor noise equivalent angle as a function of allowable
torque noise can be obtained Pram equation (1D-36) by assuming that
the sensor has a bandp ;iss that is five times greater than the
corresponding vehiclF loop bandwidth which can be expressed by
the following relationship
+^	 5^n





^s = sensor noise equivalent angle
^ss (us) =sensor noise power spectral density
H (c^) = sensor transfer ft,^nctions
Substituting equation (10-36) into equation {10-39), rearranging, simpli-
fying, and taking the square root results in 	 _
^.^
	_ T (t}^	 T (L-}^
6 =2.872x10 2 o	 rms red=S. 322x10 3 o	
rms sec
	 ( 10^-40)	 .
s	
,Ifn	 3fn	 `'^
	The position sensor noise equivalent angle can also be deter- 	 ^^
mzned using equation (1r -15), This results in the following 	 ^`
-c
5wn 6.747.x10 
14	 l/2	 _14 l/2	
-6
^5=	^	 f	 dm	 =[20^r{6.741x1 q 	 }]	 W 2.058x10	 red= .4244 sec	 ^	 ^
-5u^	 n	 {10--41)	 1°^
n	 --.
It should be noted that the position sensor noise equivalent
angle was computed over a frequency range equal. to five times the
IPS painting control. loop bandwidth while using the value of power
spectral. density amplitude determined in equation (1fl-15). This was 	 _
done in order to more realistically compare the impact resulting 	 ^




















^..	 i	 1	 ^	 I	 {
1^
,, ,
Equation (10-33} iE^dicates thak the sensor noise equivalent
angle must be constant for any control Poop bandwidth. Ik should
be noted, however, that if the position sensor is used in an up-
date mode the naise equivalent angle shown in equation (10-33} would
only have to be met over the position update loop bandwidth. This
can result in a large alleviation of the position sensor noise
requirements as the position update loop bandwidth is decreased.
The value of loop bandwidth far which the position sensor
naise equivalent angle is equal from both allowable torquer range
ukilization and poinking stability considerations is given by
	
T (t) I	 l/2
fn°79 a J 
rms	 (10-^42)
10.1.5 Tor uer Range llsed llue_to Ltake Gyro_ Noise Assuming
Separate Rate and Position Sensors - Using the block diagram
shown in figure 10-3 the transfer funckion between rake gyro naise
input and torque output is glv^=n by
T	 KRJs2	 ICR	 2	 J (2^w )sl
J s +ICRs+14,	
s 2+ Rs+ KP	 s +2 ^wna+wn3	 J
J 2 4 ^Zti^^w4




	 2 2 n Z 2n 4	 {10-44)
Using the same technique as outlined in section 10,1.4 the
,'	 korque noise resulting from rate gyro noise is given by
T^ (t)=SJ2 ^ 2t
^n^cKR.G. -2^rJzr^nRR. G.	 (10-45)
Assuming that the sensor bandwidth is five times the IPS poink-
ing control loop bandwidth equation (10- 45) can be written as
	







^2. G. ^j ^
Substituting equation (10-19) into equation (10-47) results in
'lo (t) ^	 1.435x],0 4,Ifn	 (n--m)	 (10-48)rte=
.	 {.
,^^'
The rate gyro noise equivalent rate error assuming that the .^^^
rate gyro loop bandwidth is five times larger than the IPS loop
bandwidth is given by




	 rod  2.631xIO4 ,^ (t)I	 s ^
	 (10-50) -^R	 .^f	 o	 'rms sec	 Jf	 o	 rms sec `^^^
n	 n ^`	 ^
_.
The rate gyro noise equivalent rate error without considera--
tian of resultant torquer range utilized can be obtained from ^^F





where the integration was performed over five times the IPS pointing ^	 `^
control loop bandwidth, ,, t	 -	 ? 3s
The value of loop bandwidth for which the rate noise equivalent y
error is the same from both torque noise and pointing accuracy view-









10.1.6	 Computation of Optimum Pointing Control Loop Bandwidth ;,7
fox Separate Rate Plus Position Sensor Implementation - Using the
results obtained in sections 10,1,1 through 10.1.3 the total mean `'-'
squared error incurred from position, rate, and torquer noise can ,^.
be writken as -`^
2
OZ(t) 
I	 ^r Kp.s.	 f ^, ^ R.Go ,}	 KT.G.	 (10-53)







Differentiating the above expression with respect L•o the IPS
loop bandwidth f and setting the results equal to zero gives
n
2
^	 4f^	 .. 16^r2.TZ^fn
Equation ( 1D-5G} can also be written as
f^— ^2 R.c. f z-	 3	 ^. c. ^a	 (10-55)
n 
4^r2 Kp. s. n 1b^r4J 2 Kp. s.
Salving the above equation for f n
 results in
z	 1/2
fn- ^ ^zz 
R.G. + 
.^ ^.c. + 4 z x .c^. 112	 ( 10-56)
`^z 4rr	 p.s.	 4n	 p.s.	 4^ J	 p.s.
Equation (10-5b) expresses the IPS loop bandwidth that would
result in minimum pointing error in the presence of position,
rate, and torquer noise for the separate rate plus position
implementation as a function of these noise levels.
10.2 Rate Gyro hold Sensor Implementation
10.2.1 Pointing Error Due to hate Gyro and Position Noise -
The simplified block dLagram shown in figure (10-11) represents the
rate gyro hold sensor implementation. The transfer function
between rate gyro noise input and 1PS angular error is given
by
w
8	 -[K^s+KP]	 s+ 2^






{	 The pnwer spectxal density of the resultant pointing error
can be ^,rritten as









Examination of equation (10- 59} indicates that there is a double
pole at the origin implying that an infinitely large mean squared
aa^gular pointing errtir would result if the rate gyro ho3.d mode
were implemented as shown in figure 10--.11.. This result is not
suprising since there is power around do for L-he flat power
spectral density of gyro rate noise that was assumed and hence
the system w^i.11 drift as time goes on resulting in ever increasing
angular pointing error. It is therefore necessary that a gyro
update scheme be employed in order to eliminate the effects of
gyro drift thus keeping the angular pointing error finite. An
analog update loop that can be employed for this function is
shown in figure 10--1L .




180 (^) ( 2y u2p, ^. + ^t. G2	 (10--60}
W 3^l	 Ul +la)
u	 u
The mean squared error of the position estimate can bs written
as
6o(t) -'^WuK s.+ W.G.
p '	 u
(10--61)
In order to find the optimum update frequency equation (10-61,1
can be differentiated with respect to ^ and the results sew
u
equal to zero. This results in
G. 1/2
^u K ^	 (10-62)p.s,
or
fu^ 27^ Kp.s.
The optimum mean squared error can be obtained by substituting
equation (IO-62) into equation (10-61) resulting in
e^o(t)=2^(K	 )1/2p.s.^.G„ (10-6^}
1^-12





and the rms error in the position estimate is given by
Qo(t)irmsr 2^r (Kp.s.KR.G.)1/4
	 (1Q-65)
If the position sensor i.s truely updating the rate gyro then
c,.su«wn. Therefore the mean squared attar given in equations (10-G1)
and (10
--64) is also the mean squared_ position error of the vehicle
due to what can be thought of as an equivalent position sensor.
However, the rate gyro still feeds the signal needed for rate
damging into the system and to furnish the high frequency atti-
tude information required for vehicle control, Zn order to ob-
tain the gyro high, frequency (i.e., wu<w<wn) errat contxibutian,
equation (10-59) will be integrated from -^<m<-i-m. However, contour
integration cannot be immediately applied an equation (10-59) e3.nce
there is a double pale located at the origin. Therefore equation
(10-59) is written in the following form
r ^ {w) f 2 =e^ ^2w^ 	 A ,^	 Bw-1-C	 +	 Dc,r!-E	 (141-56}
t o	 I	 n `Zt.c. ^z	
r,^w2+(w-^w ) ^	 ^2w2+(w—wd}^
n	 d	 n










fSubstituting equations {lQ--b7) through {^.0^-71) into equation (10^-6b)
the following results
2	 1	 4c^d w+l
	 l"" Gmd w
°	 ^	 m +2c,x^d-ten ^s -2c^d^►n	.
l;xamination of the first term in the brackets of equation {10-72)
ind^.cates that an infinitely .large angular error will result when
that term is integrated between -f^. This is to be :expected since
as indicated above it reflects the fact that the gyro wi11 cause
a vehicle drift since there is energy in the €lot rate power spec--
tral density assumed far the rate gyro around dc. However, the
gyro drift errox is taken care of by the gyro update loop as out-
lined above. The high frequency noise contribution of the rate
gyro can be obtained by integration of the second two terms in




^v {t) ^high frequency- 2^[^n	 (10-73)
Therefore the total vehicle mean squared pointing error due to
sensors can be written as the sum of the low frequency errors
given in equations (l0-bl) and (l0-b^) and the high frequency error





^. ^ R.G. ,^, ^^t.G.	 (10--74)
o	 total	 u p. s.	 wu	 2^c.on
sensor
Substituting the optimum update frequency value given in equation
(1Om62) results in
	




The overall mean squared painting error due to both sensors
and actuators is given by


















Rxamination of equation (1Q -76) indicates that there is nv clear
optimum loop bandwidth, for minimum pointing error, at which the
rate gyro hold loop should opers.te. The noise error incurred will




These results have been verified on various L5T simulations where
rate gyro hold was employed.
Assuming that 20 percent of the allowable 1 sec pointing error
would be budgeted for high frequency rate gyro noise the fa^.^.awing
results
rad 2
--R.G. y4.236x10 13^n rad (10-78)
6dC
where a damping ratio of ^ was assumed.
^L
Assuming that the position sensor and torquer noise power
spectral density are those given in equations (10-15) and (10-19),
respectively, the resultant mean squared pointing error for the
rate gyro hold sensor implementation is given by
_	 _ 112
	 ^	 _
8a(t}=2^r(5.323x10 12x4.235x10 i3)	 +2^.2{4.85x10-6)j ^1.132^t10 11 rad2
Oo(t}itotalr3'364x106 rad = .6936 sec	 (10-80)
tins
Zt is therefore seen that the total tzar IPS pointing error
will be met with the numbers brudgeted far the various error
sources.
10.2.2 Tyrque_Noise Due to Rate_Gpra Noise for Rate Giro
Hold Sensor Implementation - Using the block diagram shown in
figure (10--11) the transfer function between gyro raise input and















2^ 	 4^	 {1a-82)
T3sing the same techniques as outlined i.n sections lfl.l.4 and 	 `
1Q. 1,5 the mean squared torque noise resulting from rate gyro ^L-.
noise is given by
K	
2 3	 '^_




Assuming a rate gyro cutoff frequency of five times the IPS





n`^ 2IR.G,+ 2^ 
n 
R.G. 
^1-^-4^ 2-1b^ 4 ]	 {IO-84)






The gyro mean squared rate error assuming a cutoff of five
times the loop bandwidth is given by
c^2^lflw	 (1fl-86)	 ^^R	 n^. G.
	Substituting equation (10- 85) into equation (10--86), simplifying	 ^ 1
and taking thz square root results in 	 _.^?±
T (t)^
	




The rms rate error allowable from pointing considerations	 ^^'
only is given by	 -^' -
6R=1.829x10^5fn	(14-$8)	 ..-
Therefore the loop bandwidth for wh3.ch the allowable gyro
mean squared rate error is equal from both pointing accuracy and











i fn 80.8 a.7f rms	 (10-89)
n
These expressions are essentially equal to these shown in
section 10,1.5 and hence the plots of those expressions also
apply here.
10.2.3 Pointing Accuracies and Update i^'requencies Involved
'	 When Using _khe LDG 540 Gyro in a Rate Gyro Hold Mode - Using the
noise dzts for the LDG S40 gyro obtained by Martin Marietta
Aerospace_ a,.d presented at the Seventh Biennial Guidance Test
Symposium ^^r. t3oiloman Air Farce Base in a paper titled "Testing
Technolagy for Fine Pointing Systems" by R. L,. Gates, the low
frequency power spectral density of the LDG S4U can be appraxi-
mated as
j^(^►
)(2_ 2.211x10-1$ rad2 	 (1o^go)2	 redW
sec
where adjustments were made to the data presented in the paper to
^;	 obtain the units employed in this report, and to account for Che
=	 double sided power spectral densities employed throughout this
study. Since the data is presented in terms of axt angular power
spectral density referred to as table oration urhen it is controlled
.	 by the LDG 540 gyro operating in the attitude modes the gyro update
loop considered in section 10.2.1 can be revised in the following
manner as shown in figure (10-13).
-
	
	 It should be noted that this formulation favors the LDG S40
_gyro since the noise due to the electronics which would be present
^	 in the strapdown mode is nor accounted for in equation (10--90}, Row-
.	 ever, it is presently felt that the electronic noise contributian
in the frequency range of interest is oat substantial enough to
^	 grossly change the results obtained.
E
The transfer function between rate gyro noise input 6 gn and




















^	 II	 i	 I	 ^	 i
The power spectral density of the angular error in the poai-






The mean squared angular error in the position estimate due
to rate gyro noise is given by
e^ ^ ^	 _ ^r(2.2i1x1D 18)	 {1D-9^G)
o	 ^.G,	 w
u
The total mean squared error in the position estimate due to
both rate gyro and position noise is given by
^2 (t)1	 _ ^i(2.211x14-18) 
-t-^rm K
	 (ZD-95}
o	 tatal^	 til	 u p.s.
u
The optimum update loop bandwidth resulting in m^ .nimum error










Oo (t) I total^2^r(2.211x10 18xICp. s. )	 (10-97)
The total pointing error due to both rate gyro and position
sensor noise can be written as [i.e., equation {7b)]
92 (t)I	 =2(2.211x10-18K	
)112+ 
^r(2.211x10-182 ^ ^(^.G.) (10-98)
o	 total
	 p•s•	 2^^n	 2.^ ^w8
n
Using the value £ar position sensor noise given in equation
(10-15) and assuming an lP5 loop bandwidth of 2 Hz with a damping,
ratio of ^ the following results
Go{t)Itotal-9.452x10`-l3 rad 2	(1G-99)
1a
Bo{t}ltotal^9 . ^2Zx14 ^ rad^.2®05 sec	 (10-100}
rms
This value of rms pointing error is almost totally due to
torque generator noise and tt:e contribution of the pasitian sen-
sor noise has been virtually eliminated by the use of the LAG 540
in a rate gyro hold made. The gyro update frequency is given by




This calculation indicates the reduced sensitivity to posi-
tion noise that can be obtained using a rate gyro in an update
mode. However, it seems that the I.DG 540 gyro is considerably
better than that needed for the IDG.
10.3 Derived Rate Sensor Implementation
1.0.3.1 Angular error Due to Position Noise for Derived Rate
Sensor Implementation - A simplified block diagram of the IPS
cocatrol loop using a derived rate sensor implementation is shown
in figure 10--1[^^ The transfer function between position noise input
and the resultant angular error is given by
w
6	
^ s+ ^ ^	
s+ ^n
° -H(:;^ = —	 =2^w	 {10-103)N	 J 







	 ^	 a 4i	 2	
(10-1.04}
(w +2c^dw-awn) {w -2wwd'i^wn}
Using the same method as outlined above the mean squared






The ratio of the mean squared angular error due to position
L=
sensor noise using the derived rate sensor imglea^enta.tion to that
incurred using the separate rate plus position sensor implementa-










Y±ar a system damping of 
^^1 
this ratio is three ar approxi-
i L t
mately 1 . 73 times the rms angular error due to position sensor (^
noise results w;^en the derived rate sensor implementation is "
used over that which would be incurred for the separate rate
plus position sensor implementation. ^`
10.3.2	 Torque Noise Due to Position Noise for the Derived
Rate Sensor Implementation -- Using the block diagram shown in ^!
figure 10-14 the transfer function between position Heise i:,put ^^
and torque noise output is given by
^













	 ^ ^	 z	 z z	 ^
w +(k^ -2)can^ ^n
^r-. ^,
Equation (1D-1D8) caps also be written as
i
J x (]^) ^ 2_^2^^2^^ ^Z+ 1+8^ 2--26^4 W^ , d2^n _	 Awx±132 (lfl-3.03}
p	
.,




A=[(2-4^z)(1+8^2-16^'^)- 4^2]^n 	(1D-11D) -,







I	 ^	 I	 f	 r
Using the same technique as outlined in sectioxt 10.1.4 the
mean squared torque noise can be written as
3





Assuming the position sensor cutoff is five times the IPS
loop bandwidth equation (10-112) can be written as
2 5
2	 2 2 5	 125	 5 1+84Z--164	 J r^nKp.s.	 4	 6To (t) =8J ^ WnKp.s. 3 + [^ -	 2 — -!-	 2^	 CI-48r, +64^ ^	 (l0-ll3)
^,
The ratio of mean square torque noise for the derived rate to
the separate rate plus position sensor implementation is given by
To{t)^dexived




Assuming a damping ratio of 
^^











or approximately 4.7 t^.mes the rms torque noise caill resu3.t in
the derived rate sensor implementation as that which results for
separate rate plus position sensor implementation,
Assuming a damping ratio of 1 the mean squared torque for
VL
the derived rate sensor implementation can be written as
To(tj = 173.3.T2t^






I	 i	 i	 I	 I	 I
The allowable position power spectral noise amplitude assuming
that 20 percent of the allowable 3. sec pointing error would be
budgeted for position noisE is
^	 - 2.247^c10-14
 rad2	 (10^-117)
p.s. - 	fn	 rod
sec
The star sensor noise equivalent angle as a function of allow-
able torquer range utilization can be obtained by assuming the
star tracker bandwidth is five times that of the IPS pointing con-
trol loop. Hence
^2=20^rf IC	 rad2	 (10-118)
R	 n p.s.
Substituting equation (10-116) into equation (10-118) and taking
the square root gives




The allowable star sensor noise equivalent angle from a point-




 rod=0.245 sec	 (10-120)
The value of IPS loop bandwidth for which equal noise equiva-
lent angle requirements result from both pointing stability and
torquer utilization viewpoints is given by
T ( t ) (	 1/2
fn-71. 57 0 3 
rips (10-121)
10.3.3 Gamputativn of Optimum Loop Bandwidth for Derived Rate
Sensor Implementation - The total mean squared pointing error for






s.fn+	 2.2• 3	 (10--12,2)/J	 I6^ J t;fn
Aifferentiating equation (10-122) with respect to f e setting









fns	 112	 2	 K 
.G.	 (10-123)
2^r.3	 4s +1 p.s,
which is the bandwidth for which minimum pointing error results.
10.3.E Criteria for Choosing Between Derived Rate and Sepa--
rate Rate Plus Position Sensor Im^iementations - The criteria for
when one chooses between separate rate plus position and derived




P.^Oo( t}^D.R. 	 (10-124,




Kp_.s. f + ^^.G. < 4^2+1 
'^2K	 f	 (10-125)
^	 n 4fn —^ ^ ^	 p.s. n
Simplifying equation (10-72 5) results in
j^ 	 <16^r 2 f 2K	 (10-12b)H. G.—	 n p.s.
When the rate gyro noise pawex spectral density meets the
above inequality separate rate plus pa^tition sensor implements-- 	 :;;; ^tion should be employed.











or separate rate plus position should be employed aver derived 	 ^
^^
xate when the TPS loop bandwidth meets the inequality given in
equation (10-127;.
10.3.5 Criteria for unoosing Between Rate Gyro Hold and 	 "^
Derived Rate Sensor Implementations -The criteria for choosing	 ;^
betwes<n derived rate and :ate gyro hold sensor implementation












ti ! i I ^	 ^	
Q
©o (t} ^R.H .^eo(t) (D.R.	 (Z0^-128)






2	 K^	 l/2	 L1. Gr	 'FS^'l',L^ 2
(^p.s.-7Z.G.)	
+ 4^fn <^ ^	 ^G Kp.s.fn (10-129) ^.




< 12 2-E-1+4 ^8 2-t-I
p.s.--	 [ (4r2+1 ) 2^fn]2	 K'R.G.
If the position sensor noise power spectral density meets the
inequality shown in equation (10-130), derived rate should be employed
over rate gyro hold.
Another way to view the inequality shown in equation (10-130) is
the followi
l/2 112	 l/2
f < (1z^2+1-^-4^(f3T2-E-1)	 ]	 KR .c.	 (i0-131)
If the IPS Loop bandwidth meets the inequality constraint
shown in equation (1.0^-I31) the.. derived rate should be employed
over the rate gyro hold sensor implementation.
10.4 Summary and Recommendations - The following are some
of the results during this study phase:
a. The derived rate sensor implementation will give three
times the rms pointing error as the separate rate plus posi-
tion sensor implementation for the same value of position
noise power spectral density far an IP5 control loop damp-
ing ratio of l	 This is true regardless of IPS pointing
VL
control loop bandwidth.
b. The derived rate sensor implementation caill use apprax--
i_mately five times the torquer range as the separate rate
plus position sensor implementation for the same value of
position noise power spectral dersity for an IP5 contraJ.
loop damping ratio of ^-,
	
'C'his is true regardless of IP5
^" 2













c. Tor the derived rate ses^sar implementation. If 2 n-m of
torquer range is budgeted to be used by sensor noise, which
would correspond to IO percent of the gimbal torquer range
for a 2Q n-m torquer, the allowable sensor noise power spec-
tral density would be governed by this requirement for IPS
loop bandwidths of 2 Hz and above. For IPS ^ .vop bandwidths
be^.ow 2 Hz the allowable sensor noise power spectral densi-
ties would be governed by pointing stability requirements.
It is recommended that a study be performed to determine the
effects of sensor r.nd actuator noise on overall IPS performance
using the system three body performance model described above
which were performed on a simplified linear second order model
oar the IPS using white noise spectra. Actual sensor and activa-
for noise characteristics including the effects of sampling and
quantization which would not he handled in an efficient manner





Figure 10-1. Simplified Block Aiagram of the IP5 for Separate











































FigurE ► Q-3. Simplified Slack diagram of the IP5 wEth Rate Gyro Noise
I	 f	 l	 !	 1
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11.	 SU^.ZY ANiI. CQNCLiTSI0I^5
^.
^_
Tire major canc^.usions of the studies performed can be sum-
.:
,,
marxzed as follows: 1	 .;
a..	 Tl'.S stabi^:ity .and -performance is not. s:ex^sitiva to:.sus-^ F
pension damping eharacteristics. 	 Damping cen be varied over ^
,.:
wide ranges {i,e.,, reduced by an order of magn3aude from a:
^- namxna^. damping ratio- of 0.1) without any subs^antital change
_ in, sys^e^ pontzn g , .per^artnan^e • ^	 .:
- r
`. 'b.	 IPS stability axid performance is not sens'i^ive'<`to gedes-' ^
' tal mass-and inertia variations .with-pointing performance
__
remai^iing: essentially the same fof pedestal.:mass .and finer- ,	 -	 >.




c..	 I,PS poinfing .performance is.a.functl:on of teZe.scope mass s
.and inertia characteristics. 	 A painting error. of approximately
2 6 arc-seconds was incurred: for a point^.ng - 'control. ^.^Sop .band- ;	 :	 ^




-	 ^3x -- ^Q Kg-m2 ^	 '^	 ;







m3 = 29Q Kg ^	 ^
-	 -	 - 3
^.	 -
-	 -
If telescopes `3.n this cJ.ass 'are Cv be` ^:ntegrated with
. ,.	 the TFS..suspension .system,:mod.ifxcatxon would be required
zf + 1 . arc--second painting stabil^.ty zs bo' he ach3etred. ^
.-- cl:	 A painting error of Q-..895 arc-second was incurred for
a paxs.t^ng control loop t^andwidth. of ,2 'Hz, in the presence`	 L
-- of .crew motion disturbances using: the suspension system
`.`!	 - parameters specified .by, Dormer Systems. for the_ Co^.ncident -
^^ Gimbal system confxgurat^.on.	 This pont3.ng error which is
due to . ,one source .onl:y. is -quite large and .^.^. is doubtful
-. if .
 + larc--second pairiti^.rig stability cou^.d be real3:zed,, _
once all the other: . contr^.buting error sources (e.g.,
^^ sensor and act.uatar noise, gimbal nonlinearit^.es, sampling..;.























;' e,	 T.so3.a^or axial elongations of approximately' 4.3'nmi. (1.7 ,
^} result, during earth point tracking.^ram a 438 K[+! orbit -,
far the suspen.siao. para^etars specified by Dormer- Systems
for. the - Goincid^ent .gimbal... aaz^f^:guratian... These elongations.,
which became worse as the orbital altitude ciecreas.e6, ale ''











It is recamniended that thE^` suspension system parameters
far -the .Coincident Gimbal- be madif ied from those specified ,
^.	 ..
by DarnieL Lo the.follawing:
^
K	 ^ K	 _ 2000 . n/m	 it	 = k	 = 2D2.5` n--m/rod -X	 y	 x	 Y 3,
I^	 = 500 nJm	 is	 ^ 3.242x1D
	
n-mixed
f	 .	 ,.. z	 z
Dx _ Dy _ 475.2 n-sec/m	 dX = dy ^ 48.11 n--m-sec
-
,,y
} D	 = 118.$ n-s.ec/m 	 d	 - 769.$ n-m-se.cz, :	 ,.	 z
'.
^ The va^,ues far the suspension paraiueters listed .above j
g zesult in the ^oZlotaingisolator design characteristics
`
_.
far the Coincident Gimbal suspension system designs:
^












^ = 19.47 deg ^-,	 i;
R	 0.9 m ^
The modified suspension not only reduces..isalator
elongati+^ris incurred during earth paint tracking but also ,^.
improves,.painting.p.erformanee over that. which resulted
for the' . Dorner suspension spec^.f^:catons. 	 ,
g.	 If the - gimbal wire torque nonli.nearity is accurately - ..	 ^	 '	 '
descx3bed..^	 the..characteristic..shown - xn.sectian. 5, the...Yjump Sri: that wire torque' charae.ter-istic :would .have:::to be j
0.05 n-m ar less for_the nominal telescope and O.O:I. n- m ^.}
or less fQr the`29D'Kg telescope discussed above in item ^
.	 ". 7c, if a pointinb stabz7 i':y of + l ent--second. is to be I
achieved:
	
These values will result Yn limit cycle amp13:-^
tudes of D.. 2 arc--second . which. is twenty ._percent of .the `	 .














-`	 h. The maximum telescope inertia that could be accommodated
_	 during earth point L^acicing assuming that not more than $0
pexeent o^ the- gimbal torque cc^.pabi7^ity of 20 n- •m be used,
.:	 _..'^,:.	 is,propo^tiflnal.to the peak angular acceleration required.
'tn earth point track at a given oxtiital altitude., However,
the actual torque. required ^o earth point track consider-
^,	 ably exceeds, particularly at lower orbital al.titudea, the
^; peak .angular acceleration times the telescope inertia about .
the gimbal hinge point due to the action off'pedestal dyriam^
ics. This. effect can be reduced as the gimbal hinge point,
pedestal CM, and suspension center of elasticity are brought
'',	 closex together. -These results are for the recommended
Coincident Gimbal sitspexision parameters and do not take
^_.:	 into: account -the isolator elongations incurred during .:earth..




	 l^. The telescope tracking . errors incurred are appxeciab,y
exceeding + Zarc-second - for orbital altitudes - below 120
KM .fox a Qaxnting control' loop bandwidth of- . 2 Hz when on^.y
^^	 angular rate and position commands are emp^.oyed. It is
clear that ^.f + larc-second tracl:.ing accuracy 3.s to be
`^	 ach^.etred during earth point tracking, a feed forward torque
L eommand;wauld be requixed in addition to:.the angular .rate.. -
and position commands presently being employed.
j. Telescope tracking .error is proportional to the rate
'. -I'	 at char a of an ulcer a.cceleratian re aired to eax'th o^:nt .g	 g	 q	 P
track and is essentially independent of telescope inertia
;.	 -

















412. RECOMMENDED FEITLTRE EFFORT
The following tasks are'reco^rn,ended to continue and extend
.:	 the rYsults obtained in this study in order to better understand.
and aid ESA in the cTesa;gn of the IPS.
a. Determine the functional form of the command torquf
profile that would be required :o improve system tracking.
accuracy as a function of command torque grofile complexity
ca^.th a -1- 1 arc-second .tracking accuracy for. orbital a^,titudes
-	 between 1fi0 and ^r80 IQ4I being a design goal.
b. Determine the effect of parameterizing the distance be-
ttaeen the . gimbal hinge .point,, pedestal:.CM, and suspension
center of elast^.city, an system painting and slew^.ng perform-
ante. In particular, investigate the torque requ^.red, and




ing as a function of these di^ztances taking into consideration
the suspension modifirativns rec^wir^d to maintain + l arc-
second stability during. stellar pointing as the distance
^_:
	
	 bet-^aeen telescope hinge point, pedestal CM, and suspension
system center:af elas.ticity,. decrease.
c. Letermine the maximum telescope mass and inertia that.
could ^be accommodated as a function of a].locaable isolator




d. Determine the effects of sensoz and actuator noise on IPS.
pointing performance. Establish the allowable levels for
these noise. sources as a function-of sensor implementation
and specify recommended implementation update frequencies, etc.
`as a function of serisar and actuator noise. characteristics.
e. Determine-the effects of sampling-and quantization vn 1PS
.:	
^.' h h	 li	 f	 d:,...;;	 pointing gex^formance. Es tab 2s t e camp ng requency an ....
quantization levels .t-hat would. .result in satisfactory system, ^e
performance without compensating far these effects, T.f these	 ^'x,?
values ^esul't in excessive software utilization investigate
_^,	 use of compens .a^ioxt to reduce . sampling. frequency whi3^e: st^.Il . 	^ .	 1




effects. of sampling and ,quantization on the errors incurred
due to`sensor and actuator noise characteristics should also
be-determined.	 _
_	 ,.
.	 ^	 f. Deterniina the .effect of telescope flex3.bil3ty on over--
all IYS stability and go^.nting performance. ^stabl^.sh a
meaningful techniq^:e by which telescope flexibility char.acter-
z	 ist3.cs could b.e sp.ecifi2d so that if adhered to by the pay-j
	
	
loan? des^.^ner would result in sat3sfaatory system stability
and pointzng performance once integrated with the IPS.
